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ABSTRACT
AN OVERLAY ARCHITECTURE
FOR PERSONALIZED OBJECT
ACCESS AND SHARING
IN A PEER-TO-PEER ENVIRONMENT
Chatree Sangpachatanaruk, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2006
Due to its exponential growth and decentralized nature, the Internet has evolved into a
chaotic repository, making it difficult for users to discover and access resources of interest
to them. As a result, users have to deal with the problem of information overload. The
Semantic Web’s emergence provides Internet users with the ability to associate explicit,
self-described semantics with resources. This ability will facilitate in turn the development
of ontology-based resource discovery tools to help users retrieve information in an efficient
manner. However, it is widely believed that the Semantic Web of the future will be a complex
web of smaller ontologies, mostly created by various groups of web users who share a similar
interest, referred to as a Community of Interest.
This thesis proposes a solution to the information overload problem using a user driven
framework, referred to as a Personalized Web, that allows individual users to organize them-
selves into Communities of Interests based on ontologies agreed upon by all community
members. Within this framework, users can define and augment their personalized views
of the Internet by associating specific properties and attributes to resources and defining
constraint-functions and rules that govern the interpretation of the semantics associated
with the resources. Such views can then be used to capture the user’s interests and integrate
these views into a user-defined Personalized Web. As a proof of concept, a Personalized Web
iii
architecture that employs ontology-based semantics and a structured Peer-to-Peer overlay
network to provide a foundation of semantically-based resource indexing and advertising is
developed.
In order to investigate mechanisms that support the resource advertising and retrieval
of the Personalized Web architecture, three agent-driven advertising and retrieval schemes,
the Aggressive scheme, the Crawler-based scheme, and the Minimum-Cover-Rule scheme,
were implemented and evaluated in both stable and churn environments. In addition to the
development of a Personalized Web architecture that deals with typical web resources, this
thesis used a case study to explore the potential of the Personalized Web architecture to
support future web service workflow applications. The results of this investigation demon-
strated that the architecture can support the automation of service discovery, negotiation,
and invocation, allowing service consumers to actualize a personalized web service workflow.
Further investigation will be required to improve the performance of the automation and
allow it to be performed in a secure and robust manner. In order to support the next gen-
eration Internet, further exploration will be needed for the development of a Personalized
Web that includes ubiquitous and pervasive resources.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1
1.1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
1.1.1 Information Overload Problem
The Internet provides access to a bewilderingly large number and variety of resources, includ-
ing text, audio and video files, raw scientific data, retail products, transcripts of interactive
conversations, and web services. However, due to its scale and decentralized nature, the
Internet has evolved into a chaotic repository of all types of information, making it difficult
for its users to locate resources of interest to them.
Over the past several years, a number of resource discovery tools have been proposed
to facilitate access to information on the Internet by automatically classifying and indexing
collections of digital data. In theory, these tools can address the fundamental problem of
resource indexing and discovery on the Internet. Yet, it has become clear that they often fail
to capture and address the real intent or specific needs of a given user. This failure occurs
mostly due to the fact that most of the early search engines and tools, such as bookmark, and
directory services, can only provide uniform and equal access to resources in the Internet.
More recent tools, such as the Google search engine, use sophisticated algorithms to
assign weights to different web pages. These weights, however, are used merely to rank
pages. As such, they do not necessarily reflect the users’ personal interests. As a result,
queries issued by Internet users often produce an overwhelming number of responses, which
frequently contain references to irrelevant material while leaving out more relevant ones.
1.1.2 Semantic Web Evolution and the Community of Interest (CoI)
The recent advent of the Semantic Web, which promises to make the web accessible and
understandable, not only to humans, but more importantly to machines [11], is creating op-
portunities for new approaches and tools to discover resources on the Internet. The Semantic
Web makes it possible to associate, with each resource, semantics that can be understood
and acted upon by software agents. In particular, web search agents, which can usually be
programmed to crawl the web pages in search of keywords, can now be augmented to take
advantage of semantic data to carry out sophisticated tasks, such as evaluating the similarity
between the web pages, and processing data of interest for users.
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In the last couple years, a great deal of Semantic Web research has focused on using
“ontologies” to annotate data and make it machine-understandable, thereby reducing hu-
man involvement in the process of data integration and data understanding [59, 23, 13, 101].
Formally, an ontology is defined as an explicit specification of a shared conceptualization,
which can refer to the shared understanding of some domains of interests [42]. As such,
an ontology can be viewed as a computational model of a group of related concepts. The
model is often captured in the form of a semantic network whose nodes are concepts and
whose edges represent relationships or associations among these concepts. The semantic re-
lationships give users an abstract view of an information space for their domains of interest.
The ability to incorporate detailed semantics of data will facilitate greater consistency in
its use, understanding and application. Annotating languages and tools are being developed
to help users describe resources and model shared agreements of some domains of interest.
It is widely believed, however, that the Semantic Web will not be primarily comprised of
a few large, consistent ontologies, recognized and accepted by the Internet communities at
large [33]. Rather, it is envisioned that the Semantic Web will be a complex web of small
ontologies, largely created and used by groups of users who share a similar interest, referred
to as “Communities of Interest” (CoI). In such an environment, companies, universities,
or ad hoc interest groups will be able to link their webs to the ontological content of their
interests, thereby allowing computer programs to collect and process web contents, and to
exchange information relevant to their needs freely and efficiently.
1.1.3 Enabling a CoI Using the Concept of the Personalized Web
The realization on the web of the CoI ontologies’ vision depends on two factors. The first
factor is the ability of the Internet users to associate detailed semantics with resources
and with different ontologies. The second factor is the availability of adequate tools and
mechanisms to allow users to discover, access, and share these resources among their CoI
members in an efficient manner.
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In this thesis, the concept of a Personalized Web is considered as central to this vi-
sion [80]. It provides the basis for a flexible and effective platform for the development of an
autonomous personalization system to enable user-defined views of the Internet. The person-
alization system will allow users to automatically discover, extract and integrate information
and knowledge into a personalized web of interest.
A user profile driven framework is proposed to allow individual users to organize them-
selves into CoIs based on ontologies agreed upon by all community members. In this frame-
work, users are able to define and augment their personal views of the Internet by associating
specific properties and attributes to objects and defining constraint functions and rules that
govern their interpretation of the semantics associated with these objects. Such views can
then be used to capture the user’s interests and integrate these views into a user defined
Personalized Web(PW) [80]. Furthermore, through active advertising and discovery of ob-
jects, users automatically expand their “personal web of interest” to include other users’
personalized webs, thereby enabling the “natural” formation of communities of similar
interests.
1.1.4 A P2P Overlay Architecture to Support Personalized Web
Enabling CoIs requires the development of efficient data structures, mechanisms and pro-
tocols to support information dissemination, object discovery and object access in a user-
transparent manner. Furthermore, in order to support the potentially large and dynamic
user communities, the protocols and mechanisms must be scalable and robust.
Recently, the Peer-to-Peer(P2P) overlay technologies have emerged to leverage resource
discovery on the Internet. Typically, these technologies allow peers to deploy large-scale, self-
evolving infrastructure in an ad-hoc fashion without the need for centralized management or
control [73, 90, 106, 78]. The ease of deployment of P2P overlay infrastructure enables the
development of a new class of applications that can effectively and strategically distribute
their services over the Internet. In this way, they can provide a scalable framework to
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develop efficient mechanisms that distributes, shares, and accesses resources in large scale,
highly dynamic environments. These properties make a P2P overlay network viable as a
solution to support the design of resource discovery for, and enable an effective management
of, distributed resource indexes of CoIs.
This research initiative aims to leverage the benefits of the P2P overlay network tech-
nology, first by enabling a Personalized Web architecture for a structured and shared access
to Internet resources which reflect the user’s interests, and by allowing the user to acquire
services efficiently and securely as well as share knowledge with members of CoIs. While
significant contributions from various fields of research have been made to the evolution of
the Semantic Web and P2P overlay networks, to the best of our knowledge, none has estab-
lished an integrated framework between these technologies to provide a solution for resource
discovery, access, and sharing among CoI members. This lack of framework has been one
motivation for this dissertation research to explore such a theme.
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following manners. Section 1.2 de-
scribes the objectives and scope of this thesis. In Section 1.3, the formal definition of the
concept of a Personalized Web is discussed. The section proceeds with an illustration of this
concept using a community of research scientists focused on network security. It is shown
that, through document activation, scientists discover new documents of similar focus and
form communities of similar interests. In Section 1.4, the functional requirements and the
performance objectives of a Personalized Web are described. Section 1.5 introduces the
enabling technologies of the Personalized Web, namely agent technology and peer-to-peer
overlay networks. The research questions and the fundamental challenges of this research
are then discussed in Section 1.6. Next, the approach and contributions of the thesis are
described in Section 1.7. The chapter concludes with a description of the organization of
this thesis and definitions of the key terms used in this chapter.
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1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The main objective of this thesis is to design and develop a P2P overlay architecture to
support functionalities of a Personalized Web. This objective is further divided into the
following sub-objectives:
• To examine the fundamental principles of a P2P overlay architecture to support ontology-
based resource advertising, discovery, access and sharing,
• To design and develop the data structures, protocols, mechanisms, and architecture to
enable the Personalized Web in a scalable and robust manner,
• To develop a proof-of-concept implementation of the architecture,
• To assess the performance of the proposed architecture, its mechanisms, and protocols,
and
• To develop a case study to demonstrate the proposed architecture to support next gen-
eration workflow applications.
This research will not directly focus on issues related to ontologies and their development,
creation and representation of user profiles, as well as the development of algorithms to ex-
plicitly or implicitly capture users’ interests. However, current technologies and tools related
to these topics will be used in a case study to demonstrate the concept of the Personalized
Web, and assess the performance of the proposed architecture, protocols, and mechanisms.
1.3 PERSONALIZED WEB CONCEPT
A Personalized Web is defined as “a web of resources augmented by user-defined ontological
properties, attributes, constraints and rules, to (i) capture the user’s profile and interests,
(ii) facilitate user interaction, resource discovery, and access to Internet resources, and (iii)
enable creation of communities of similar interests and knowledge sharing among their mem-
bers”.
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To further illustrate the concept of a Personalized Web, consider the case of a research
scientist focused on network security, with a specific interest in denial of service (DoS)
attacks. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a community of researchers in DoS attacks,
whose members include, the ISAAC Group at Berkeley, the Security Group at CMU, the
NETSEC Group at the University of Pittsburgh and the CIS Group at MIT, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Personalized Webs Enable Communities of Similar Interests
In order to keep abreast of latest advances in the field of DoS attacks, the researcher
must be aware of recent publications in the field. Furthermore, the researcher may want to
become a member of the DoS research community and share his or her recent results and
findings with the members of this research community. The Personalized Web framework,
through resource advertising and discovery, enables the researcher to achieve these goals, in
an effective and user transparent manner.
The process of discovering relevant publications starts when the researcher associates a
similarity profile with a document describing the researcher’s specific interests related to the
DoS attacks topic. This association can be simply achieved based a set of selected keywords.
A more powerful abstract view of the user’s interest can be achieved using ontologies to
organize keywords and DoS concepts, and capturing semantic relationships among them.
Furthermore, the user may define measures which define notions of the user’s perception of
similarity.
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The similarity profile triggers the activation of a semantically-aware agent which proceeds
to advertise the user’s document and discover similar documents. By using a discovery
service, provided by the Personalized Web infrastructure, the agent can locate members of
user communities that share similar interests.
Using the user-defined similarity metric, the agent ”refines” the Internet related docu-
ments into a taxonomy which closely reflects the researchers’ interest in the topic. At the
same time, the agent advertises the researcher’s own publication to the DoS attacks research
community. As shown in Figure 1 (step 1), the agent uses a user-defined similarity metric
to determine if a discovered document is of interest to the user. At the same time, the
agent advertises the researcher’s document to the DoS attack community (step 2). Doc-
uments, deemed similar based on the user-defined similarity metric, are used to build the
user’s personalized view of DoS attack documents of interest.
As new documents are discovered, the user’s personalized web of DoS attack documents
evolves dynamically and adaptively to reflect changes both in the Internet environment and
the user’s interests. As shown in Figure 1, the addition of a new document to the ISAAC
Group document tree, (step 3), causes the agent to notify other members of the community
about this addition, (step 4). Based on their own similarity metrics, members may either
choose to add this document to their own document tree, if the new document is deemed
of interest, or ignore the advertisement. In former case, the user’s Personalized Web of DoS
attack documents is updated accordingly.
1.4 BASIC FUNCTIONALITIES AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES OF
THE PERSONALIZED WEB
The previous section conceptually demonstrated how a Personalized Web facilitates user
interaction, resource discovery, and access, and enables knowledge sharing among members
of CoIs. To enable the vision of a Personalized Web, architecture, protocols and mechanisms
must be developed to:
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1. Enable resource discovery based on user specific profiles, associated with ontologies of
interest, in a user-transparent manner.
• This functionality allows a user to discover resources that reflect the user’s interest in
a transparent manner. The user’s interest can be expressed explicitly, using a profile
language, or implicitly by capturing and analyzing user interaction with the Internet.
Resource discovery is achieved based on a user-defined, ontology-based similarity.
Semantic similarity among resources may be based on statistical information in the
concepts and attributes of the user defined ontology and their relationship within
the ontology. Different methods for measuring similarity between resources can
then be used. Traditionally, methods for measuring similarity between concepts
and attributes can be based on measuring the distance, expressed in terms of the
number of edges between the node associated with concepts or attributes. Variations
of these methods may associate weights to the links to reflect their positions in the
taxonomy. Information-theoretic models which consider relations, such as “is-a”,
and “has-part”, may also be used. These methods have proven to be less sensitive
to density variability [75].
2. Enable user-selective resource advertising among user communities of similar interests.
• This functionality allows users to advertise their resources to users who are in their
specific domain of interest. Resource advertising is achieved based on a user-defined
advertising profile. The profile includes a user-defined ontology, and an advertising
scope and policy. Ontology-based similarity is used to find users who are interested
in the resources associated with the ontology, similar to the discovery. The scope
is used to limit the advertising to specific domains of interest, such as an Internet
domain, a user community or an interest group. The advertising policy defines the
advertising strategy, which can be either aggressive, whereby the service proceeds to
advertise its associated resource immediately, or passive, whereby the service waits
for other users to discovered the resource.
3. Enable ad hoc interest groups to form and dynamically expand, by recruiting new mem-
bers with similar interests.
• This functionality allows CoIs to develop dynamically through resource discovery and
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advertising. On the one hand, the resource discovery allows users to find CoIs where
they should retrieve resources from, since they are interested in these CoIs members’
resources. On the other hand, the resource advertising allows users to discover CoIs
where they could share resources, since these CoIs members are interested in their
resources. CoIs are developing independently and evolving through time as members
join and leave. The similarity of the ontology associated with user resources is used
to self-administer members of CoIs.
User-based resource discovery coupled with resource advertising allows users to share
resources and expand their findings among users who have a similar interest. They facilitate
users to form CoIs. Consequently, both user-based discovery and resource advertising enable
the knowledge sharing that continues to evolve through time among users who share similar
interests.
1.4.1 Performance Objectives
To provide these Personalized Web services effectively over the Internet, performance re-
quirements need to be addressed. The Personalized Web must be capable of accommodating
both the user’s needs as they evolve, and the community as it grows. Furthermore, the archi-
tecture must be able to cope, without a severe performance degradation, with a potentially
large number of resources. To address these requirements, the Personalized Web architecture
must be scalable.
Scalablability
Typically, the scalability of a system can be evaluated with respect to a set of independent
parameters, observable metrics, and the environment. A parameter reflects specific aspects of
the system and can be freely varied. An observable metric is evaluated as the system is scaled
with respect to the independent parameters. A set of environment parameters depend on the
application and reflect the design choices of the system. The scalability of a Personalized Web
architecture and its underlying protocols and mechanisms can be expressed in terms of a set
of independent parameters, including the number of overlay nodes, the number of resources,
the number of users, the amount of storage in each node, the rate of generated queries and
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the load of each nodes. The main observable metrics of a Personalized Web include the degree
similarity between the retrieved resources and the user’s interest, the query response time,
the number of routing steps and the communication overhead. The environment parameters
include the network characteristics, the types of users and the types of user queries. The
scalability of the Personalized Web is a measure of the ability of the architecture and its
associated protocols to maintain efficiency, while a subset of these parameters varies over a
range of potentially large values.
Another important design requirement of the Personalized Web architecture is its ability
to function correctly and efficiently in the presence of failures. To meet this requirement,
the Personalized Web architecture must be robust.
Robustness
The robustness can be measured with respect to a given set of system features, with a set of
perturbations applied to the system [3]. The system features of the Personalized Web include
data accessibility [79], and response time in retrieval and advertising. The perturbations
include node leaving and entering the network, node failure, and network disruption. The
robustness of the Personalized Web is a measure of the ability of the architecture and its
associated protocols to maintain Personalized Web data, despite fluctuation in the behaviors
of the components, such as an overlay node or the underlying network.
1.5 ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
To address the fundamental requirements of Personalized Web architecture, this work lever-
ages the benefits of the P2P overlay networking and agent technologies [7]. The term “agent”,
in the context of this thesis, is defined as a computational entity which:
• Acts on behalf of the user, in an autonomous and transparent fashion,
• Performs its actions within a context defined by the user, either proactivily or reactively,
depending on the context, and
• Exhibits a level of learning and cooperation with its peers commensurate with user-
defined boundaries.
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Agent technology is a paradigm of computation whose applications from the onset have
exhibited both its power and diversity. Combined with P2P technology, an agent-driven
framework provides the foundation for a large-scale, self-evolving ad-hoc infrastructure, with-
out the need for centralized management or control [87]. The ease of deployment of P2P
overlay infrastructure enables the development of a new class of applications that can effec-
tively and strategically provide services over the Internet. This benefit of agent technology
has been exploited by several large scale file sharing systems, including Gnutella, Morpheus,
and Freenet [40, 64, 64, 37]. P2P overlay networks have also been used to support other types
of self-organizing Internet applications, including resource sharing, ad-hoc communication
and collaboration, improved resiliency and robustness [85, 41, 7].
P2P technologies can be leveraged to enable a Personalized Web infrastructure and sup-
port its basic functionalities. The P2P overlay networking infrastructure provides a scalable
framework to develop efficient mechanisms to distribute, share, and access resources in large
scale, highly dynamic environments. Furthermore, P2P technologies offers the potential to
organize resources into a collection of logical overlay networks; each logical overlay network
reflects the interest of a specific community whose members share common interests. Note
that the same physical resource can be accessible from different logical overlay networks, but
its semantic attributes may vary depending on which overlay network it is being accessed
from. In the following, the scope of this thesis is described by discussing the fundamental
challenges and their related issues of the design and development of a Personalized Web
using the P2P overlay technologies.
1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES OF
THE PERSONALIZED WEB
In order to realize the functionalities of a Personalized Web by leveraging P2P overlay tech-
nologies, several fundamental questions need to be addressed:
• Is it possible to combine the P2P overlay network and agent-enabled Semantic Web
technologies to enable a Personalized Web?
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• If so, what mechanisms, protocols, and data structures must be in place to support
personalized resource discovery, advertising, and access on the Internet?
• How can these functionalities be provided in a scalable, and robust manner?
• Can these mechanisms, protocols, and data structures be extended to support Web
Service Workflow applications?
Answering the above questions is the focus of this research thesis. Before discussing
these questions, the fundamental challenges to enabling a Personalized Web are addressed.
The focus of the discussion will be on the design and development of the architecture, its
mechanisms, protocols, and data structures to enable resource discovery, resource advertising,
and dynamic CoIs on the Internet.
1.6.1 Resource Discovery
The first challenge is to facilitate resource discovery based on user-specific interest profiles
in a scalable and robust manner. In the example above, the discovery service is assumed to
exist in order to inform the agent where to seek for resources that are related to the scientist’s
interest. In fact, to provide this service efficiently using the P2P overlay network technology,
the architecture must establish mechanisms to detail semantics of resources hosted among
peers. These mechanisms facilitate agents to find interests in these resources. In addition,
the architecture must collaborate in indexing these semantics in order to provide efficient
semantically-based resource location and retrieval. As such, agents can effectively discover
these resources, and refine them based on the users’ interests.
Furthermore, the architecture must be able to support this functionality in an Internet
environment where numbers of overlay nodes, resources, and users are growing quickly, and
the churn rates1 are high. The architecture, mechanisms, and protocols must provide a
resource discovery service that is both scalable and robust in such an environment.
1The rate of entering and leaving the network.
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1.6.2 Resource Advertising
The second challenge is to facilitate agents to advertise the user’s resources in a scalable and
robust manner. The advertising mechanism is used in a Personalized Web to disseminate
resource information to users in a community. When a user posts a new resource, an agent
is activated to discover the community that may have interest in this resource, and advertise
resource information to the members in the community.
Like the resource discovery, the architecture must support resource advertising in a scal-
able and robust manner. The mechanism and protocol must allow agents to advertise ef-
ficiently among communities members, even when the size of the community is very large
and the churn rate are very high. Both the mechanisms and the protocols have to be robust
when some of the overlay nodes fail or a network disruption occurs.
1.6.3 Communities with Similar Interests
The challenge is to facilitate communities with similar interests to develop efficiently in order
to meet the different needs of Internet users. To realize this concept, the architecture must
facilitate agents to create, join, leave, and manage the communities with similar interests
based on the users’ interests. When users have interests in common, the protocols, and
mechanisms must allow their agents to discover each other to share their resources and
findings.
The abilities of the P2P overlay technologies can be used to support the development of
logical overlay to serve different needs of users in a community. However, since each user can
independently form a community of interest, the protocols, mechanisms, and data structures
must be able to support different needs of members within a community. For example, when
user a is interested in resources Rb of user b, but resource Ra of user a does not interest
user b; user a wants to join user b’s community, yet user b wants to separate from user a’s
community.
From this simple scenario, one can expect that as the communities grow in size and
continue to be self-adaptive in order to fulfill the dynamic needs of users, the mechanisms
and data structures will become increasingly complex. They have to not only allow each user
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to manage its own logical overlay network, but also to support collaboration among users.
When the similarity between communities grows, they must also allow the communities to
merge for efficiency in resource sharing. On the other hand, if a conflict develops within a
community, they must allow the community to be split in order to effectively serve different
needs of users. In addition, when an agent joins or leaves a community, they must allow the
community to self-organize to reflect the changes in a user transparent manner.
1.7 APPROACH AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The objective of this thesis is to develop the Personalized Web architecture, its mechanisms,
tools, protocols, and data structures to support personalized object discovery, access, and
sharing. In order to meet the functional requirements of the Personalized Web, the mecha-
nisms, tools, and protocols must be efficient, scalable and robust.
The core of the proposed methodology to enable the functionalities of a Personalized
Web technology and address its performance requirements is based on the abstraction of an
Internet object as an active agent, which, aimed with ontological and semantic capabilities
and similarity metrics, interacts with its peers through advertising and discovery. This
interaction forms the basis for a user-defined, agent-enabled personalized semantic web,
which reflects the user’s views of the Internet.
The proposed approach to enable a Personalized Web is to leverage the benefits of two
technologies, namely the agent-enabled Semantic Web, and P2P overlay networking in a
unified framework for flexible and scalable resource advertising and discovery. The main
idea is to use agent-enabled Semantic Web technology to associate semantic structures to
objects based on user-defined interests. A P2P overlay network is then used to integrate
these semantic structures into an efficient object indexing and location overlay structure
for scalable semantically-based object discovery and access. The resulting framework will
provide the foundation upon which to design and develop a Personalized Web architecture,
mechanisms and protocols. The challenge remains as to what mechanisms and protocols
must be in place to accommodate a wide range of user profiles and Internet objects in a
scalable and efficient manner.
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In summary, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. A Personalized Web Framework that
• Enables ontology-based resource discovery, access, and sharing among members of
CoIs,
• Enhances resource discovery through user specified rules and similarity metrics to
capture the users interest,
• Utilizes an agent-driven “active object advertising and retrieval” to enable the Per-
sonalized Web in a user transparent manner,
• Achieves scalability and robustness of resource discovery and advertising through an
underlying P2P overlay network.
2. A prototype implementation of Personalized Web architecture.
3. A hybrid emulation-simulation framework to assess performance of Personalized Web
architecture, protocols, and mechanisms.
4. An extension of the Personalized Web to support Web Service Workflow applications.
1.8 ORGANIZATION
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 reviews the literature
in the field of resource discovery deploying P2P overlay networks. The literature is orga-
nized based on the classification of the underlying P2P overlay substrates: unstructured and
structured P2P overlays. The objective in this organization is to give the reader an overview
of the state of the art in the field and to identify the major shortcomings of existing works
regarding the infrastructure in order to enable the Personalized Web.
In Chapter 3, an overview of the Personalized Web architecture will be introduced. Con-
ceptually, the Personalized Web architecture is composed of three main layers. The top
layer deals with semantic-aware agents, referred to as “semlet.” These agents act on behalf
of users to advertise and retrieve objects of interest in order to develop Personalized Webs.
The middle layer is composed of an overlay network referred to as Ontology Overlay Net-
work (OON). The OON provides a scalable and robust infrastructure for object storing,
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indexing, lookup, and location. It facilitates semlets to advertise and retrieve objects among
CoIs. The lower layer deals with the low-level object addressing provided by the Internet
infrastructure. The key components of each layer and how they support Personalized Web
functionalities are also discussed in this Chapter.
In Chapter 4, object advertising and retrieval schemes supported by Personalized Web ar-
chitecture will be discussed. The schemes, namely Aggressive scheme, Crawler-based scheme
and Min-Cover-Rule scheme, are described. These schemes are designed with different per-
formance objectives, which give different benefits and drawbacks in various circumstances.
Such circumstances are also explored in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the experimental framework to demonstrate “the proof of concept”
implementation and to evaluate the schemes introduced in Chapter 4. The framework in-
cludes both emulation and simulation based experiments. An emulation is proven to be a
high-level proof-of-concept implementation with its ability to interact with real processes
(i.e. semlet and OON node processes) within an emulated network. As such, the emulation
is used to demonstrate a proof of implementation and deployment of the Semlet and OON.
However, the emulation lacks scalability and flexibility. It does not handle well for a large
number of processes or for an environment where the network is changed frequently. The
simulation-based experiment is then used to address these problems. It is employed to eval-
uate the performance of the Personalized Web architecture in a large scale network, and in
a churn environment. In this framework, the main matrices used to evaluate the schemes
include the effectiveness and efficiency of the schemes. Effectiveness is measured in terms
of precision and recall of object advertising and retrieval2. On the other hand, efficiency is
assessed in terms of communication and storage costs.
Chapter 6 presents a case study which extends the Personalized Web framework from
dealing with static resources to dynamic resources provided by “Web services” to support the
next generation “workflow” applications. The main objective is to demonstrate the ability
of Personalized Web architecture to support diverse Internet-based “workflow” applications
that demand for automation of object discovery, access, and sharing among communities of
consumers and providers. The chapter describes the concepts of Web services, OON for Web
2The terms used here are slightly different from the ones used in Information Retrieval community.
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service registry referred to as Ontology-based Registry Overlay Network (ORON),
and the semlet agent for Web service workflow, referred to as flowlet. Additionally, the
chapter discusses the mechanisms for Web service advertising, discovery, and orchestration
to achieve a Web service workflow.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses possible future research direc-
tions. The discussion of research directions focus on two main directions: a way to integrate
techniques proposed by related research to improve the mechanisms that develop the Per-
sonalized Web and, secondly, a way to extend the Personalized Web architecture to support
personalized pervasive and ubiquitous resources and services within CoIs.
1.9 DEFINITIONS
Definition 1. Community of Interest(CoI): An ad-hoc group of users who share a sim-
ilar interest in a particular domain. Members in a CoI are assumed to have a shared on-
tological foundation of a conceptual model. As such, this model is used to refer to a set of
semantics of interest within the CoI.
Definition 2. Ontology: An explicit specification of a conceptualization, which defines
how things are related within a domain of interest. An ontology structure can be viewed as a
semantic network of concepts, where the edges connecting them define their relations. Several
types of relations may be defined for an ontology. In this thesis, the hyponymy relation is
mostly used. A hyponymy-based ontology relates more specific concepts to more general ones
(from which generic information can be inherited). Such links have been variously named
“is a,” “member of,” “subconcept of,” “superconcept,” etc. Such links are used to organize
concepts into a hierarchy or some other partial ordering, called a “taxonomy”. More general
concepts in such a partial order are said to subsume more specific concepts, and a more
specific concept is said to inherit information from the subsumers[14].
Definition 3. Ontology-based Resource Advertising: The mechanisms used to inform
users who have an interest in the resources using the ontology-based profiles when they are
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available. The advertised information includes resource location and the semantics they are
representing.
Definition 4. Ontology-based Resource Discovery: The mechanisms implemented to
discover the resources using ontology-based profiles. Ontology is used to represent semantics
of resources and search queries, and to allow the semantic distance among them to be inferred
and measured in an effective manner. For example, a “car” would relate to “automobile”
and a “car” would also relate to “motorcycle” since they both are kinds of “vehicle”.
Definition 5. P2P Overlay Network: a virtual network that is strategically formed by a
group of peers3 which may or may not be physically connected. Each peer can play dynamic
roles: client, server, or router, based on the functionalities required among peers in order to
facilitate network functionalities and enable P2P applications and services to perform their
intended operations transparently regardless of their physical locations, logical domains, and
IP addresses.
Definition 6. Web Service: A self-contained, self-describing modular application that can
be published, located, and invoked across the Web [93].
Definition 7. Web Service Workflow: The automation of a web service process, during
which data input and output are passed from one Web Service to another for action, according
to the set of rules defined by a given Workflow and Web Services specification.
3The terms “peer” and “node” are used interchangeably in this work. They both refer to a physical
machine connected to the network.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
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In recent years, P2P overlay networks have gained popularity, and impacted a lot of
users, businesses and research communities. Like the web, P2P networking grew rapidly out
of user desire. Whether sharing music, pictures, or conversation, the user desiring to connect
on a peer-to-peer basis without the intervention of a centralized governing authority, seems
to express a fundamental human need [53].
The P2P overlay networks offer attractive properties, including flexibility, ease of deploy-
ment, and scalability. They allow users to join and leave a network easily, while providing
mechanism to cope with the change efficiently and systematically. In addition, the main-
tenance costs for these networks in terms of CPU cycles and network communications are
relatively low and manageable, compared to those that implement directly on the IP net-
work. A peer in these overlay networks, is required to maintain very little information about
a network in order to be able to locate resources on a large network. Because of these attrac-
tive properties, P2P overlay networking is employed as the foundation of the Personalized
Web architecture.
The following sections describe the state of the art of the P2P overlay architectures pro-
posed in recent literature as well as discuss their protocols and the mechanisms that support
the functionalities of the Personalized Web. The goal of the discussion is to answer the first
research challenge: “Is it possible to combine P2P overlay network and agent-enabled Seman-
tic Web technologies to enable a Personalized Web?” To answer this question several aspects
of the technology must be explored. First, the P2P overlay networks, their definitions and
developments are explained. Two typical classes of P2P overlay networks, namely unstruc-
tured and structured are described, followed by a discussion of the proposed architectures in
terms of resource discovery, access, and sharing. The purpose of the discussion is to examine
the possibility of using them to implement the Personalized Web. The chapter concludes
with an argument about using the proposed architectures to enable the Personalized Web.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION TO PEER-TO-PEER(P2P) OVERLAY NETWORKS
The term “peer-to-peer” was originally used in the mid-1980s by local area network (LAN)
vendors to describe their connectivity architecture. In essence, peer-to-peer simply means
equal communicating with equal [53]. However, the general term of P2P today is defined in
a more specific manner with regards to the Internet. It is defined as “a class of applications
that takes advantage of resources – storage, cycles, content, human presence – available at
the edge of the Internet” [87].
In the context of this thesis, the P2P is viewed as a communications model, in which
each peer1 can play dynamic roles: client, server, or router based on the required function-
alities among peers. P2P enables the Internet to be the platform for sharing resources on
a larger scale without the constraints of a management structure. The overlay network is
a virtual network on top of the existing network. Overlay network technologies facilitate
network functionalities and enable P2P applications and services to perform their intended
operations, transparent to their physical locations and logical network domains. To exam-
ine the properties, mechanisms, and evolutions of these applications and services, two main
P2P overlay categories namely unstructured and structured P2P overlays are reviewed in
the following sections. Each section starts with the background of each approach, followed
by discussions of the literature related to resource discovery.
2.2 UNSTRUCTURED P2P OVERLAY NETWORKS
A P2P overlay network formed without any global structure to regulate search and neighbor
selection is called an unstructured overlay network. It became well-known in a short period
of time due to its use as a support for popular file-sharing applications on the Internet.
An unstructured P2P overlay network has been employed to provide two main functions.
First, it allows users’ nodes to conveniently join and leave the network without disruption of
1The terms “peer” and node” are used interchangeably in this work. They both refer to a physical machine
connected to the network.
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network operations. Second, it enables users to efficiently search and share files located on
their hosts. The ease of deployment and scalability of the unstructured P2P overlay network,
demonstrated by these file-sharing applications, have inspired networking research to explore
the possibilities of supporting future networked applications. One of the main topics to
explore was resource discovery. There are three main approaches used to accommodate
resource discovery in the unstructured overlay network: the centralized index approach, the
pure decentralized approach, and the hybrid, super-peer approach.
The centralized index approach was first introduced by Napster, a centralized-index-
based file-sharing system. Napster deployed a group of servers to allow peers to register
their local resources to and search for remote files from the Napster network. When peers
wanted to share their local files, they sent information about their files to these servers.
These servers then indexed the files’ information with the current IP addresses of the peers,
allowing other peers to search for these information. When peers wanted to search for files,
they sent a query that contains file information such as a file name, an author name, or a
set of keywords to Napster’s servers. These servers then returned the addresses of the peers
that had the matching files or otherwise returned “not found”. These servers provided a
simple, flexible search for the locations of the files based on the file information.
Despite the simplicity in the deployment and the ease of management of the centralized
approach, it has a single point of failure and scalability issues. When the centralized servers
fail, the rest of the Napster network cannot operate. Additionally, when the numbers of
peers, resources, and users become very large, the centralized servers would not be able to
store all the resource indices or handle all the queries.
The pure decentralized approach, used by Gnutella and its variants, were proposed as
an alternative infrastructure that removed a single point of failure and improved the scala-
bility of the centralized approach. Each peer in a pure-decentralized P2P overlay network
maintains an index of its local files. To search for files on the network, a peer starts a blind
search by sending a query to all of its neighbors. The nodes that receive the query then
continue forwarding information to its non-ingress neighbors2 until the search criteria, such
as number of propagating hops or number of discovered files, is satisfied [40].
2The neighbor node that sends the query to the node is the ingress neighbor.
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The pure decentralized approach eliminates the single point of failure and improves
scalability of the search, yet its blind search mechanism can be costly in terms of network
bandwidth. For example, a network where each node has four neighbors on average and
there is a ten hop limit for the search criteria can generate up to 19,687 queries3 for a query.
Because of the criteria of the blind search, the pure decentralized approach operates within
a limited scope4. It is possible that existing resources could be left undiscovered if queries
do not reach the hosts that have the matching resources. The success of a search depends on
both the distribution of resources among the overlay peers and the location of the starting
peer.
The hybrid approach, namely the super-peer-based approach, leverages benefits from
both the centralized and the pure decentralized approaches. It employs a subset of overlay
nodes referred to as search hubs to perform resource indexing for resources shared by a group
of peers. These search hubs connect to one another using the pure decentralized approach
which allows them to support the search for resources indexed both locally and remotely.
A search starts by sending a query to the local hub. If a matching resource is not found,
the search continues using a blind search proceeding from the local hub to other hubs. The
search continues until search criteria, similar to those of the pure-decentralized approach,
are satisfied [52, 64].
The super-peer-based approach achieves better scalability at a higher cost of supper-peer
management. This approach implements mechanisms that select super-peers in the network,
allow peers to discover and connect to a super-peer, and handle resource indexing when a
super-peer leaves the network. Furthermore, this approach still uses a blind search to locate
resources. As a result, it can provide inconsistent search outcomes. Figure 2 illustrates the
overview of the search processes of these three approaches.
3 The upper bound on number of queries for a network with average x neighbors and y hops limit is
computed by the formula: x + (x − 1)(y−1). The upper bound on number of queries for a network with 4
neighbors on average and a 10-hop limit is computed by 4 + 39 = 19, 687.
4The scope refers to the ability to locate existing resources in the network.
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Figure 2: Unstructured P2P Overlay Systems.
2.2.1 Resource Discovery in Unstructured P2P Overlay Networks
This section reviews the recent literature that propose architectures, data structures, mech-
anisms, or protocols to improve resource discovery in an unstructured P2P network. Based
on the popularity of the topics in the recent literature, the review is organized into two main
sections: mechanisms to support richer semantics and mechanisms to increase the efficiency
of the search based on these mechanisms.
2.2.1.1 Mechanisms To Support Richer Semantics Typically, a resource in a P2P
system is represented by a simple group of semantics, such as a set of keywords or metadata
in the form of attributes and values. This representation is used to associate resources in
the search index. To search for a resource associated with a specific keyword, a searcher has
to send a query with this same keyword. Despite its simplicity, the system does not allow
users to find resources based on semantics, instead on the word forms that are indexed. As a
result, when a searcher sends a query with other similar keywords, the searcher can not find
that resource. On the other hand, when a searcher sends a query with a specified keyword,
the searcher may find unrelated resources that are indexed with the same word forms, yet
in different contexts. These problems have been recognized in the Information Retrieval
(IR) community as the synonymy and polysemy problems [38]. The term synonymy refers
to the situation where many terms have the same meaning. Retrieving resources that only
contain the same word as in query term would miss those resources that contain different
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terms. On the other hand, the term polysymy refers to the situation where one word has
many different meanings. In contrast to synonymy, resources may be retrieved even though
they are irrelevant. Several techniques that use conceptual relations, including therauri,
taxonomies, and ontologies have been proposed to address the problems of synonymy and
polysymy.
To alleviate the synonymy and polysymy problems of resource discovery in a P2P envi-
ronment, conceptual relations in the form of ontologies and taxonomies are used to explicitly
classify semantics of resources and queries. Resources and queries are associated with ontolo-
gies, so that their meanings can be computationally and automatically inferred from their
descriptions. As a result, peers can identify relations between queries and resources more
accurately and in a user transparent manner [20, 8, 1, 81].
Using ontologies in a P2P network requires extra mechanisms to maintain their infor-
mation and to allow users to access and acquire them in an efficient manner. The proposed
solutions either employ a fixed, global knowledge that all users know a priori, or an adaptive,
adhoc concept-mapping through an inference engine. The approach based on a global knowl-
edge simplifies the mechanisms to deal with the inconsistency and change of knowledge. All
the meanings and relations of concepts used to describe resources and queries are defined
in the global ontology. All users employ this ontology as a central semantic reference which
allows them to search and discover resources in a consistent manner. Figure 3 illustrates two
ontologies used as global knowledge for specific domains of interests proposed in Bibster and
Semantic Overlay Network architectures [44, 20].
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Figure 3: ACM and Music Ontologies [44, 20]
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Despite its ease of deployment, this approach provides quite a restricted use of ontolo-
gies. Everyone is required to agree on the meanings, concepts, and relations defined in the
ontologies. An approach based on global knowledge can be used effectively for a group of
users who share a specific domain of interests. However, when it is used in a larger user
group, where users have various domains of interests, this approach seems impractical. One
may argue that concepts defined by users from a domain would not always be comprehended
by the users from different domains.
Another approach uses concept mapping mechanisms provided by inference engines. The
P2P Semantic Web (PSW) uses this approach to provide ontology interoperability by using
a centralized server referred to as the InfoQuilt. The InfoQuilt server allows users to register,
search, and reuse relevant ontologies in a P2P environment. PSW supports a Semantic Web
language, namely DAML+OIL [59], which in turn enables users to define their own ontolo-
gies. By registering users’ ontologies on the InfoQuilt, these ontologies are integrated into a
global knowledge space. To resolve conflicts of ontologies, the InfoQuilt server automatically
detects and avoids conflicts of ontologies when they are being registered. Users can also
search for relevant ontologies to reuse or extend to their own, in this way the global knowl-
edge is efficiently utilized and extensible to serve users’ needs [8]. Despite the extensibility
of global knowledge, the PSW has a short coming in its single point of failure since it relies
on the InfoQuilt server. When the InfoQuilt fails, the system also fails.
Besides ontologies, keyword relationships are proposed to facilitate search in a Semantic
P2P Network by expanding queries to include related keywords that each peer perceives.
The keyword relationships are developed from the principle: “if a user issues a search with
a keyword and selects a resource that is described with a another set of keywords, this user
considers these keywords to have a relationship.” Keyword relationships developed among
peers are used as a taxonomy of semantics that are dynamic and reflect the community’s
interest [66]. Note that, although this knowledge is developed from the consensus of a group
of users, it does not necessarily reflect an individual user’s interest.
2.2.1.2 Mechanisms To Improve Search Efficiency This section discusses the mech-
anisms to improve the search efficiency in a P2P environment. The mechanisms proposed
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aim to either reduce unnecessary search traffic and/or increase the scope of the search. The
mechanisms are classified into three categories: random search, learning-based search, and
semantic-cluster-based search. The mechanisms in each category are discussed in the up-
coming sections.
2.2.1.3 Random Search This approach targets mainly the reduction of the wasted
bandwidth caused by blind flooding. The general idea is to randomly select only some
neighbors to send search queries to within the network. The simplest mechanism of this
approach selects a fixed proportion of forwarding neighbors in each step of a search [51].
A variant of this approach referred to as the Random Walk approach uses a fixed number
of queries, referred to as walkers, to propagate independently within the network. Using a
random walk, a peer starts by sending a set of walkers. Each walker then creates its own
path by randomly selecting the next hop from peer to peer. A walker stops when it finds
the resource or its time to live has expired. Results of using random walks show that the
number of messages is reduced by more than an order of magnitude when compared to the
blind flooding scheme [56]. This approach also provides load balancing properties, since
messages are forwarded uniformly among neighbors. However, the performances vary, since
the success of a search depends on the search starting point and the network topology that
changes over time [28].
2.2.1.4 Learning-based Search The learning-based search uses the history of searches
to optimize search performance. Each peer watches search activities of other peers through
queries that are sent through it in order to develop its local knowledge base. When the peer
wants to search for a resource, the peer uses the knowledge base to decide which neighbors
it should sent its queries. The neighbors that have been involved in similar searches are
selected, since these peers are likely to have acquired the answers in the past. In this way,
blind searches can be avoided and the search can be more effective.
Adaptive Probabilistic Search (APS) improves random walks by using a probabilistic
approach based on the responses from searches. Each peer maintains a local index consisting
of one entry for each object it has requested per neighbor. The value of this entry reflects
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the relative probability that this neighbor will be chosen as the next hop in a future request.
When starting a search, a peer selects neighbors to send queries to based on their associated
probabilities. When a walker successfully completes a search, it returns to the searching peer
using the same path, and increases the value of the entry for the neighbor associated with
that object. Using this mechanism, the values associated with the neighbors are adjusted to
reflect the success rates of using them to forward the requests. By using these values as a
factor to select the neighbor peers to search, the success rate of a search in the network is
improved [95].
Neurogrid improves search efficiency by using the local knowledge base which associates
a keyword search with neighbors that have queried or answered similar keyword searches in
the past. Neurogrid was developed from the principle that “the peer that has sent queries
and answers queries associated with a set of keywords will likely have resources associated
with this set of keywords.” Using Neurogrid to search for a resource, a peer first consults
the knowledge base to find neighbors that are associated with the keywords specified in
the search. If the peer has neighbors associated with these keywords, it then forwards the
query only to these neighbors. Otherwise, the peer triggers a blind search to continue the
discovery [50]. An overview of a search in Neurogrid is illustrated in Figure 4.
Similar to the mechanisms used by Neurogrid, the Interest-based Shortcut develops the
knowledge base from the principle: “if a peer has a particular piece of content that one
is interested in, then it is likely that it will have other pieces of content that one is also
interested in” [89]. The interest-based shortcut approach suggested that when a searching
peer finds an object in another peer, it should create a shortcut to that peer. This peer
can be its local (close in distance) or remote neighbor. Later, if the searching peer wants to
find a resource, it sends a query to all its shortcuts, even though they do not seem to have
similar resources. If no object is found, it rolls back to use a blind search. The interest-
based shortcut experiments showed that the Interest-based locality existed and was inherent
in many content sharing workload. Additionally, it was effective at locating contents in P2P
systems [89]. Figure 5 depicts an example of an interest-based shortcut.
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Figure 4: Search in Neurogrid.
Instead of using search history, the Semantic P2P network approach develops the knowl-
edge base from search feedback. This feedback is used to adaptively adjust keyword rela-
tionships in the local knowledge base. Peers in the semantic P2P network represent their
resources with sets of keywords. Each peer maintains a knowledge of keyword relationships
initially setup by its local resources and dynamically developed from feedback from other
peers. When a peer performs a search using a keyword, other similar keywords extracted
from its knowledge base are automatically attached. In this way, a search can find resources
which are described by similar keywords known to neighbor peers [66].
2.2.1.5 Semantic-cluster-based Search The semantic-cluster-based approach uses the
concept of the semantic overlay network in which peers are connected to other peers based
on the semantic similarities of their resources. It is believed to be an effective way to share
resources in a P2P environment due to two data mining research premises. The first premise
claims that the locality of hosting resources is highly coupled with the search. In other words,
users are likely to search for things that are similar to what they have. The second premise
specifies that users are likely to find resources they are looking for among users who share
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Shortcut Link
Overlay Link
Figure 5: Interest-based Shortcut.
similar content [18, 46, 24, 25]. Based on these two premises, finding resources in a semantic
overlay network is more effective and efficient than the previously proposed approaches.
The Semantic Overlay Network was first introduced in a music-file-sharing system. In
this system, peers used the same music classification (Figure 3) to form semantic overlay
networks. A peer participated in the semantic overlay network that shared music files in
the same categories. To search for music files, a searching peer first built a list of semantic
overlays to which its query would be sent. It then selected peers that belonged to these
overlays and sent queries to them. Each receiving peer then tried to find the matches in its
local files and returned them to the searching peer, or forwarded the query to other peers
that were in the same semantic overlay network [20]. Even though this work provided a
fundamental framework for using a semantic overlay network to improve resource discovery
and sharing, it left many issues unaddressed including how to find the semantic overlay
network specific to a user’s interest, how to route within the semantic overlay network, and
how to handle the dynamism of contents shared among peers.
Bibster is an interesting implementation that addresses the issues of implementing a se-
mantic overlay network. Bibster is a P2P system for exchanging bibliographic data among
computer scientists. Its goal is to allow users to discover and share the bibliographic data
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which is kept in BibteX format. Bibster uses Semantic Web technologies, namely the Re-
source Description Framework (RDF), and ontologies provided by the ACM topic hierarchy
as illustrated in Figure 3 to describe resources in the system. Its underlying infrastructure
is an unstructured P2P network that uses the JXTA5 communication platform. Bibster’s
semantic overlay networks form based on the semantic classification of the ACM topic hi-
erarchy. Each peer is represented semantically by a set of ACM topics to which its content
belongs referred to as an expertise. The peers that have similar expertise connect to each
other to form a semantic overlay network. Through advertising, a peer informs other peers
about its expertise and discovers other peers that have similar expertise. The informed peers
may connect to the advertising peer if they have similar expertise, otherwise it forwards the
advertisement to its neighbors. By using this semantic overlay, a search query is guided to
propagate among the peers that have expertise similar to the searched topics. Each receiv-
ing peer computes similarity scores between topics in the query and the expertise of the
other peers it knows about. The peer returns a list of similar peers ranked by the similarity
scores to the searching peer. The searching peer then visits these peers to retrieve their
resources [44].
Having addressed the issues regarding Bibster, it is important to examine the possibility
created by the Associative search. The associative search approach uses the concept of guide
rule to define a semantic overlay network in which peers satisfy some predicates such as the
possession of the files. To perform a search using the associative search method, a searching
peer selects the related predicates to find a group of peers to which to send the message.
These peers then continue to forward the message within the guide rule until the search
conditions, such as number of found resources or number of forwarding hops, are satisfied.
The associative search exploits the association inherent in human selection with a basic
premise: “peers that would have been able to satisfy previous queries by the originating
peer are the more likely candidates to answer the current query.” By performing a flood
search only to a group of peers that satisfy the guide rule, the search then is forwarded to
only a group of peers that are likely to answer. The basic predicate which identifies the
5A set of open protocols based on Java technology that allow any connected device on the network to
communicate and collaborate in a P2P manner. Project URL: http://www.jxta.org/.
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possession of the object is called the possession rule. The result from the simulation of a
search using the possession rule shows that it does not only reduce bandwidth consumption,
but also increases the scope of the search [19]. Yet, it is not clear either how the guide rule
is developed among peers or how the system can handle a large group of peers. Without a
mechanism to allow a peer to participate in a guide rule effectively, it is possible that a peer
with items that satisfy the predicate for a guide rule may not participate in that rule. The
resources in these peers, therefore, will not be found by a search which satisfies that rule.
Having reviewed the search mechanisms in unstructured P2P overlay networks, one can
conclude that, even though these mechanisms can be used to improve the search performance
of the Personalized Web, many issues related to scalability and lack of the search guarantee
will need be addressed in the future. That is, when the number of peers in the network grows
as large as a billion peers, finding an existing resource to develop a Personalized Web takes a
variety numbers of discovering steps. It may be too costly in the number of steps it takes for
discovery to happen, for instance, in the worst case a billion steps. It also maybe a few steps
when a query is sent to a peer that has those resources. The next section describes structured
P2P overlay networks and the search mechanisms which have been proved relatively more
scalable and robust and provide a search guarantee.
2.3 STRUCTURED P2P OVERLAY NETWORKS
Structured P2P overlay networks have recently gained attention as a viable solution to
facilitate resource discovery and sharing in large scale networks. The foundation of this
technology is a distributed hash table (DHT), which is used to infer a structure that regulates
location and access to resources distributed among peers. As results of the DHT inferred
structure, overlay peers randomly and equally maintain resource information on the network.
Furthermore, structured DHT-based P2P overlay networks provide a search mechanism that
is scalable, and adaptive. Using the DHT information, overlay peers, which currently manage
the resource, can be identified deterministically and in a finite number of steps. Typically,
resources can be located in a number of steps in logarithmic order to the number of peers in
the network.
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The DHT-based overlay architecture is used by several overlay network substrates, in-
cluding Tapestry, Pastry, Content Addressable Network (CAN), and Chord [106, 78, 73, 90].
These substrates present different frameworks to use distributed hash tables, yet they share
the fundamental algorithms for routing, search, data location, and network formulation. To
explain these algorithms, a general framework of a DHT overlay network is summarized as
follows:
• Each peer in a DHT-based network is assigned an unique identifier (ID) generated by
a system-wide hash function which locally applies its unique attribute, such as the IP
address or the peer’s public key.
• Each object in this network is also assigned an ID generated by a system-wide hash
function that applies to a resource attribute, such as filename, or the file itself.
• Each peer is assigned the responsibility for managing objects that have IDs in its range,
that is, the range of IDs that are equivalent or closest to the peer ID.
• Each peer also maintains a routing table containing routing matrices to the peers that are
selected by some criteria, such as peer ID distance, a routing algorithm, and a neighboring
policy.
• Any objects or queries that arrive at the network are routed towards the peer IDs that
are equivalent or closest to the objects’ or queries’ IDs (these peers are referred to as the
targeted peers for the queries).
• Routing uses only local forwarding, a decision made by each peer along the path to the
targeted peer.
• The routes maintained by a peer are classified into several levels of search space gran-
ularity, such that the routing in each step takes a smaller discovery distance from the
destination (a routing table of a Pastry node that contains several levels of search space
granularity is shown in Figure 6).
• Each DHT substrate uses a group of rendezvous peers to provide initial information of
the network to allow a new peer to join the network. To join a network, a new entering
peer first sends joining request associated with its peer ID to a rendezvous peer. The
rendezvous peer then routes the request toward this peer ID. The peers receives the
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request along the path then send back the information of the network that it knows of
to the joining peer. The joining peer uses this information to setup its initial state. The
peer continues to negotiate and inform neighbors about its logical position in the overlay
network until all neighbors are discovered and accept its position.
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Figure 6: A Pastry Routing Table.
To further explain routing in a DHT network, an example of sending a query associated
with ID d46a1c from a peer with ID 65a1fc to a target peer using a Pastry substrate is
described below and illustrated in Figure 7.
1) Peer 65a1fc first forwards the query to d13da3, which is one of its maintained routes,
and which is closest to the query ID d46a1c because it shares the first digit of the
object ID, i.e. d. Note that the routes a Pastry peer maintains have different levels
of shared key spaces (granularity) based on its peer ID. For example, the route that
peer 65a1fc maintains are classified into six groups: the group of peers that has a
different first digit ID, the group of peers with the same first digit, i.e. 6, the group
of peers with the same first two digits, i.e. 65, ..., the group of peers with the same
first five digits ID, i.e. 65a1f. This routing table is shown in Figure 6. Based on the
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peers’ IDs in the routing table, each routing peer selects the next peer that has the
longest digit matched to the target ID to forward the message to.
2) Peer d13da3 forwards to peer d4213f, since it is one of peer d13da3’s neighbor nodes
and it shares two digits with the target objects ID, i.e. d4.
3) The forwarding continues as shown in the Figure until the message reaches the peer
d467c4, which has the ID closest numerically to the target key (d46a1c).
Note that the Figure shows a circular representation with peer IDs increasing clockwise.
These peer IDs do not necessary correlate to their physical locations.
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Figure 7: Routing in Pastry.
Based on the provided algorithms used in the example above, the keys to the scalability
and robustness of the routing scheme can be summarized as follows:
I) The number of discovering steps is bounded by logbn, and each peer maintains no
more than b ∗ logbn routes, where n is the number of peers in the overlay and b is the
digit base representing the ID.
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II) The network is self organized by each peer that loosely collaborates with others to
allow peers to freely join and leave network without interrupting resource discovery
and sharing.
III) The maintenance costs in terms of CPU cycles, storage, and bandwidth are shared
among all the joining peers.
The other P2P overlay substrates, including Chord, CAN, and Tapestry, also give similar
performance matrices. Table 1 displays a comparison of the performance metrics for these
substrates.
Table 1: Comparison of the Structured P2P Overlay Substrates [62]
P2P
systems
Model Parameters Logical
path
length
Neighbor
state
Chord Uni-dimension
circular ID space
Number of peers
in the network – n
log2n log2n
Can Multidimentional
ID space
Number of peers
in the network – n
Number of dimensions – d
d ∗ n1/d 2*d
Tapestry Global mesh
Plaxton
style [71]
Number of peers
in the network – n
Base of chosen identifier – b
logbn b ∗ logbn
Pastry Global mesh
Plaxton
style [71]
Number of peers
in the network – n
Base of chosen identifier – b
logbn b ∗ logbn
2.3.1 Resource Discovery in Structured P2P Overlay Networks
The properties of DHT overlay networks make them a viable solution to support resource
discovery and enable management of resources in a distributed environment. However, the
basic DHT-based overlay structure exhibits several shortcomings that need to be addressed
in order to meet the performance requirements of resource discovery.
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One critical limitation of the DHT-based structure with respect to resource discovery
is its lack of support for locality-based queries that go beyond perfect matching. Resource
distribution in a structured P2P overlay network is based on a hash table which maps an
item to a single key. This key is mapped to one peer in the overlay network. As a result,
each resource is uniquely handled by a specific peer in the network. This resource indexing
scheme does not support searches based on semantics. For example, searching for a paper
with keywords “car engine” will not find the resources indexed with keywords “automobile
engine.” One could index resources with multiple related keys (i.e. both car engine and
automobile engine). By using semantic keys in the hashing scheme, the random property
of resource distribution in a DHT network is compromised. Different semantic keys will
likely be associated with a different number of resources. Similar to their functions in web
indexing systems, semantics, such as keywords appearing in queries or that are associated
with resources, are used in a non-random fashion [12, 21, 5]. Some popular keywords are
likely to be used frequently, while some keywords may not be used at all. Consequently,
when partitioning resources based on semantic keys in DHT-based network, some peers
that are responsible for popular semantics must handle the high traffic load caused by a
large number of queries and indexing. At the same time the peers that are responsible for
rarely used semantics will receive only a few queries or nothing at all. A DHT-based resource
discovery system must address this issue by providing mechanisms to distribute the servicing
load and storage in an effective and scalable manner.
The following sections discuss the mechanisms proposed to address the issues above. The
discussion is divided into three subsections: the keyword-based approach, the metadata-
based approach, and the ontology-based approach.
2.3.1.1 The Keyword-based DHT Approach The keyword-based DHT approach, as
its name suggests, uses keywords to associate data with nodes in a DHT overlay network.
Each peer in the network is responsible for the data associated with keywords that are
mapped to it. Several schemes were proposed to provide key-mapping to the peers. The
simplest scheme maps each keyword to a peer in the network [76]. Using this scheme, a peer
performing a search first computes the keys for the keywords specified in the query using a
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hash function. The generated keys are then used to route the query to the peers responsible
for them using the DHT strategy described in the previous section. Once the query reaches
these peers, they then return a list of all resources associated with the keywords.
Despite its simplicity, this scheme requires a potentially large amount of data to be
transmitted for a multi-keyword search. For example, a resource associated with three
different keywords will be indexed by three different peers. When issuing a search associated
with these keywords, three queries will be routed to these three peers and all of these peers
then return results to the requesting peer.
A set of keywords referred to as keyword set (KSS) is proposed to increase efficiency in a
keyword-based search. Instead of using a single keyword, KSSs are associated with resources
and indexed among peers [34]. In this way, a search with multiple keywords generates
a smaller number of queries and a smaller number of returned lists compared to a single
keyword scheme. The effectiveness of this scheme, however, depends on how the KSSs are
formulated and used in the search queries.
The study on the feasibility of using the aforementioned keyword-based schemes argued
that using these techniques to support web indexing and search was impossible because of the
communication and storage constraints. To make it feasible, researchers suggested the use
of optimization techniques such as Bloom Filters[34, 63], Gap Compression[103], Adaptive
Set Intersection[26] and clustering[47]. The main idea was to reduce the amount of data
that needed to be transferred and stored by using the pre-processing techniques mentioned
above[54].
pSearch was proposed to improve resource indexing in P2P information retrieval systems
using keyword vector representation. The keyword vector representation is supposed to be a
better choice for representing resources and queries than a plain keyword-based representa-
tion because it can represent not only the presence of keywords, but also their importance,
often referred to as weights [92, 91]. In addition to using keyword vectors to represent and
index resources and queries, pSearch employs certain IR techniques, namely the Vector Space
Model (VSM) and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) with an underlying CAN-based DHT net-
work. VSM is a semantic model that adjusts weights of terms with the uniqueness of the
terms in the index, while LSI is a technique that extracts weights of terms using co-occurrence
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of terms in documents in the index. They both can be used to draw semantic importance in
the form of vector representation. Typically the similarity between a document and a query
is measured by the cosine of the angle of their vector representations. These techniques are
integrated into CAN to form a semantic overlay network in which peers share semantically
similar contents. A semantic overlay network is used to map resource indices among peers
and to provide semantic-based routing for searches in the system.
Using pSearch to advertise a document in a CAN network is similar to placing it into
its semantic position in the semantic network. A peer first calculates the semantic positions
of the resource using VSM or LSI. The keys of semantic positions are then computed using
a hash function. The keys are then used to locate the peers that maintain the CAN-zone
covering these positions. Finally, data is routed to the targeted peers using the CAN routing
strategy, similar to the Pastry routing strategy described in the previous section.
A search using pSearch scans both the semantic positions mapped to the keyword vectors
as well as the nearby positions where similar contents are stored. The routing part of the
search is similar to the advertising. First, the semantic positions of the query are calculated
and then the query is routed to the targeted peers that are responsible for these semantic
positions. However, when the query reaches these peers, the query is flooded to peers within
a radius r, determined by a similarity threshold or a number of retrieved documents specified
by the user. In return, this mechanism increases the scope of the search and allows similar
resources to be retrieved. Figure 8 illustrates a simple scenario of a search using pSearch.
The Hilbert Space Filling Curve(SFC) DHT architecture uses a keyword vector coupled
with an SFC over a Chord-based DHT network to provide distributed web service discovery.
Technically, an SFC is a continuous mapping function that transforms a d-dimensional space
to a 1-dimensional space f :Nd → N [82, 83]. The d-dimensional space is viewed as a
d-dimensional cube, which is mapped onto a line such that the line passes once through
each point in the volume of the cube. Each point along the line represents a d-dimensional
coordinate suitable to describe the characteristics of resources. Figure 9 shows an example
of an SFC for 2 dimensions with two and four parameters.
The SFC DHT architecture uses SFC to map keyword vectors representing web services
to 1-dimensional addresses. Placing or advertising a resource on the network is achieved
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Figure 8: Search and Query using pSearch.
in three steps. First, a peer obtains the hash value of the SFC point that matches the
coordinates of the keyword vector describing the characteristics of the desired services. The
peer then routes the resource metadata to the peer that is responsible for the hash value of
the SFC point. Finally, when the metadata arrives at the targeted peer, the targeted peer
adds the resource metadata to its index. Figure 10 illustrates the advertising process of the
SFC DHT architecture.
Querying for resources using SFC involves similar processes. For instance, the peer first
obtains SFC point(s) for the query. It then sends the query to the peers responsible for the
hash values of these points. Figure 11 illustrates a querying process in this architecture.
pSearch and SFC DHT architecture also provide the mechanisms to deal with one of
the main problems in resource indexing in a DHT overlay network: an unbalanced index
and load distribution. One mechanism employs newly joining peers to help carry the load
from existing, overloaded peers. To illustrate, when a peer enters the network, it is given
alternatives for its peer ID. This mechanism suggests that the joining peer selects the ID
such that it is close to the peers carrying heavy loads. In this way, the load is distributed
among new peers. The more peers join, the better the load distribution within the network
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Figure 9: A Space Filling Curve for 2-Dimensions with 2 and 4 Parameters[82, 83].
will be. In addition to using the entering peers, SFC DHT architecture exploits the load
migration techniques that are used at runtime. Each peer periodically exchanges its load
information with its neighbors. When the load of a peer is greater than those of its neighbors
by a specified degree, the load of that peer is distributed to its neighbors.
2.3.1.2 The Metadata-based DHT Approach Metadata in the form of a set of at-
tributes and values have been increasingly used to represent resources on the Internet because
of the ability to describe various resource semantics specific to users’ needs. A metadata is
typically used to describe resource semantics that keywords alone cannot represent. For ex-
ample, the semantics of “a PDA device that has wireless card” and “a sun station that has
10 gigabyte storage space” can be represented by metadata (device=PDA,property:wireless
card=true) and (machine=sun station, harddisk-size=10Gb). Because of its extensibility
and expressiveness, interest in metadata in resource indexing within a DHT based overlay
network is growing.
Intentional Resource Discovery (IRD) architecture uses metadata to represent resources’
and queries’ semantics in order to allow peers to locate services and devices in a large scale
environment. IRD is comprised of two main components: INS and Twine [9]. INS was
originally designed as a new naming system intended to support naming and discovering
various resources on the network. Twine is the core routing and data location infrastructure
working on top of a Chord overlay network. Twine deploys a group of dedicated peers called
“resolvers” to allow services to advertise their presences. Twine also allows clients to search
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Figure 10: Advertising Using SFC [83].
for services in the network. These resolvers form a Chord-based overlay network allowing
the advertisements and searches to effectively route among peers in the network. Resource
advertisements and search queries in IRD are represented by semi-structured descriptions.
Each description includes the current IP address, port number, and protocol description of
the resource being provided. In order to increase the scope of the discovery and locality of
the search, the IRD divides resource descriptions into small, redundant pieces referred to as
the “strands.” Strands of a resource description are mapped to the resolvers responsible for
their hashed keys. In this way, a search for a subset of metadata’s attributes can find the
resource. Figure 12 illustrates an example of advertising a resource using INS/Twine.
In order to improve the effectiveness of a search, IRD extracts a set of strands from
the query to generate an efficient search sequence. To retrieve resources for a query, first
the longest strand is sent to the resolver responsible for its hashed value. If the receiving
resolvers find a matching resource, they return the resource description to the requesting
peer. The search process continues with a shorter strand until either the peer is satisfied
with the returned results or there is no strand left to discover. Figure 13 describes a search
example corresponding to the advertising example described above.
The Augment P2P data indexing (APDI) system is an implementation that utilizes
emerging structured language technologies, namely XML and XPath [100] to support partial
matching in the DHT network. The APDI provides key-to-key mapping which allows peers
to search for keys referenced to data [39]. A resource description is divided into partial de-
scriptions each contains a subset of the attribute and value pairs of the original description.
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Figure 11: Querying Using SFC [83].
Each partial description associated with the reference of the original description is sent to
the peer responsible for that part. In this way, a search query that matches a part of a
resource description can then find the resource through its reference.
Advertising a resource using APDI involves handling indexing partial descriptions in a
DHT network. A resource description is first divided into a set of partial descriptions. Then,
the resource is sent to be stored at the peer responsible for the original description, while the
references are sent to be stored at all the peers responsible for its partial descriptions. Figure
14 illustrates advertising of a resource f with a descriptor d and a set of partial descriptions
Q = q1, q2, q3. The references d : f , q1 : d, q2 : d, and q3 : d at peers h(d), h(q1),h(q2), and
h(q3) are stored at the peers responsible for its partial descriptions.
The search process of APDI is similar to that used in IRD, except the return result can
be a data reference, which requires an extra redirection, in APDI. The original description
is sent to find resources. If a match to the original description is found, the resource itself is
returned. If the search does not find any match, the search continues with an untried, longest
partial description until the search criteria are satisfied. On the other hand, a match with
partial description results in receiving a reference to the original description. Once receiving
a reference, the search redirects the query to the peer responsible for the original description
in order to obtain the resource. Figure 14 illustrates the way a user queries a resource using
APDI. First, the user sends query q1 to peer h(q1). The peer h(q1) then returns the reference
to its original description, i.e. d. The query is then sent to peer h(d) to obtain resource f .
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Figure 12: Advertising using INS/Twine.
2.3.1.3 The Ontology-based DHT Approach The ontology-based DHT approach
partitions a resource index among peers based on a taxonomy defined by an ontology. It is
relatively new, compared to the keyword-based and the metadata-based DHT approaches.
However, it has gained a lot of attention in recent years because of the benefits of the
expressiveness and the self-described semantics provided by ontology. The ontology allows
a DHT-based system to support semantically based searches which go beyond word form
matching. For instance, a search for the concept “car” can be automatically extended to
include “automobile” so that the query is sent to both peers responsible for these concepts.
Similarly, a search with the concept “network security” could trigger the sending of a query
to the peers responsible for a set of related concepts including “network authentication,”
“encryption,” and “denial of service attack.”
Taxonomy-based Routing in P2P Networks employs a global catalog taxonomy to par-
tition contents in DHT-based networks. A global catalog taxonomy defines a hierarchy of
categories of a domain of interest which are used to represent the semantics of resources [55].
A hierarchy path identifies relations of categories in the path. A resource assigned to a set
of categories is described by the associated category paths. The paths are included in the
resource description indexed in a DHT network. The possible prefixes of the paths are also
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Figure 13: Querying using INS/Twine.
stored in a DHT in order to increase the scope of the search. This extra storage in turn
makes it possible to perform queries both on the exact path as well as on the related paths
defined by the taxonomy. This way, searching for resources in a category could acquire not
only the resources defined in that category but also those in the categories under it. For ex-
ample, when the resources in the Programming category are requested, resources in successor
categories, like Java and C++, are also requested. By placing category paths in a DHT,
peers can forward the request to the peers responsible for the related categories immediately.
The global catalog DHT architecture also exercises a set of storage load balancing strate-
gies to alleviate unbalanced load and index distribution at the cost of an extra level of redi-
rection. It uses a set of load directories to recommend overloaded peers, which they can use
to help carry loads for them. These load directories maintain the load information of peers
that have not reached their limits. Peers periodically advertise their current and target loads
to one of load directories. When a peer becomes overloaded and is requested to add data, it
send a request to one of these load directories. The receiving load directory then randomly
selects a peer that has a target load higher than the current load and returns the peer’s
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address to the requesting peer. The overloaded peer then redirects the newly added data to
the selected peer and records the address of the selected peer associated with the requested
category. In this way, when data from this category is requested, this peer can collect all the
data from the redirected peers.
Having reviewed mechanisms to improve resource discovery in both unstructured and
structured P2P overlay networks, three main conclusions with regards to resource discovery
in a P2P environment can be made. First, ontology-based representation possibly could
be used to represent resources and queries in order to improve semantically-based resource
discovery. This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the semantic representations in
the form of keywords and metadata do not address the synonymy and polysymy problems.
Many proposed mechanisms try to address these problems by adding ontology capabilities
including the ability to infer semantics from word relationships or feedback on top of the
underlying keywords and metadata representations. Additionally, various literature have
demonstrated the implementation of ontology-based resource discovery.
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A second conclusion could be drawn from the fact that the underlying search mechanism
of the proposed approaches in unstructured P2P networks still depends on random or selec-
tive searches which do not guarantee that an existing resource could be found. Even though
an unstructured P2P overlay network could implement the proposed mechanisms to improve
the efficiency of resource discovery, it could not provide a discovery guarantee especially
when the size of the network and the number of resources become very large. When the size
of a P2P network becomes large, searching for a resource in the network may be hard to
achieve within a certain scope. On the other hand, increasing the scope may be too costly
to support.
The third conclusion suggested that the structured P2P network could be used to pro-
vide a scalable search as well as a certain search guarantee, yet one must provide effective
mechanisms to support semantically-based indexing and search. Various literature demon-
strated the scalability of resource discovery in DHT P2P networks. At the same time, the
mechanisms to support a semantically-based search in these networks employ IR techniques
namely Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and the Vector Space Model (VSM), or excessive
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advertising which depends either on word-forms or on parts of metadata. One interesting
approach uses a limited form of ontology provided by a category hierarchy taxonomy. The
question of whether a DHT network could integrate ontology and support semantically-based
resource discovery remains to be explored. The next section discusses the the underling net-
work and the mechanisms that could be used to enable the Personalized Web in light of
these conclusions.
2.4 USING A P2P OVERLAY ARCHITECTURE TO ENABLE THE
PERSONALIZED WEB
Having reviewed the literature that provided resource discovery, access, and sharing using
P2P overlay technologies in the previous section, this section discusses the capabilities of
these mechanisms to support basic functionalities of the Personalized Web which include:
• resource discovery based on user specific profiles that are associated with ontologies of
interest in a user transparent manner,
• user-selective resource advertising among user communities of similar interests, and
• the dynamic formation of adhoc interest groups by recruiting new members with a similar
interest.
The purpose is to answer the question of whether or not the architectures and mech-
anisms proposed by the literature can address the current problems with the design and
development of the Personalized Web. Based on the above functionalities, the following sec-
tions explore this question by investigating the capabilities of the mechanisms that support
resource discovery, resource advertising, and the formation of communities of interests.
2.4.1 Resource Discovery
One of the main objectives of a Personalized Web is to develop a personal web of interest that
contains resources specific to the user’s interest in a user-transparent manner. To achieve
this objective, Personalized Web architecture must enable automated processes to discover
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resources based on semantics specific to the users’ domains of interests. The architecture also
must allow these processes to use users’ similarity profiles to develop a personalized structure
representing the semantic distances between discovered resources and the users’ resources.
Furthermore, the Personalized Web architecture must be able to support these mechanisms
in the Internet environment where the numbers of resources and users are growing quickly
and their presences change over time. The mechanisms, protocols, and data structures that
enable resource discovery must be scalable and robust.
Having reviewed the resource discovery in P2P networks, the proposed mechanisms alone
cannot be used to fully support an automated process to discover resources based on the
user’s interests. Most of the proposed mechanisms aimed at facilitating human searches
which are mostly based on word-forms could not be used to support this functionality.
These proposed mechanisms provide a way to find only resources that are associated with
the search word-forms, they do not allow any automated processes to infer different semantics
from word-forms. In order to enable this functionality, the Personalized Web architecture
must employ explicit, self-described semantics to describe resources and queries that express
user interests in a consistent manner. In this way, automated processes can find resources
that match the user’s interests using resources’ semantics and the user interest profile in an
effective manner. Two main approaches that could be used to guide automated resource
discovery include Bibster and Taxonomy-based Routing. While Bibster could be used to
allow an automated process to draw keyword relationships used in search, Taxonomy-based
Routing could be employed to guide automated processes to search categories extracted from
the taxonomy paths. However, these two approaches provide a limited form of semantics
and ignore other semantic relationships such as the “is-a-part-of”,“belongs-to”, etc. which
could significantly improve automated resource discovery.
Most of the proposed mechanisms could not be used to support resource discovery driven
by users. All of the literature proposed global mechanisms to discover resources among peers
based on system similarity metrics. Only two of these works, namely Associative Search and
Interest-based Shortcut, allow users to use their own semantics for discovery [19, 89]. The
concepts of the guide rule and interest-based locality can allow peers to define their own
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interests and to acquire resources or peers of interest. However, since both of these concepts
are used in unstructured P2P networks, the scopes of the discovery are limited to their
overlay topologies.
Considering the scalability and robustness of resource discovery of the Personalized Web,
one must choose either unstructured or structured P2P network to be its underlying P2P
overlay network. On the one hand, using an underlying unstructured P2P network could
provide a certain ease of deployment and better support for richer semantically-based queries.
However, such an approach could not provide a search guarantee and it could be inefficient
and it may not support resource discovery in a large scale network. On the other hand, using
an underlying structured P2P network could provide a highly scalable search, data location
and a search guarantee. Yet, in order to support the rich semantic search in the underlying
structured P2P network, it requires various mechanisms to address the limitations of perfect
mapping and load balancing among peers.
Aimed at providing scalability and robustness resource discovery, the Personalized Web
will employ an underlying structured P2P network. Using a structured P2P overlay network
could allow automated processes to route, locate data and find members who share a similar
interest quickly, consistently, and efficiently. The benefits outweigh the complexities of deal-
ing with perfect mapping and load balancing issues. Load balancing and perfect mapping
can be distributed to be handled by the peers in the network. The challenge of using an
underlying structured P2P network to support resource discovery for the Personalized Web
will be addressed in the next chapter.
2.4.2 Resource Advertising
Personalized Web architecture must enable automated processes to advertise resources to
the users who have interests. This advertising makes it possible for Personalized Webs to
evolve through time in a user-transparent manner as the new resources become available
to the users. The advertising mechanism expands resource discovery and sharing among
Personalized Web users. Since they rely on resource retrieval only, the Personalized Web
agents would not be aware of the newly available resources without periodically performing
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discovery, which could be costly. Considering the mechanisms to disseminate information of
resources in P2P networks, resource advertising might be implemented using a local knowl-
edge base or a global assignment through a DHT scheme.
Resource advertising of Personalized Webs could be automated through the knowledge-
base using mechanisms proposed by Nerogrid, Associative Search, and Interest-based Short-
cut. Each automated process could build a knowledge-base that stores semantics associated
with peers’ locations based on the search queries it perceived in the past. When a pro-
cess advertises a resource, the knowledge-base is then used to find targeted peers that use
semantics relevant to the advertisement. This advertisement is then sent to these peers
and, in turn, the automated processes on these peers continue to advertise to other peers
based on their knowledge-base. Advertising continues until some criteria such as a number
of forwarding hops is satisfied [50, 19, 89]. Despite its adaptiveness and robustness to the
changing environment, this approach can only advertise within a limited scope. The target
for an advertisement is completely dependent on the search history, which is setup in an
adhoc fashion. Because of this dependency, the scope of advertising is limited to the net-
work topology and search activities that each peer receives. It may be that peers interested
in certain resources may not receive the advertisements since they are far away from the
advertising peer and have not developed a search history with the advertising peer.
Resource advertising could employ the DHT resource indexing scheme to partition re-
source advertising among peers in the network [90, 73, 106, 78]. Each peer could act as a
proxy to advertise for resources associated with the semantics that are mapped to it [55].
Multicasting DHT-based approach proposes a multicast infrastructure which could be
used to support content-based advertising in a DHT network. The multicast infrastructure
would allow peers to form a multicast group for notification of information that matches a
topic of interest. To subscribe to a topic of interest, a peer could use the semantics of the
advertising topics to route its subscription to the peer that acts as the root of the multicast
tree [17]. If there exists any established path to the multicast tree, the subscribing peer could
then connect along the routing path to the existing path of the tree. When a new resource
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is advertised to a group, the advertising query is then routed to the root of the multicast
group. In turn, the root of the multicast tree might propagate the advertisement to all the
children it has for the group. The advertising could then continue until there is no child left
to advertise to.
Even though they provide scalability and efficiency in query routing, these DHT-based
advertising schemes incur a high cost for infrastructure setup and maintenance. Peers in
the network must collaborate to setup a path for members in the multicast group. If one of
these peers leaves the network, the multicast path needs to be repaired and re-established.
Additionally, when members join and leave the group, the path has to be rearranged to
cover the new members and exclude the departing ones. The advertising must be dynamic
in response to the change of group members. In conclusion, the DHT multicast infrastructure
could not be used alone to support the advertising infrastructure for a Personalized Web. A
combination of the strategies used in unstructured and structured P2P overlay networks to
support advertising in the Personalized Web must be considered.
2.4.3 The Formation of Communities of Interests (CoIs))
In order to enable users to efficiently expand and share their Personalized Webs with users
who have similar interests, the Personalized Web architecture must allow agents to find other
users who share similar interests, to form a logical network among them, and to facilitate
searches among agents, advertise, and share access to the resources. This logical network is
referred to as a Community of Interest (CoI).
A CoI could be formed through a semantic overlay network where a group of peers share
predicates, such as the semantics of the resources [19, 20, 44]. A CoI could be considered to
be a special type of semantic overlay network where the shared predicate is a peer interest,
instead of the semantic relevance or resource possession suggested by the literature.
While the concept of the semantic overlay network was presented in the literature, it
is not clear how a semantic overlay network where members join and leave dynamically
could be discovered and formed in the Internet environment. The proposed semantic overlay
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networks use search activities from the past to recognize the peers that share the same
interests. However, since all of the literature uses an underlying unstructured P2P network,
it would not be guaranteed that the history of searches could identify the peer’s interests.
Additionally, the proposed frameworks in the literature do not address how a peer in a
semantic overlay network could expand its discovery based on other peers’ findings. They
simply use a flooding mechanism to forward advertising to all members within the semantic
overlay network.
In order to allow CoIs to develop to reflect the users’ interests closely, peers must be able
to define their own CoIs independently from other peers. For example, a peer Pa may have
peer Pb in its CoI, yet the Pb may not have Pa in its community. By enabling peers to develop
their own CoIs, peers could efficiently retrieve and advertise their resources effectively. A peer
could have an advertising CoI where the members are interested in its resources and another
retrieval CoI where it discovers resources. The majority of the proposed frameworks do
not realize these possibilities and mostly assume all members in a semantic overlay network
always have the same interest. While this assumption could be true for a small semantic
overlay network, it could hardly be used for a larger semantic overlay network due to the
variety of interests between users.
2.5 CONCLUSION
This chapter has reviewed the literature that propose resource discovery using P2P overlay
networks in order to answer the first thesis’s question: Is it possible to combine P2P overlay
network and agent technologies to enable a Personalized Web? The P2P overlay networks,
their components and the mechanisms to provide resource discovery, access, and sharing are
provided. Based on the typical classification, the discussion was divided into two categories:
unstructured and structured P2P overlay networks. While the unstructured P2P networks
provided a simple network formulation scheme with low maintenance costs, the structured
P2P networks support highly scalable search and routing algorithms.
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The weaknesses of unstructured P2P networks include the expensive blind-flooding dis-
covery and the lack of search scope or ability to find rare items on the network. Three main
approaches try to resolve these weaknesses: the random search approach, the learning-based
search approach, and the semantic-cluster based search approach. The random search ap-
proach attempts to reduce the blind-flooding to selective-flooding based on some random
variables. The learning-based search approach tries to improve search performance by allow-
ing each peer to learn from search activities that occurred in the past, and decides accordingly
which peers should it send the current query to. On the other hand, the semantic-cluster
based search approach uses the concept of semantic overlay network to optimize the search
through the overlay network. Its premise is that peers that share similar contents are likely
to find interest data among them. By only flooding the semantic overlay network to which a
peer belongs, a search is likely to be successful with less bandwidth wasted in the process.
For the structured P2P network, the main weaknesses include the ability to search based
on flexible or partial match queries and the heavy protocols required to maintain struc-
tures in the network. These weaknesses exist because a structured P2P network relies on a
distributed hash table (DHT) that provides only a perfect-mapping scheme, which requires
extra semantic structures in order to enable semantically-based resource discovery. Based on
the semantic structures used to partition resources indices among peers, the approaches used
to enable semantically-based resource discovery in a structured P2P network are classified
into three categories: keyword-based, metadata-based, and ontology-based. As the names
suggest, keyword, metadata, and ontology each are used in these architectures respectively.
They are used to map data responsibilities to peers in the DHT networks. To index or search
for data, these semantic representations are used as semantic keys to locate the peers that
are responsible for them.
In addition to dealing with perfect mapping, a DHT-based architecture must handle
both unbalanced storage and index processing load among peers. Due to the fact that each
semantic is not used equally to represent resources and queries, a peer may deal with a
lot of resources and queries or may rarely find one to handle. Because of this unbalanced
indexing and storage load, the peers responsible for popular semantics could be overloaded.
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To address this issue, various techniques, ranging from using a random subsequence of strings
to the employment of load migration between peers were proposed.
Having reviewed the literature in terms of resource discovery in a P2P environment, one
can conclude that using unstructured P2P networks as the underlying network architecture to
provide semantically-based resource discovery would provide better support of semantics used
in search and indexing schemes with a lower search scope and a lower cost of maintenance.
On the other hand, using an underlying DHT network as the infrastructure to provide a
semantically-based resource discovery would provide a scalable scheme for routing and data
location in a large scale network, yet with higher costs of infrastructure maintenance and
index management.
In this chapter, it must be noted that not a single work addresses all of the fundamental
challenges of the Personalized Web. However, the proposed mechanisms and frameworks in
the literature have demonstrated great possibilities to leverage the benefits of P2P overlay
networks to address them. The next chapter elaborates on how these P2P networks could
be leveraged to enable the Personalized Web.
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3.0 PERSONALIZED WEB ARCHITECTURE
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The Introduction presented the concept of the Personalized Web as a possible new ap-
proach to providing personalized resource discovery, access, and enabling knowledge sharing
over the Internet. The Personalized Web differs from other approaches such as search en-
gines in three ways. One of these differences is that the Personalized Web enables users to
discover resources on the Internet based on their individual interests. It differs by allowing
the discovery to continue to capture the dynamic Internet to reflect the users’ interests in a
transparent manner. Finally the Personalized Web enables users to share and expand their
findings with users who have similar interests.
In order to realize this vision, this thesis proposes an architecture that leverages the
benefits from agent technology and P2P overlay technology. The first research question
posed is whether it is possible to combine the P2P overlay network and the agent-enabled
Semantic Web technologies to provide the foundation for Personalized Web. The previous
chapter reviewed the literature of P2P overlay architectures that provide resource discovery,
access, and sharing. Additionally, the previous chapter examined the argument for whether
or not these architectures could address the fundamental challenges of the Personalized Web
and ended with two conclusions. First, the proposed works falled short of addressing all of
these challenges. Second, the literature review concluded that a new architecture specifically
designed to enable the Personalized Web was needed.
In this chapter, the overlay architecture that addresses these challenges is described.
First, an overview of the overlay architecture and its main components is provided to create
a foundation. Then the Personalized Web framework defines how these components support
Personalized Web functionalities.
3.1 PERSONALIZED WEB ARCHITECTURE
The basic design goal of Personalized Web architecture is to provide users with the ability
to adaptively create their own views of the Internet to meet their personal interests in an
effective and scalable manner. To achieve this goal, the proposed approach augments the
functionalities of a structured overlay network architecture with the capabilities of agent-
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based technology in order to provide a flexible and scalable architecture capable of efficiently
supporting the main Personalized Web design requirements. The basic architecture is de-
picted in Figure 16. The architecture comprises three logical layers, namely the Agent layer,
the Ontology Overlay Network (OON) layer, and the Internet Resource (IR) layer.
The first two layers rely on the IR to physically locate and access resources. The IR layer
uses currently available Internet capabilities to provide these functionalities. The Agent layer
and the OON layer are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Ontology
Overlay Network (OON) Layer
Agent Layer
Internet Resource Layer
User
Overlay 
Node
Object
Figure 16: Abstract View of Personalized Web Architecture.
3.1.1 Agent Layer
The main goal of the Personalized Web is to enable a user-defined Internet structure for
resource discovery and access. The user’s Personalized Web must reflect as closely as possible
the user’s interests and allow the underlying structure to evolve dynamically in a manner that
is transparent to the user. To achieve this goal, the proposed architecture uses an agent-
based approach to support the functionalities required. These functionalities allow users
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to express personalized views of the Internet, to advertise their resources to communities
of similar interests, and to discover new resources of interest based on their personalized
similarity profiles.
The basic tenet of the agent layer is a semantically-aware agent, referred to as a “semlet,”
which represents a semantic outlet for a user’s resource. The semlet acts as a “surrogate”
agent for the associated resource, and, as such, enables this resource to discover and advertise
itself to semantically similar resources.
Semlets use the user-described profile to extract and dynamically build metadata for the
resources. As a result, the metadata reflects the concepts associated with resources of interest
to the user. The metadata is then used to advertise the resource to users of communities
of interests, and/or locate resources of interest to the user. The capability of a semlet to
join other groups of semlets with similar interests provides the basis for the development of
a dynamic and distributed graph of semantically related resources that can be retrieved on
demand in response to a user’s queries.
3.1.2 Ontology Overlay Network (OON) Layer
Personalized Web architecture must allow for the user’s personal views of the Internet to
evolve dynamically as new resources of interest to the user are created and advertised.
Furthermore, this process must occur in a manner transparent to the user, while ensuring
that these views continue to reflect the user’s interest reliably. To achieve this goal, the
proposed architecture uses ontology as a basis for resource representation. Additionally, it
employs an ontology overlay network (OON) in order to enable the development of efficient
resource indexing and discovery algorithms. In this context, an ontology is defined as a
formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization, which can refer to the shared
understanding of some domains of interests [42].
Underlying the OON architecture is a structured, Distributed Hash Table (DHT) P2P
overlay infrastructure that integrates ontology into its structure. Ontology is used to ensure
global consistency in semantic classification. As such, given a keyword, the architecture
can consistently identify the related concepts. One example of such an ontology can be
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derived from Wordnet, a well-known lexical database [31]. The data structure referred to as a
Wordnet Ontology Tree (WOT) is presented in A P2P Overlay Architecture for Personalized
Resource Discovery, Access, and Sharing over the Internet [80]. A WOT is represented by
a hierarchy tree, where a node in the tree represents a noun concept described by a set of
similar words (synset), and where an edge between two nodes represents the is-a relation
between these concepts. A partial WOT is shown in Figure 17. Each node in the WOT
is assigned a numerical ID that is used as the hash input for a search in ontology overlay
network.
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Figure 17: An Example of an Ontology Structure: Wordnet Ontology Tree
The DHT is used to infer a structure that regulates the location and access to a dis-
tributed set of resources. Consequently, the OON supports the capability to enable the de-
velopment of adaptive and scalable search and retrieval algorithms. Using DHT information,
overlay nodes, which host resources of interests, can be identified and located deterministi-
cally and in a finite number of steps. The identification and location discovery considerably
reduce the search overhead due to communication and routing.
In the OON, the resource metadata is clustered, indexed and distributed among overlay
nodes based on the semantics described by the associated ontology. Note that only metadata
associated with the resource is distributed among nodes in the OON. The actual resource
remains physically located at its original site.
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3.2 PERSONALIZED WEB FRAMEWORK
In this section, the framework used to support the functionalities of Personalized Web ar-
chitecture is described. First, the main components of the proposed architecture, as well
as their associated data structures and basic functionalities are presented. The mechanisms
and schemes used by the overlay architecture for object1 indexing, advertising and retrieval
are then discussed.
3.2.1 Object Metadata
In Personalized Web architecture an object is associated with metadata which is composed
of two main attributes: “location” and “semantics.”
Definition 8. Metadata of object o, within a community of interest c, can be represented by
mo = (Lo, S
c
o)
where Lo is the location of object o, and S
c
o defines the semantics representing object o, as
agreed upon by the members of c.
The location attribute is used to locate an object and is typically represented by the
object URL. The semantics attribute contains the meaning of the associated element as
agreed upon by the members of a community of interest. This attribute is represented by a
set of concepts defined by the community ontology, referred to as Cmm-Ont. A Cmm-Ont
can be viewed as a dictionary of words, how they are related and defined by a community of
interest. The Cmm-Ont is used to ensure consistency in semantic classification within the
community. Examples of a Cmm-Ont include the WOT presented in the previous chapter
and the topic taxonomy used to classify ACM publications.
In practice, a semantic representation of an object can be inferred from keywords that
appear in the object’s attributes. Typically, an extraction function, referred to as X(), scans
the object’s semantics to extract a set of keywords. The extracted keywords are mapped into
the concepts defined by the Cmm-Ont. These concepts are then used to index and advertise
1An “object” is used to refer to an instance of a resource in this case.
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associated objects within the community of interest. Note that the mapping of keywords
into Cmm-Ont concepts is “well-defined” within a community and, as such, is accessible to
all members of that community.
3.2.2 Semlets and User Interest Profiles
Objects in a Personalized Web are associated with a semantically-aware agent, referred to
as a semlet. A semlet acts as the “surrogate” agent to advertise its associated objects and
and retrieve similar objects of interest, as specified in the user’s interest profile.
Definition 9. Formally, a semlet, associated with a set of objects O, is characterized by a
profile, PSlO , defined as
PSlO = (LSlO , PSRSlO , SIMSlO),
where LSlO is the semlet locator, PSRSlO is the set of personalized semantic rules, and
SIMSlO is a user-defined similarity metric with respect to objects in O.
The first attribute, LSlO , is typically represented by a URL. Notice that a semlet need
not reside at the same location as its objects as long as it maintains a pointer to the objects’
locations.
The second attribute, PSRSlO , is a set semantic rules, referred to as Personalized
Semantic Rules (PSR). These rules are derived from the user’s personal interests with
respect to objects in O. The user’s interests can be either explicitly expressed by the user in
an interest profile or implicitly derived from objects created by the user. The interests are
mapped to a set of PSR using a user-defined mapping function, U(). Note that the methods
used to express a user’s personal interests or derive them from manipulated objects depend
on several factors including the type of object and the ontology used by the community. The
specification of such methods is outside the scope of this thesis.
For a given object set O and a semlet SlO, each rule, included in PSRSlO , is a logical
expression involving a set of literal concepts and a set of logical operators. These operators
typically include AND(∧), OR(∨), and NEGATE(¬).
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Definition 10. Formally, a set of personalized semantic rules, PSRSlO is represented by a
tuple
PSRSlo = (S
u
o ,⊗),
where SuO is the concept set associated with user u with respect to objects in O, and ⊗ is the
set of operators defined on the literal concepts in SuO.
Notice that SuO ∩ ScO 6= ∅, thereby ensuring that the rules used by a user to acquire an
object of interest within c are at least partly expressed based on semantics defined by the
community c. This constraint is necessary to “integrate” a user’s Personalized Web into a
specific community of interest without limiting its integration into other communities.
The semlet uses its associated objects’ metadata to advertise the objects to members
of a community of interest. During its advertising, the semlet registers its interests with
respect to objects in O, based on its associated PSRSlO . Consequently, when a new object
is advertised, the semlet is notified if at least one of the rules in its PSRSlO is “satisfied”
by the semantics of the new object metadata. To illustrate this process, assume that the
set PSRSlO of semlet SlO contains rule si ∧ (sj ∨ sk). A new object advertising metadata
containing the concepts {si, sk} and {sj, sk, sl} causes SlO to be notified.
The third attribute, SIMSlO , is the user-defined similarity metric used to assess the
similarity of the objects, and, as such, determine whether to include the objects in the Per-
sonalized Web. This attribute is the key factor that allows the Personalized Web to develop
to closely reflect the user’s interest. It determines whether retrieved objects are of interest,
and how similar these objects are to the user’s objects. The metric comprises a similarity
function that computes similarity scores between objects and a similarity score threshold.
Examples of a similarity function include a Boolean function that counts the number of
similar keywords appearing in the objects and an ontology-based similarity function that
computes the distance of the path between the concept nodes defined in an ontology graph.
To determine that an object is similar, the semlet, first, computes the similarity score
between the user’s objects and the object in question using the similarity function. The
semlet then compares the similarity score with the similarity threshold. If the similarity score
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is within the threshold, the object is considered a similar object; therefore, it is included in
the Personalized Web. Otherwise, the semlet drops the object from consideration.
Figure 18 illustrates how a semlet uses associated object metadata, personalized semantic
rules, and similarity metrics to develop a Personalized Web. On the left of the figure,
the semlet aggregates the objects’ semantics needed to perform semantically-based object
advertising to the communities of interests. In the middle of the figure, the semlet employs
a set of personalized semantic rules to retrieve objects of interest. Coming from the right
of the figure, a set of similarity metric(s) is used to find similarity scores between the the
retrieved objects and the user’s objects. Finally, the retrieved objects, their similarity scores,
and the user’s objects are used to develop a Personalized Web.
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Figure 18: A Semlet-Driven Personalized Web
3.2.3 OON Setup and Organization
In order to support semlet advertising and retrieval in a dynamic, heterogeneous network
environment, object metadata and semlet profiles are distributed and indexed among the
overlay nodes using a P2P overlay network, referred to as an Ontology Overlay Network
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(OON). The OON uses the community’s ontology coupled with DHT to infer a semantic
structure that regulates location and access to a distributed set of objects and semlets.
Consequently, the OON provides adaptive and scalable search and discovery to support
the functionality of the proposed architecture. To support semantically-based indexing,
discovery and advertising, the OON structure makes the following assumptions:
• The Internet is organized into a set, D, of autonomous domains. Each domain, d ∈ D,
elects a node, nd, to act as an OON node in the semantic overlay network. The set
of OON nodes, referred to as N, forms the basis of the OON. Hence, N = {nd|d ∈
D and nd is an OON node}. An OON is shown in Figure 19.
• In the OON structure, each node, nd ∈ N, has a set of neighbors, Nd, which it employs
to route data using a DHT-based strategy.
• The nodes in a given domain, d, address the semlet search and advertising to the OON
node nd ∈ N.
• Let S represent the set of concepts in Cmm-Ont. A concept s ∈ S, represents a set of
keywords, Ks = {ksi ∈ K, 1 ≤ i ≤‖ Ks ‖}, where ksi maps to concept s. A keyword, ki,
may refer to multiple Cmm-Ont concepts.
• Let O be the set of objects in D and K be the set of all keywords. Each object o ∈ O
is represented semantically by a set of concepts So = {si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤‖ So ‖}, which is
generated by the object attribute’s keyword set Ko = {ki ∈ K, 1 ≤ i ≤‖ Ko ‖}.
• Each OON node nd ∈ N is assigned a set of semantics Sn, and has the responsibility
to advertise and retrieve objects of interest for the semlets associated with any si ∈ Snd .
∀si ∈ Sn, hash(si) = hi where nd is responsible for the key hi. A node that is responsible
for si is denoted as n
si .
3.2.4 Personalized Web Components
Many components together support Personalized Web functions. The components are clas-
sified into two main groups based on where they are employed. The first group is used at the
user node; therefore the components are referred to as user node components. The second
group of components is used at the OON node; hence, they are referred to as the OON node
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Figure 19: Ontology Overlay Network.
components. The following sections describe these components and their functionalities that
support the Personalized Web.
3.2.4.1 User Node Components The user node components are responsible for two
main functions: activating semlets to perform object advertising and retrieval as well as
managing data storage for the semlets. The group of user node components includes asemlet
handler, anobject handler, a user interest agent, and a Personalized Web viewer. Figure 20
illustrates the user node components and their relations. Their functionalities are as follows:
• The semlet handler is responsible for managing the semlets and the storage necessary to
hold information related to semlets. Once a user requests the development of a Person-
alized Web with a set of objects, a set of personalized semantic rules, and a similarity
metric, the semlet handler instantiates a semlet, assigns an address to the semlet, and
creates the data structures necessary to hold the Personalized Web information, such as
objects of interest and communities of interests.
• The object handler manages the user’s objects and the objects obtained from the semlets.
It maintains the objects’ locators and the objects themselves allowing the semlets to
manage abstract views of these objects.
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Figure 20: User Node Components.
• The user interest agent monitors the user’s interest as expressed by the user’s search
activities. By monitoring the user’s search activities periodically, it computes the statis-
tics for the semantics most used during recent activity, and then derives the semantic
rules that reflect the user’s interest. The interest agent then interacts with semlets to
adjust the personalized semantic rules to reflect more accurately the user’s interest in a
user-transparent manner.
• The Personalized Web viewer develops the user’s view of a Personalized Web. Once the
user requests to view a Personalized Web, the Personalized Web viewer interacts with the
associated semlet, acquires objects of interests and their similarity scores, and provides
an abstract view of these objects ranked and linked based on their similarity scores.
3.2.4.2 OON Node Components The OON node components are responsible for the
performance of four main functions: locating and routing requests to the OON nodes respon-
sible for semlet profile and object metadata, maintaining the advertised object metadata and
semlet profiles, finding a match between a semlet profile and object metadata, and delivering
the matched object metadata to the semlets. The OON node components include a DHT
component, a query handler, an object metadata handler, a semlet profile handler, and a
routing handler. The relations of these components are illustrated in Figure 21 and their
functionalities are described below:
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• The DHT component is responsible for DHT networking functionalities including overlay
routing and managing OON node neighbors. It also decides whether the node is respon-
sible for a query. Once an OON node receiving a request, either from a client node or
from another OON node, the DHT component checks whether the OON node is respon-
sible for the request. If the node is not responsible for the request, the DHT component
forwards the request to the node’s neighbor using a DHT-based routing strategy. On the
other hand, if the request is for the OON node, the DHT component forwards it to the
query handler.
• The query handler processes the query. It first extracts the semlet profile and the object
metadata from the query. It then interacts with the object metadata handler and the
semlet profile handler to search for the object metadata and semlet profiles matching
the extracted semantic rules and object metadata. The query handler then marks the
ontological concepts contained in the query that have been processed and forwards the
query, the matching object metadata and matching profiles to the routing controller.
• The object metadata handler is responsible for storing and indexing the advertised object
metadata. It indexes the object metadata with the associated ontological concepts for
which the OON node is responsible.
• The semlet profile handler is responsible for storing and indexing the semlet profile. It
also indexes the semlet profile with the ontological concept for which the OON node is
responsible.
• The routing handler is responsible for routing the query once it is processed by the
node. Based on the ontological concepts associated with the query, the routing controller
decides weather the query need to be processed further by other OON nodes. If there is
at least one ontological concept left to process, the routing controller forwards the query
and the matching profile to the DHT component in order to route the next OON node
responsible for the concept. If all the ontological concepts associated with the query
have been processed, the routing controller then completes the query by returning all the
matched object metadata to the requesting semlet and, at the same time, sending the
object metadata to all the semlets whose profiles are satisfied by the object metadata.
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To further explain how object metadata and semlet profiles are stored and indexed on
an OON node, the Entity Relation (ER) diagram of data on an OON node is illustrated in
Figure 22. Beginning with the relationship between an OON node and ontology notes that
each OON node supports multiple ontologies. Each ontology contains multiple ontological
concepts. However, the OON node is only responsible for some of these concepts. Conse-
quently, the semlet profiles, where personalized semantic rules include at least one of these
ontological concepts, are stored and indexed on the OON node. Similarly, the only object
metadata that includes one of these concepts in its semantics is stored and indexed on the
OON node.
3.3 PERSONALIZED WEB ALGORITHMS AND PROTOCOLS
In this section, the algorithms and protocols to support the main functionalities of a Person-
alized Web are described. First, the indexing scheme is introduced, followed by a description
of the algorithms and protocols that support object advertising and retrieval. Next, the
algorithms and protocols necessarily to dynamically form and manage communities of in-
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Figure 22: An ER Diagram of Data on an OON Node.
terests are explained. Finally, the algorithms to develop a personal web from the objects
acquired by object advertising and retrieval from an OON and communities of interests are
presented.
3.3.1 Personalized Web Indexing Scheme
Personalized Web architecture is an agent-driven architecture which achieves its semantic
richness through the use of explicit, shared ontologies defined by communities of interests
to represent objects. Personalized Web architecture further enhances the DHT-based object
distribution scheme by using a unique identifier assigned to each ontological concept as a key
to locate the overlay node responsible for maintaining the object and semlet profile indexes
associated with the underlying ontology. In other words, the ontology-based hashing scheme
utilizes an ontological concept, instead of an object name or a random number, as the hash
input to generate the key necessary to distribute the object metadata and semlet profiles on
an OON.
Figure 23 depicts the indexing model describing how object metadata and personalized
semantic rules are indexed through an OON. Metadata is advertised and indexed in the
OON based on its associated ontological concepts. These ontological concepts refer to object
semantics extracted from the object attributes. The concepts are hashed using a system-
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wide hash function to obtain the routing keys. These keys are then mapped to the OON
nodes. As a result, these OON nodes become responsible for storing and indexing the object
metadata. A semlet profile is stored and indexed in the OON using the same mapping
scheme. However, in the case of semlet profiles, the mapped concepts are those extracted
from the personalized semantic rules.
3.3.2 Semlet-Driven Advertising and Retrieval
Semlet-driven advertising and retrieval is the key to acquiring objects of interest so as to
develop a Personalized Web in a user-transparent manner. It utilizes the autonomy of the
semlet agent and the persistence of the OON’s data location to allow users to automatically
exchange objects of interests in an efficient manner.
The strategy underlying semlet advertising and retrieval is that the semlet advertises
“aggressively” and retrieves “selectively.” That is, each semlet advertises its objects to all
other semlets whichever has at least one personalized semantic rule that matches the object
semantics. These semlets are referred to as potential interest semlets. On the other hand,
the semlet retrieves selectively only objects that are similar to its associated objects in the
development of its Personalized Web. In fact, an object that has metadata matching the
semlet profile may be retrieved. However, this object will only be considered as an object
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of interest when its similarity score with respect to the user’s objects falls within a specified
range. As a result, the Personalized Web contains only objects of interests that are similar
to the user’s objects; therefore, it closely reflects the user’s interests.
In order to perform semlet advertising and retrieval in a scalable manner, the OON acts
as the rendezvous point of discovery as well as the proxy of object advertising and retrieval for
semlets. The OON stores and indexes the semlet profiles and object metadata based on their
associated semantics. The similar object metadata and semlet profiles are stored and indexed
on the same set of OON nodes. Upon receiving queries, OON nodes consistently route the
queries towards the nodes responsible for them using a DHT-based routing strategy. As a
result, the queries are routed towards a set of OON nodes that contain semantically related
semlet profiles or objects metadata. Once the queries arrive at the responsible OON nodes,
the OON nodes search for a match, and perform advertising and retrieval for the semlets.
For an advertising query, the OON node sends the object metadata to the semlet that has a
matching profile. Similarly, for a retrieval query, the OON node sends the matching object
metadata back to the semlet. The step-by-step procedure is illustrated in Figure 24 to further
explain semlet advertising and retrieval, and is described below:
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Figure 24: Personalized Web Object Advertising and Retrieval.
1. The semlet first locates an OON node within its own domain.
2. The semlet then sends a query which contains the object metadata and its profile to
this OON node (step (1) in the figure). Note that once sending the semlet profile to the
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OON, the semlet makes itself known as “active” to the OON. The semlet then remains
passive on the client node, waiting for the query result and an advertisement of a newly
added object that matches its profile.
3. The OON node then routes the query to the OON node responsible for one of the hash
keys of its associated ontological concepts (step (2) in the figure).
4. Upon the arrival of the query, the OON node responsible for the key executes the following
steps:
a. First, the OON node discovers semlet profiles whose rules are satisfied by the meta-
data carried in the query. The OON node also finds objects whose metadata are
satisfied by the rules in the query.
b. The OON node may store or index the object metadata and semlet profile contained
in the query for later discovery and notification.
c. The OON node then forwards the matching profiles and object metadata to the next
OON node responsible for the next concept in the associated concept set.
5. The forwarding continues until all OON nodes responsible for the concepts in the concept
set are visited.
6. At the last OON node, the OON node notifies all semlets associated with the collected
profiles about the object, and sends the collected object metadata back to the advertising
semlet (step (3) in the figure).
Note that the strategy described above uses recursive routing which assumes each OON
node responsible for the key computes the next key for the query and forwards the query and
the discovery result (the matched profiles and object metadata) to the OON node responsible
for the next key. However, an alternative approach referred to as iterative routing can be
employed. Using the iterative routing, the semlet computes all the keys, composes all the
queries, and submits all the queries separately to the OON nodes responsible for the keys.
As a result, the discovery results are returned separately from each of the OON nodes.
These two approaches can be differentiated because the recursive approach distributes
executions among OON nodes and the iterative approach centralizes execution using a semlet.
The recursive approach uses bandwidth more efficiently than the iterative approach does.
However, the recursive approach is more prone to incomplete routing due to the failure of
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OON nodes. A discussion on the advantages and the pitfalls of these two approaches can be
found elsewhere [22].
The scalability and robustness of Personalized Web architecture depend largely on how
the OON performs object advertising and retrieval for the semlets. Thus, three object
advertising and retrieval schemes which further explore the key factors of the scalability and
robustness of a Personalized Web are presented in Chapter four.
3.3.3 Formation and Management of Communities of Interests (CoI)
One of the main goals of Personalized Web architecture is to allow users to find users who
have a similar interest in order to form communities of interests (CoI) in a user-transparent
manner. CoIs help users to share objects of interests in an efficient manner due to the
fact that objects belonging to a member of a CoI will likely interest other members in that
CoI. By advertising and discovering objects of interests among members of a CoI, semlets
effectively acquire objects of interest among them to develop their Personalized Webs.
Personalized Web architecture allows semlets to form CoIs and manage members of
their CoI while performing object advertising and retrieval. During object advertising and
retrieval, a semlet discovers objects of interest and the semlets that own these objects. These
semlets are used as a basis to form a CoI. The advertising semlet can form its own CoI with
semlets that have similar objects as the members of the CoI. At the same time, the semlets
who are interested in the advertised objects can add the advertising semlet to their CoIs.
Consequently, CoIs are dynamically formed and adaptively adjusted to reflect the current
interests expressed via object advertising and retrieval.
Due to the fact that each semlet uses its own personalized semantic rules and user-defined
similarity metrics, semlets independently develop their CoIs. Each semlet applies a user-
defined similarity metric to compute similarity scores which are used to determine members
of the CoI. As a result, two semlets who are interested in each other’s objects may have
different CoI members if their associated similarity metrics are different. The user-defined
similarity metric verifies two main properties, namely asymmetry and non-transitivity.
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• Asymmetry: Interests between semlets are asymetric. For example, when semlet A is
interested in the objects associated with semlet B, it does not imply that semlet B has
an interest in the objects associated with semlet A.
• Non-transitivity: Interests among semlets are not transitive. For instance, the interest of
semlet A in object B and the interest of semlet B in object C does not necessarily imply
that semlet A has interest in object C.
Mindful of the above properties, semlets independently develop their CoIs. For exam-
ple, semlet A and B have object oA and oB. Semlet A is interested in object oB, when
SimA(oA, oB) ≤ δA, where SimA(∗) is the similarity function for semlet A and δA is a simi-
larity threshold for semlet A. On the other hand, semlet B is interested in object oA, only
if SimB(rB, rA) ≤ δB. The similarity threshold (δ) is used to trigger advertising to and
retrieval from other semlets.
To efficiently manage CoIs, each semlet forms an Advertising CoI(A-CoI) for the members
who have an interest in its objects, and a Retrieval CoI(R-CoI) for the members who have
objects that interest the semlet. A-CoI is referred to as an effective advertising group.
Whenever a semlet advertises an object to the group, the members of the group will have
a high probability of finding a match to the members’ interest. On the other hand, since
the semlet is likely to find objects of interests from the members of this group, R-CoI is
employed as an effective retrieval group.
Having both CoIs, a semlet effectively and efficiently performs object advertising and
retrieval. The semlet does not need to go through the OON to discover objects of interest.
Instead, the semlet can directly use R-CoI to retrieve objects of interests and A-CoI to
advertise its newly added objects. The semlet only employs the OON when it needs to
acquire new members of its CoIs or to make itself known to the other semlets.
One may also use the CoIs to improve the object sharing among members. For instance,
semlets can give their advertising priority to the semlets that are in its R-CoI to motivate
users to share their objects. Using such a policy, semlets may advertise their new objects
only to the semlets that have objects of interest to them. The semlets that want the objects
advertised to them must share their objects aggressively. As a result, object sharing is
improved among CoI members.
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3.3.4 Personalized Web Development
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Figure 25: User Node Components.
A Personalized Web is developed from objects that reflect the user’s interest. Contained
in the Personalized Web, the user’s objects and others objects form a graph of objects of
interest. The central part of the graph contains the user’s objects which are linked to other
users’ objects. These objects are considered as similar based on their similarity profiles.
The Personalized Web evolves through time as semlets perform object advertising and
retrieval. The semlet retrieves by itself or receives from other semlets objects of interest
through the OON and its CoI members. As the objects of interests are added to or removed
from a Personalized Web, the graph structure is modified to reflect the similarity of the
objects of interest. As a result, the Personalized Web is efficiently developed in a user-
transparent manner, and it effectively reflects the user interests and the availability of the
objects of interest on the Internet. In other words, the Personalized Web provides an updated
view of the objects specific to the user’s interest at any convenient time. Figure 25 illustrates
a semlet and its related components including A-CoI, R-CoI, local data, object data, and
how these components interact with the semlet to develop a Personalized Web.
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3.4 CONCLUSION
This chapter described a Personalized Web architecture that leverages agent technology and
P2P overlay network technology to enable personalized object discovery and access Internet
objects to reflect users’ interests. Personalized Web components including a semantically-
aware agent referred to as a “semlet” and a DHT P2P overlay infrastructure referred to as an
“OON,” were presented. The description of this architecture and these components fulfills
the main objective of describing how semlets and OONs were used to develop Personalized
Webs for users in an efficient and scalable manner.
Semlets were used to act on behalf of users to automatically advertise and retrieve objects
of interests, dynamically form and manage communities of interests (CoI), and persistently
develop a personal web2 of the objects of interest to the users. The OON, on the other hand,
was employed as the rendezvous point for semlets and as the proxy for object advertising
and retrieval in order to allow semlets to perform their functionalities in an efficient and
scalable manner. The OON helps semlets to efficiently find and share objects of interests.
At the same time, the OON enables semlets to discover semlets who share similar objects
to form CoIs. In turn, the CoIs allow semlets to efficiently advertise and retrieve objects of
interests among them.
The key mechanism to developing a Personalized Web is object advertising and retrieval
based on an ontology agreed upon by a CoI referred to as a Comm-Ont. A Comm-Ont is
used to ensure that the semantics describing objects and the semantics expressing the users’
interests are consistent with one another within the CoI. Ontological concepts defined by a
Comm-Ont are employed to represent the semantics of objects advertised in the CoI. The
ontological concepts are also used to represent personalized semantic rules used to retrieve
objects of interest.
To develop a Personalized Web, a semlet is assigned a set of objects and a specific interest
expressed in terms of personalized semantic rules and similarity metrics. The semlet then
sends an advertising and retrieval query that includes the object metadata and its semlet
profile to the OON. The object metadata contains the locations of the objects and the
2A personal web is a product of the actualization of the Personalized Web concept.
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ontological concepts representing the object semantics. It is used to advertise the user’s
objects to CoI. On the other hand, the semlet profile contains the semlet’s address and the
personalized semantic rules. It is used to retrieve the objects of interest for the user. The
OON then routes the query and performs object advertising and retrieval for the semlet.
Aimed at supporting the semlet functionalities, the OON provides indexing and routing
infrastructure for the semlets. Each OON node is assigned a random set of ontological
concepts defined by the Comm-Ont using a DHT-based object mapping scheme. Each node
is also responsible for routing the queries to the node responsible for them. Upon receiving
a query, an OON node routes the query to other nodes or, if the node is responsible for
one of its associated concepts, processes it. The OON node processes the query by first
finding matching object metadata and matching the semlet profiles. Then it stores and
indexes the associated object metadata and semlet profile on the node. Finally it either
forwards all the the matching profiles to the next responsible node or, if it is the last node
responsible for the query, performs object advertising or retrieval for the semlet. As semlets
continue to advertise new objects to the OON, the semlets, that are interested in the objects
and previously sent their profiles to the OON, are notified. Consequently, their associated
Personalized Webs continue to evolve in an efficient manner.
In conclusion, the chapter has described the main components, data structures, mecha-
nisms, and protocols necessary to realize the Personalized Web. The scalability and robust-
ness of the Personalized Web depends mostly on how the semlets perform object advertising
and retrieval using the OONs. For this reason, the next chapter focuses on object and
advertising schemes to improve robustness and scalability of Personalized Web.
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4.0 SEMLET ADVERTISING AND RETRIEVAL SCHEMES
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This chapter explores the mechanisms and protocols needed to support the OONs so
that they can perform object advertising and retrieval in an effective and scalable manner.
Chapter three discusses the idea that object advertising and retrieval is the key mechanism
necessary to develop a Personalized Web, and the idea that OONs are used to perform
object advertising and retrieval. Consequently, to improve the scalability and robustness of
the Personalized Web, the OONs must efficiently manage storage and communications used
for advertising and retrieval.
To explore scalable and robust mechanisms and protocols that support the OONs, three
advertising and retrieval schemes will be presented, namely the Aggressive scheme, the
Crawler-based scheme and the Min-Cover-Rule scheme. These schemes are designed with
different performance objectives, which result in different benefits and drawbacks in vari-
ous circumstances. Such circumstances are also explored in this chapter. First, the basic
models of the Personalized Web architecture’s main components as well as a case study of
two semlets performing object advertising and retrieval are introduced. Next, each scheme
is described, followed by a discussion of its benefits and drawbacks. Finally, the chapter
concludes with a discussion of the various circumstances where each scheme is beneficial.
4.1 BASIC MODELS FOR SEMLET ADVERTISING AND RETRIEVAL
This section commences with the summarization of Personalized Web models, including a
description of all the components and how these components are used to find objects of
interests. Such models are used to explain the advertising and retrieval schemes in the
sections that follow. Additionally, a scenario of two semlets performing object advertising
and retrieval, discussed below, demonstrates how each scheme works and how one scheme
differs from the others.
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4.1.1 Personalized Web Component Models
A brief summary of Personalized Web models is helpful before going on to discuss the dif-
ferent advertising and retrieval schemes. Three main components necessary to develop a
Personalized Web are a semlet agent that automates the object advertising and retrieval, a
set of user objects associated with the web, and the user-defined semantic rules to retrieve
objects to the web. This section briefly describes and formally defines these three compo-
nents. The discussion moves on to explore an example of one satisfaction criterion used to
determine whether an object semantic described by an object metadata satisfies a person-
alized semantic rule. The satisfaction criterion used on the OON node determines whether
the advertised objects should be retrieved from or advertised to semlets.
The first component of a Personalized Web is a semlet. Each semlet is associated with
a set of objects, a set of personalized semantic rules and a similarity metric to carry out
two main jobs. First, it advertises the associated objects to the CoI based on semantics
defined by a community ontology. The community ontology ensures that the semantics used
in advertising and retrieval are consistent among the members of the community. Second,
the semlet retrieves objects of interest for the user. It uses the personalized semantic rules
to collect objects of interest, and then employs a user-defined similarity metric to filter and
rank these objects based on their similarities to the user’s objects.
• Formally, a semlet, associated with a set of objects O, is characterized by a profile, PSlO ,
defined as
PSlO = (LSlO , PSRSlO , SIMSlO),
where LSlO is the semlet locator, PSRSlO is the set of personalized semantic rules, and
SIMSlO is a user-defined similarity metric with respect to objects in O.
Each object is represented by an object metadata which comprises an object locator and
a set of ontological concepts defined by a community ontology. The ontological concepts are
used to represent the object semantic. These concepts are also referred to as the Boolean
literals of the ontological concepts that hold a “true” value. Consequently, an object with
semantic {s1, s2, s3} refers to the object that are described by the true literals of s1, s2, and
s3.
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• Metadata of object i, within a CoI c, can be represented by
mi = (Li, S
c
i )
where Li is the location of object i, and S
c
i defines the semantic representing object i, as
agreed upon by the members of c.
A personalized semantic rule is composed of a set of ontological concepts defined by a
community ontology and a set of binary Boolean operators. A semantic rule can be viewed
as a Boolean expression, where the literals of the expression are represented by ontological
concepts, and the operators of these literals are represented by the binary Boolean operators.
• Formally, a set of personalized semantic rules, PSRSlO is represented by a tuple
PSRSlO = (S
u
O,⊗),
where SuO is a set of ontological concepts associated with user u with respect to objects
in O, and ⊗ is the set of binary Boolean operators defined on the literals of the concepts
in SuO.
An object metadata is considered of interest when its semantics “satisfy” one of the
personalized semantic rules. That is, an object is considered of interest when its semantics
hold the ontological literals that result in at least one of the semantic rules receving a true
result. For instance, an object semantic {s1, s2, s3, s4} satisfies the rule {s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s4}, and
rule {s1 ∧ s5 ∨ s2 ∧ s3}, because all of the ontological concepts s1, s2, s3, s4 are true. This
leads {s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s4} and {s2 ∧ s3} to be true. On the other hand, the object semantic does
not satisfy rule {s1 ∧ s4 ∧ s5}, and rule {s1 ∧ s5 ∨ s4 ∧ s5}.
• Formally, PSRSlO is satisfied by an object metadata v if PSRSlO(T (Scv)) = true, when
T (Scv) refers to the set of true literals associated with the ontological concept set S
c
v of
the object v and PSRSlO(T ) is the OR-result of all rule evaluations on the truth values
set T .
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4.1.2 Semlet Query
A semlet query is used to find objects and semlets of interests in an OON. Once a semlet
performs object advertising and retrieval, the semlet sends a semlet query to one of the OON
nodes. The semlet query then propagates through the OON to collect semlet profiles and
metadata of objects of interests.
Each semlet query carries five basic components: a set of routing keys needed to prop-
agate to the target nodes in the OON, a set of object metadata to be advertised, a semlet
profile to retrieve objects of interest, a set of collected object metadata, and a set of collected
semlet profiles. The routing keys are used to route the query to the OON nodes that are
responsible for the related object metadata indexes. The object metadata is used to find
semlets whose semantic rules satisfy the the object metadata. The semlet profile is employed
to discover objects whose metadata satisfies a semantic rule associated with the profile. The
last two components are used to hold the object metadata and the semlet profiles of objects
of interests found on the OON nodes. Figure 26 depicts the query components.
Routing 
Keys
Semlet 
Profile
Object 
Metadata
Collected 
object 
metadata
Collected 
semlet 
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…...
Figure 26: A Semlet Query.
Note that the discovered object of interest’s metadata and semlet profiles are forwarded
with the query to the last OON node responsible for the last routing key. This node then
performs object notification. The forwarding of the discovered objects and semlet profiles of
interest helps to avoid multiple notifications to the semlets.
4.1.3 A Scenario of Semlet Advertising and Retrieval
To further explain how the query propagates and performs advertising and retrieval, a sce-
nario of two semlets submitting queries to the OON is described below. The two semlets,
Slo and Slv, are defined as follows:
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• The semlet Slo is associated with object o, with the object semantic Sco = {s1, s2, s3},
and the semantic rule ro = {s2 ∧ (s1 ∨ s3)}.
• The semlet Slv is associated with object v, with the object semantic Scv = {s2, s3, s5},
and the semantic rule rv = {s2, s3, s5}.
There also exists an OON composed of five nodes, ns1 , ns2 , ns3 , ns4 , ns5 , where node nsi
is assumed to be responsible for ontological concept si. Figure 27 depicts this scenario.
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Figure 27: Example of Semlet Advertising and Retrieval.
From such a scenario, where the information is known, one can conclude that Slo is inter-
ested in object v since Ro(T (S
c
v))→ true, and Slv is not interested in object o. However, in
the Internet environment where the other semlet information is unknown, mechanisms and
protocols are needed to allow a query to propagate to the right information sources. This
chapter focuses on the exploration of such effective and efficient mechanisms and protocols
through three alternative object advertising and retrieval schemes, namely the aggressive
scheme, the crawler-based scheme, and the min-cover-rule scheme. These schemes are dis-
cussed in the sections that follow.
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4.2 AGGRESSIVE SCHEME
The “aggressive” scheme uses storage and communication aggressively to support semlet
advertising and retrieval. Using this scheme, all the OON nodes responsible for the query
perform data indexing and storing. The OON nodes store and index the query’s object
metadata and semlet profiles for later discovery and advertising.
The pseudo-code demonstrating advertising and retrieval using this scheme is described
below. The code is divided into the functions performed by a semlet and by an OON node.
The first function used by a semlet to start object advertising and retrieval. The second
function exploited by a semlet when it receives an advertised object metadata. The OON
performs the third function when the node receives a semlet query. Note that the second
function is used by all schemes. It is described here for completeness, not for comparison
purposes.
Semlet: Starts object advertising and retrieval (given an object metadata
mo = (Lo, Sco), and a semlet profile PSlo = (SLo, PSRo, SIMo), where PSRo = {ro}, and
ro = (Suo ,⊗))
1: //obtain routing keys RKo
2: So ← Sco ∪ Suo
3: for all s ∈ So do
4: adds hash(s) to RKo
5: end for
6: selects one key ki from RKo
7: composes a query queryo ← [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ]
8: sends the query to an OON node located within its domain
9: waits for the returned query or advertised object metadata from other semlets
Semlet: Receives an advertised object metadata mv = (Lv, Scv),
1: retrieves object v from Lv
2: computes a similarity score SimO(v,O)
3: if the similarity score > ThresholdO then
4: adds v to O
5: adjusts object graph to reflect the similarity among objects in O
6: adds Slv to the retrieval community of semlet SlO, R-CoIO
7: notifies Slv to add Slo to its advertising community, A-CoIV
8: end if
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OON: Receives a queryo = [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ]
1: if the OON node is not responsible for ki then
2: forwards the query to the neighbor that makes the most progress towards the
node responsible for ki
3: else
4: //collect semlet profiles to advertise
5: if the OON node is responsible for any concepts in Sco then
6: retrieves the semlet profiles satisfied by mo
7: stores and indexes mo on the node
8: end if
9: //collect metadata of objects of interest
10: if the OON is responsible for any concepts in Suo then
11: retrieves the object metadata that satisfies the semantic rule ro
12: stores and indexes PSlo on the node
13: end if
14: removes the keys that this node is responsible for from RKo
15: if no routing keys left in RKo then
16: advertises mo to the semlets associated with the collected semlet profiles
17: returns all the collected object metadata to the querying semlet
18: else
19: selects a key kj from RKo
20: forwards the query, the collected object metadata, and semlet profiles to
the node’s neighbor that makes the most progress towards the OON node
responsible for the kj
21: end if
22: end if
Figure 28 depicts the scenario to further explain how the query propagates and performs
advertising and retrieval using the aggressive scheme. In this example, a semlet Slo first
arrives at the OON. Based on the semantics of interest {s1, s2, s3}, it sends a query to
propagate to nodes ns1 , ns2 , and ns3 . Once the query arrives ns1 , the OON node stores and
indexes the object metadata and the profile. It then forwards the query to the next node
ns2 . At ns2 and ns3 , the OON nodes do the same. The query then stops at ns3 since there
are no more nodes to forward to, and no objects of interest are found.
Later, the semlet Slv arrives at the OON. It then sends the query to propagate on n
s2 ,
ns3 , and ns5 . At ns2 and ns3 , the OON node finds the rule ro of Slo satisfied by mv, it then
forwards profile PSlo to the next node. At the last propagation node n
s5 , the OON node
notifies mv to Slo.
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Figure 28: Aggressive Scheme.
4.2.1 Costs and Benefits
The advantage of the aggressive scheme is its added ability to deal with node failures. This
ability is achieved through object metadata replication. One drawback of the aggressive
scheme is the need to use multiple overlay nodes to store semlet profiles and object meta-
data. This activity may lead to excessive overhead in terms of storage. To address this
shortcoming, a crawler-based scheme, which trades storage at the cost of increasing commu-
nication overhead, is described next.
4.3 CRAWLER-BASED SCHEME
Similar to the aggressive scheme, the crawler-based scheme advertises and retrieves objects of
interest by sending a query to all the nodes that are responsible for its associated concepts.
However, the object metadata and semlet profile will be stored only in a subset of these
nodes.
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Using this strategy, a semlet may miss an object notification. Consider the case that
occurs when the metadata of an object v with concepts {si, sj, sl} is stored at nsl . Later, a
semlet Slo arrives with interest rules si ∧ sj and decides to store its profile at node nsi . It
then visits nsi , and nsj . Consequently, the semlet misses the object v.
To resolve this problem, semlets no longer wait passively for notifications. Instead,
a semlet periodically sends refresh messages to update previously advertised objects and
potentially harvests new objects of interest from the OON node. In the case above, when
the semlet of object v does the refreshing, it discovers the newly added semlet profiles, and
advertises to those semlets that missed advertising previously. The advertising and retrieval
mechanism of this scheme is similar to the aggressive scheme, except that the subset of keys
representing metadata and rules are stored for later notification and advertising. In addition,
each semlet schedules an alarm to refresh a query periodically. The OON nodes must also
maintain time-stamps for the object metadata and the semlet profiles stored on their nodes.
Such that, when a refreshing query arrives, the OON nodes only advertise and retrieve the
new objects of interest. To further describe how this scheme supports semlet advertising and
retrieval, the main algorithms are described below. Note that the lines of code that differ
from those of the aggressive scheme are presented in bold font.
Semlet: Starts object advertising and retrieval (given an object metadata
mo = (Lo, Sco), a semlet profile PSlo = (SLo, PSRo, SIMo), where PSRo = {ro},
ro = (Suo ,⊗), and an update interval uinterval)
1: //obtain routing keys RKo
2: So ← Sco ∪ Suo
3: for all s ∈ So do
4: adds hash(s) to RKo
5: end for
6: picks a subset of ontological concepts representing the object metadata
7: computes keys for the concepts, and adds them to MKo
8: picks a subset of ontological concepts associated with each semantic rule
9: computes keys for the concepts for all the rules and adds them to PKo
10: selects one key ki from RKo
11: composes a query queryo ← [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ,MKo, PKo, uinterval]
12: sends the query to an OON node located within its domain
13: sets up an alarm to re-submit the query
14: waits for the returned query or an advertised object metadata from other
semlets
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OON: Receives queryo = [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ,mKo, PKo, uinterval]
1: if the OON node is not responsible for ki then
2: forwards the query to the neighbor that makes the most progress towards the
node responsible for ki
3: else
4: //collect semlet profiles to advertise
5: if the OON node is responsible for any concepts in Sco then
6: retrieves profiles that are stored after the last query time (the
currenttime− uinterval ), and that contain the associated rules satisfied by
the object metadata mo
7: if the OON node is responsible for any k ∈MKo then
8: if mo is not stored on the node then
9: stores and indexes mo with the current time as the time stamp on the node
10: end if
11: end if
12: end if
13: //collect metadata of objects of interest
14: if the OON is responsible for any concepts in Suo then
15: retrieves object metadata that is stored after the last query time and that
satisfies the semantic rule ro
16: if the OON node is responsible for any k ∈ PKO then
17: if P − Slo is not stored on the node then
18: stores and indexes PSlo with the current time as the time stamp on the
node
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: removes the keys that this node is responsible for from RKo
23: if no routing keys left in RKo then
24: advertises mo to the semlets of interest
25: return all the collected object metadata to the querying semlet
26: else
27: selects a key kj from RKo
28: forwards the query, the collected object metadata, and semlet profiles to
the node’s neighbor that makes the most progress towards the OON node
responsible for the kj
29: end if
30: end if
Figure 29 illustrates using this scheme for the scenario described in Section 4.1.3. A
semlet Slo associated with object o first arrives at the OON. Based on the semantics of
interest {s1, s2, s3}, it sends a query to propagate to nodes ns1 , ns2 , and ns3 . However, the
OON node only stores and indexes the object metadata and the profile on one of these nodes,
assuming ns2 .
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Later, the semlet Slv associated with object v arrives at the OON. The semlet then sends
the query to propagate to ns2 , ns3 , and ns5 . At ns2 , the OON node finds the rule ro of Slo
satisfied by mv, it then forwards profile PSlv to the next node. At the last propagation node
ns5 , the OON node then notifies mv to Slo. Notice that if Slv arrives before Slo, the Slo will
not be notified until Slv refreshes.
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Figure 29: Crawler-based Scheme.
4.3.1 Costs and Benefits
Overall, the crawler-based scheme saves storage space at the cost of additional refreshing.
Consequently, the frequency at which refreshing is performed plays a crucial role in the
overall performance of the scheme. In an environment where objects are created frequently,
the rate at which a semlet refreshes must be high. This high rate is necessary to ensure that
a semlet discovers the newly advertised objects of interest. In static environments, however,
excessive refreshing may unnecessarily result in potentially prohibitive overhead. Therefore,
the rate of refreshing must reflect the tradeoff between the awareness of the newly advertised
object and the communications overhead.
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4.4 MINIMUM-COVER-RULE SCHEME (MCR)
The minimum-cover-rule (MCR) scheme leverages the benefits of the aggressive and the
crawler-based scheme, while reducing its functional costs in terms of communications and
storage. To achieve this goal, the MCR scheme computes a minimum set of nodes to ensure
that all interested semlets are immediately notified when new objects are advertised, while
minimizing the storage requirements and communications overhead.
The minimum set of nodes is computed from a data structure representing a minimum set
of key IDs associated with rules, referred to as the Minimum Rule-Cover-Node Set (MRS).
Formally,
MRS = {(h,Rh)}, (4.1)
where h is a key ID and Rh is a set of rules stored at the node responsible for h. For example,
the MRS of a rule set R = {r1 : (si ∧ sj), r2 : (si ∧ sk), r3 : (sj ∧ sl ∨ sj ∧ sk)} is represented
by {(hsi , {r1, r2}), (hsj , {r3})}. This implies that rule r1 and r2 are assigned to be stored at
the node responsible for hsi and rule r3 is assigned to be stored at the node responsible for
hsj . Therefore, the storage space used to store these rules and the bandwidth used to carry
these profiles are minimized.
Finding a MRS for a given rule set is a two-step process that includes extracting “in-
dependent” rules from the rule set, and assigning rules to the most frequently appearing
concepts. An independent rule is a rule which can be evaluated independently from other
rules, and which cannot be broken down to smaller independent rules. In fact, an indepen-
dent rule can be viewed as a Boolean expression that only has a “conjunctive (∧)” operator.
Consider a rule set R = {r1 : (si ∧ sk), r2 : (si ∧ sm ∨ sm ∧ sl)}; only r1 is considered to be
an independent rule. r2 is not because it contains two conjunctive clauses; it can be broken
down into two independent rules (si ∧ sm) and (sm ∧ sl). An independent rule is used to
identify a concept dependency, which enables selection of the minimum number of nodes
necessary to store a given rule. For example, r1, in the example above, can be stored at
either nsi or nsk . The advertising and retrieval of this scheme is similar to that described
for the aggressive scheme, except the query carries the MRS to direct where to store rules.
The pseudo-code is described below.
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Semlet: Starts object advertising and retrieval (given an object metadata
mo = (Lo, Sco), and a semlet profile PSlo = (SLo, PSRo, SIMo), where PSRo = {ro}, and
ro = (Suo ,⊗))
1: //obtain routing keys RKo
2: So ← Sco ∪ Suo
3: for all s ∈ So do
4: adds hash(s) to RKo
5: end for
6: computes the MRSo for PSRo (the details of finding a MRS are described below)
7: selects a key ki from RKo
8: composes a query queryo ← [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ,MRSo]
9: sends the query to an OON node located within its domain
10: waits for the returned query or an advertised object metadata from other
semlets
OON: Receives queryo = [ki, RKo,mo, PSlo ,MRSo]
1: if the OON node is not responsible for ki then
2: forwards the query to the neighbor that makes the most progress towards the
node responsible for ki
3: else
4: //collect semlet profiles to advertise
5: if the OON node is responsible for any concepts in Sco then
6: retrieves the semlet profiles satisfied by the object metadata mo
7: stores and indexes mo on the node
8: end if
9: //collect metadata of objects of interest
10: if the OON is responsible for any concepts in Suo then
11: retrieves the objects’ metadata that satisfies the semantic rule ro
12: if the OON node is responsible for any key in MRSo then
13: stores and indexes a part of the semlet profile including the semlet locator
and the semantic rules associated with the key defined by MRSo on the
node
14: removes the member(s) of MRSo associated with the key
15: end if
16: end if
17: removes the keys that this node is responsible for from RKo
18: if no routing keys left in RKo then
19: advertises mo to the semlets of interest
20: returns all the collected object metadata to the querying semlet
21: else
22: selects a key kj from RKo
23: forwards the query, the collected object metadata, and semlet profiles to
the node’s neighbor that makes the most progress towards the OON node
responsible for the kj
24: end if
25: end if
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Semlet: Computes a MRS for PSRo
1: gets independent rules from PSRo
2: counts number of appearances of each concept of the independent rules
3: sorts all the concepts ascendingly based on the number of appearances of the
independent rules
4: goes through this sorted list of concepts from the top
5: while there is at least one independent rule left to assign more space do
6: assigns the independent rule(s) to the concept that it appears on
7: removes the rule(s) from the independent rule set
8: moves to the next concept in the list
9: end while
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Figure 30: MCR Scheme.
Figure 30 illustrates the example scenario using this scheme. Similar to that using the
aggressive scheme, a semlet Slo sends a query to propagate to nodes n
s1 , ns2 , and ns3 . These
OON nodes also store the object metadata mo. However, based on the MRSo, only node
ns2 stores the semlet profile.
Note that rule ro can be broken down to two independent rules: s2 ∧ s1 and s2 ∧ s3.
Based on these rules, the number of appearances of s2 in all the independent rules are the
highest among the three concepts. Therefore, the rule ro is assigned to n
s2 .
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Later, the semlet Slv arrives at the OON. It then sends a query to propagate to nodes
ns2 , ns3 , and ns5 . At ns2 , the OON node finds the rule ro of Slo satisfied by mv, it then
forwards profile PSlo to the next node. At the last propagation node, n
s5 , the OON node
notifies Slo about mv. Notice that, using this scheme, the order of the queries from both
semlets does not affect the object notification. As soon as the object is advertised, the semlet
is notified.
4.4.1 Costs and Benefits
This scheme minimizes the storage for personalized semantic rules and matching computa-
tion. Consider the case, when a semlet Slo has a rule set R = {r1 : (si∧ sj), r2 : (si∧ sk), r3 :
(sj∧sl∨sj∧sk)} andMRS= {(hsi , {r1, r2}), (hsj , {r3})}. Compared to the aggressive scheme,
the semlet sends rules r1 and r2 to be stored at n
si and r3 to be stored at n
sj , instead of
sending all rules to be stored at nsi , nsj , nsk , nsl . Additionally, when another semlet adver-
tises an object with semantics {si, sk} to nsi ,and nsk , the rule-checking against the metadata
will occur only once at nsi , instead of multiple times on both nsi and nsj . Furthermore, the
complexity of finding the MRS for a given rule set does not affect the effectiveness of semlet
advertising and retrieval. The MRS can be computed off-line prior to semlet advertising or
retrieval.
4.5 CONCLUSION
This chapter presented three object advertising and retrieval schemes to explore the effective
and efficient mechanisms and protocols to support semlets in order to develop Personalized
Webs. These three schemes have different benefits and drawbacks that have a great impact
on the scalability and robustness of Personalized Webs. The first scheme, the Aggressive
scheme, proposed to store and index object metadata and semlet profiles on all of the OON
nodes responsible for their associated concepts. Using this scheme, multiple copies of object
metadata and semlet profiles are stored on the OON. Consequently, the benefit of this
scheme is the added availability of object metadata and semlet profiles. On the other hand,
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the scheme has two main drawbacks. First, it increases the storage space required to store
object metadata and semlet profiles on the OON nodes. Second, the OON nodes need to
filter out the object metadata and semlet profiles found in multiple places when they perform
object advertising and retrieval.
The second scheme presented, referred to as the Crawler-based scheme, reflects the op-
posite end of the spectrum from the aggressive scheme. The crawler-based scheme uses only
a subset of OON nodes to store and index both the object metadata and the semlet profile.
To avoid missing any object notifications, each query is refreshed periodically to renew dis-
covery and advertising. Along with the benefits of a reduction in storage on the OON comes
the need to increase the communications that perform refreshing. Arguably, this scheme is
expected to perform well even in the churn environment of OON nodes. The experiment
that investigates this topic will be presented in the next chapter.
The third scheme proposed, referred to as theMinimum-cover-rule (MCR) scheme, lever-
ages the benefits of the aggressive and the crawler-based scheme, while reducing the func-
tional costs in terms of communications and storage. The key to this scheme is the mecha-
nism used to find the minimum set of nodes referred to as the Minimum-Rule-Cover-Node
set (MRS) to store rules. The scheme exploits the dependency of concepts in a semantic
rule to reduce the number of nodes that store the rule. For example, a rule comprised of a
set of dependent, ontological concepts can be stored on a node responsible for one of these
concepts. Since the advertising query related to these concepts would propagate to all the
nodes responsible for the concepts, the OON node that stores the matching rule will even-
tually process the query. Therefore, a query does not require refreshing, while the storage
on the OON nodes and the communications among the OON nodes are minimized. This
scheme is expected to outperform the aggressive scheme and the crawler-based scheme.
To realize these three object advertising and retrieval schemes, a prototype implemen-
tation of the Personalized Web architecture was developed. To explore the performances of
these schemes with regards to their effectiveness and efficiency in advertising and retrieval
a set of simulation and emulation based experiments using this implementation were con-
ducted. The details of the implementation and the experiments are discussed in the next
chapter.
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5.0 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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This chapter presents a prototype implementation and an experimental framework for
the Personalized Web architecture proposed in the previous chapter. The prototype imple-
mentation serves to demonstrate a proof of concept of the proposed Personalized Web. The
experimental framework evaluates the effectiveness and efficiency of the object advertising
and retrieval schemes presented in Chapter four.
The chapter is organized into two main sections. The first part describes the prototype
implementation. The second section explains the experimental framework, including the
metrics used to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the object advertising schemes,
as well as the design and procedures of the experiments. The chapter concludes with the
experimental results and a discussion about the performances of the schemes in various
circumstances.
5.1 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents a prototype implementation of the Personalized Web architecture,
which is comprised of two main components: a semantically-aware semlet agent, and an
ontology overlay network. This implementation is developed to assess the performance of
object advertising and retrieval. It supports only a subset of the functions of the semlet and
OON. The functions implemented for a semlet component include query generation to search
and advertise objects of interest for the user, and the collection of the objects of interests
advertised to the semlet. The OON’s functions supported by this prototype include the
overlay network management, and the functions necessary to support semlets to route and
locate objects of interests advertised within the CoIs. The related functions omitted in this
prototype include view development of the personal web of interest for each user and the
optimization functions that improve the performance of the OON such as load balancing
and replication.
To develop these components, the Bamboo-DHT software package is used1. The Bamboo-
DHT is designed to be a scalable and robust DHT-based overlay infrastructure that openly
1Available at: http://www.bamboo-dht.org/
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supports a public DHT service, namely OpenHash2. The Bamboo software package offers a
set of application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow semlet and OON components
to seamlessly implement the DHT-based routing and data location. Additionally, it includes
the simulation tools and utilities, which can be exploited to evaluate object advertising and
retrieval schemes.
The following section describes the implementation of the Personalized Web architecture
based on the Bamboo-DHT. The section first introduces the overview of Bamboo-DHT
and explains the integration of the Personalized Web components to the Bamboo-DHT
components. It goes onto present the details of the implementation of the main components,
semlet and OON.
5.1.1 Bamboo-DHT: A DHT Substrate of the Personalized Web Architecture
The Bamboo-DHT is a recently proposed DHT-based overlay substrate that aims at im-
proving the robustness and scalability of the overlay network. It is known as a successor of
PASTRY[78], one of the first generation DHT overlay architectures. Compared to PASTRY
or other DHT overlay substrates, the routing algorithms and neighbor management algo-
rithms are more incremental. The differences between these algorithms allow the Bamboo-
DHT to better withstand large membership changes in the DHT as well as continuous churn
in membership, especially in a bandwidth-limited environment[77].
The Bamboo-DHT software package is written in an event-driven, single-threaded pro-
gramming style, which allows the Personalized Web components to be integrated with the
DHT components in a scalable and seamless manner. Each component in the Bamboo-DHT
is implemented as a stage which makes itself known to the system by registering with the
core component, referred to as an AsynCore. The component also announces to the Asyn-
Core a set of triggers for its actions through the types of events and messages. As such, the
arrival of an event or message at the AsynCore causes the associated component to trigger
its actions. This framework allows Personalized Web components to be incrementally added
to the DHT-component without causing a change in the foundation of the software package.
2See the OpenHash project at http://www.openhash.org/.
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Moreover, by implementing a single-tread programming style, the semlet and OON processes
are simplified. At any point in time there is only one event or message triggering a stage. As
a result, the Personalized Web components can be seamlessly integrated with the existing
DHT components in a scalable manner.
To develop a Personalized Web architecture, two stages, namely the semlet stage and the
OON stage, are implemented and integrated into the Bamboo-DHT software package. Figure
31 depicts the software architecture of the Personalized Web. The AsynCore component
centrally manages all stages registered on it. Each stage maintains a queue of events with
which it is associated. Once an event or a message arrives at a Bamboo-DHT node, it is sent
to the AsynCore. The AsynCore then dispatches it to the associated stage(s). The event or
message is put into the queue waiting for the stage to process.
Semlet Stage OON Stage
DHT Stage
Network + Router
AsynCore
Bamboo-DHT
Figure 31: Personalized Web Stages.
Figure 31 shows three main stages: the DHT stage, the semlet stage, and the OON stage.
The DHT stage implements router functionalities at the overlay layer level. It is responsible
for routing the messages arriving from other nodes and from OON components, and for other
overlay network functionalities including neighbor selection and management. The semlet
stage interacts with the OON stage in response to the associated objects and personalized
semantic rules. It is triggered by the event or message sent by the user. The OON stage
handles events and messages that come from both the semlet stage and the DHT stage. The
message from the semlet stage triggers the OON stage to compose the query necessary for
routing. The OON stage then forwards the query to the DHT stage to send out to the node’s
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neighbor(s). The message from the DHT stage triggers the OON stage to store the data or,
if the semlet is interested in the data, to deliver it to the semlet stage.
Based on the responsibility, the OON stage is the key for the scalability and robustness of
the Personalized Web architecture. Object advertising and retrieval are centrally managed
by the OON stage. It controls how the queries are sent and how the data are stored on the
node. As a result, the efficiency of bandwidth and storage depends on the mechanisms the
OON stage uses to perform object advertising and retrieval. The OON stage is developed to
evaluate these mechanisms. The experimental frameworks for these schemes are presented
in the sections that follow.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
In the previous section, the prototype implementation for the Personalized Web architecture
was presented. This implementation aims to assess the mechanisms that the OON uses
to perform object advertising and retrieval because these mechanisms impact largely the
performance of the Personalized Web. This section moves on to discuss the experimental
framework that evaluates these mechanisms. The assessment of the performance of these
mechanisms is one of the main challenges for this research. The challenge stems from the
complexity of setting up the underlying overlay network, which is normally composed of
a set of machines whose number ranges from a few hundreds to thousands. To deal with
this complication usually a simulated network is used in the experiments. However, using
a simulated network may raise the question of whether the performance obtained from a
simulated overlay network is consistent with that of a real network. Additionally, one may
argue that the implementation of a simulation is not as effective when it is used on the real
network.
In response to these arguments, the framework is comprised of two sets of experiments.
The first set of experiments employs a network emulation, in which an emulator simulates
the characteristic network connections, bandwidth and latency delay. The emulated network
allows both OON processes and simulated semlet processes to interact in a real-time, network
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environment. The real implementation of the OON and semlets can be used directly over
the emulated network. As a result, these experiments demonstrate a proof of concept of
the Personalized Web architecture. However, due to the limitations of network size and the
difficulties of emulating network dynamics, the first set of experiments aims to evaluate the
performance of the schemes for a small-size, stable network.
The second set of experiments targets the evaluation of the schemes performances on a
larger network with different churns of OON nodes. The main objective is to analyze the
performance of these schemes in a changing environment, where information about objects
of interest is inconsistently available on the OON nodes. The second set of experiments
employs a discrete event simulation, in which simulated events are executed sequentially in
discrete simulation times. The simulation technique is used to reduce the complexity of the
experiments caused by the concurrency of the processes. It also allows the joining and leaving
of the OON nodes to be dynamically simulated without changing the setup or configuration.
The following sections explain the procedures of the emulation and simulation experi-
ments. Prior to the explanation, the next section discusses two main performance metrics,
namely effectiveness and efficiency. These metrics are used to evaluate the performance of
the object advertising and retrieval schemes for all of the experiments.
5.3 EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY METRICS
The Personalized Web architecture is designed with two performance objectives: scalability
and robustness. To achieve these objectives, the Personalized Web architecture must enable
users to discover and advertise objects of interest among members of CoIs in an effective
and efficient manner. Consequently, the experimental framework employs effectiveness and
efficiency to assess the object advertising and retrieval schemes.
The effectiveness of a scheme identifies how accurate and complete a discovery that
the scheme provides. It is measured in terms of the precision and recall of advertising and
retrieval3. The precision is used to measure the accuracy of object advertising and retrieval.
3The terms “precision” and “recall” used here are different from the metrics used in Information Retrieval
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Formally, it is defined as:
precision =
number of relevant object metadata that are retrieved
number of object metadata that are retrieved
∗ 100 (5.1)
The recall measures the capability to retrieve all relevant objects of the schemes. For-
mally,
recall =
number of relevant object metadata that are retrieved
number of relevant object metadata in the system
∗ 100 (5.2)
The efficiency of a scheme identifies how much resources are used to support object
advertising and retrieval. It is measured in terms of the network and peer resources including
communication bandwidth and storage space used for advertising and retrieval.
5.4 EMULATION-BASED EXPERIMENTS
In order to demonstrate proof of concept of the Personalized Web, a network emulation tool
is used. This tool provides the basis for testing real data traffic in a simulated network
environment. Network emulation refers to the ability to introduce a network emulator into a
live network. Special objects within the emulator are capable of introducing live traffic into
the emulator and injecting traffic from the emulator into the live network.
Using the emulation, a network of a few hundreds nodes can be simulated with a small
number of machines. Each machine simulates a set of processes for the nodes, and the
connections of these nodes and the nodes simulated by other machines are provided through
an emulator. The emulator emulates network delay by acting as a hub responsible for holding
and releasing packets destined for different overlay nodes. The interactions received from
these emulated machines can be considered as the interaction from the overlay network. A
simple emulated network comprised of nodes from four network domains is shown in Figure
32.
research community.
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Emulated Network B
Machine A Machine B
Emulated Network C Emulated Network D
Machine C Machine D
Figure 32: Network Emulation
5.4.1 Setup
The ModelNet emulator is used in these experiments [96]. With the help of the ModelNet
emulator, different sizes of OONs are emulated using a cluster of sixteen machines connected
with 100 Mbps links. For each experiment, each machine runs with an equal set of OON node
processes which virtually connect to other OON node processes running either on the same
machine or on other machines. One machine with a 2.0 GHz cpu is setup as an emulator,
and the other 15 each with 1.4 GHz cpu are used to emulate multiple OON nodes.
The network topologies used in the experiments are generated by the Inet-topology
software[102]. Four 5,000-node, wide-area AS-level networks are generated, with 50, 100,
150, and 200 overlay nodes respectively. The next section explains the procedures of the
experiments. The overlay nodes and the core network are connected using 10 Mbps links
with 100 ms latency. All stub-stub links were assigned 1 Gbps with 20 ms latency. Each
OON node ran both the semlet stage and the OON stage to support semlet advertising and
retrieval.
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5.4.2 Procedures
Ten experiments are conducted for each simulation scenario. In each experiment, prior to
object creation, an OON structure is formed, and remains stable through out the experiment.
All experiments were performed using five thousands objects. Each object was randomly
created by one of the OON nodes using a Poisson process with an inter-arrival time of 20
seconds per OON node. Each object was associated with 2 to 4 concepts drawn from an
ontology described using 100 concepts. This relatively small-size ontology is used in order to
ensure some level of similarity between different objects, which in turn allows the formation
of different Personalized Webs.
The selection of a concept associated with an object and a rule followed the Zipf dis-
tribution, where the frequency of selecting a concept that is the ith-most-frequently-used is
approximately inversely proportional to i. This distribution is well known in the represen-
tation of semantic selection in natural languages. Consequently, few Personalized Webs are
expected to have large collections of objects.
Once an object is created by an OON node, the OON service generates a single rule of
a conjunctive clause involving all concepts generated for the object. For example, a rule
si ∧ sj ∧ sk is generated for an object metadata with semantics {si, sj, sk}. This rule is then
associated with a semlet profile, which is sent to an OON node responsible for the advertising
and retrieval rule.
The average precision and recall is obtained from post-simulation computation. Upon
the completion of the simulation, the number of objects retrieved for each semlet is computed.
The information of all semlets, their object metadata, profiles and objects of interest from all
the OON nodes is collected and used to compute the number of relevant objects, and those
of which are retrieved. These numbers are then used to compute the precision and recall as
described above.
Four refreshing intervals for the crawler-based scheme, of size 200, 400, 600, and 800
seconds respectively, are considered. The goal is to study the impact of the interval size
on the performance of the crawler-based scheme in comparison to other schemes. Table 2
provides a summarization of the main parameters in these procedures.
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Table 2: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Semlet Advertising And Retrieval Schemes
Aggressive Crawler Min-Rule-Cover
Refresh Interval (Seconds) n/a 200,400,600,800 n/a
Number of OON Nodes 50, 100, 150, 200
Number of Objects Created 5,000
Number of Concepts in the Ontology 100
Number of Concepts Associated with Each Object 2-4
Object Inter-Arrival Time (Seconds) 20
5.5 SIMULATION-BASED EXPERIMENTS
This section explains the simulation-based experiments, which aim to measure the effective-
ness and efficiency of the object advertising and retrieval schemes in a churn environment.
These experiments utilize the technique referred to as discrete event simulation, in which ac-
tions of the components in the system are encapsulated into events. Each event is processed
sequentially based on its associated times.
The simulation-based experimental framework offers two main advantages over the emulation-
based experimental framework. First, the simulation-based framework allows the experi-
ments to be conducted with a larger scale OON because the simulation reduces the con-
currency and complexity of the interactions of the components. The second advantage is
the ability to dynamically change the OON members without changing the configuration in
the experiment. This ability is needed to simulate the churn of the OON. The following
sections describe how to setup the simulation-based experiments and how to conduct these
experiments.
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5.5.1 Setup
The simulation software provided with the Bamboo-DHT package is used for these exper-
iments. Using this software changes slightly the implementation of the Personalized Web
architecture, which is based on the Bamboo-DHT substrate. The network module in the
DHT-stage is replaced by the simulated network module (refer to Figure 31 for more de-
tails). The software is setup on a machine with a 3.2 GHz cpu and 1 GB of ram.
The simulation-based experiment also uses a different network delay matrix. The ex-
periments use an approach that focuses on ensuring the simulated network latencies follow
the distribution of real network latencies on the Internet [43]. The network latencies be-
tween nodes are randomly sampled from the King dataset [22], which is extracted from real
measurements of the round-trip times (RTTs) between 1,024 DNS servers.
5.5.2 Procedures
Most of the procedures used for these experiments are similar to those used in the emulation-
based experiments. The only difference is the dynamic joining and leaving of the OON nodes
at run-time. In other words, the OON structure is formed and dynamically changes as nodes
randomly join and leave the network.
Nodes are classified into two classes: long-lived and short-lived. A long-lived node is
characterized by a node that joins the network once and remains in the network throughout
the simulation. While short-lived node is defined as a node that joins and leaves the network
with an average lifetime of two minutes. This set of experiments simulates three scenarios
that vary based on the percentage of node churn, 10%, 35% and 50%, on a 500-node network.
5.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the experimental results from both sets of experiments. First, the
section explains the results of the schemes effectiveness in terms of the precision and recall
discussed in Section 5.3. The results are classified into results from the stable environment
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and results from the churn environment. The following section discusses the efficiency results
of the schemes in terms of bandwidth and storage.
5.6.1 Stable Environment: Precision and Recall
In the stable environment, where OON nodes are persistently available, the results show
that the aggressive and minimum-rule-cover schemes give 100% precision and recall, while
the crawler-based scheme only achieves 100% precision. These results can be explained by
the fact that, using a crawler-based scheme, a semlet may miss objects that are advertised
earlier and stored on nodes that the semlet does not visit.
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Figure 33: Recall vs. OON Size
In addition to the potential for semlets missing objects, the recall obtained by using
the crawler-based scheme is directly impacted by the size of the OON and the size of the
refreshing intervals. As illustrated in Figure 33 and Figure 34. As the number of OON
nodes increases, the recall decreases. Similarly, as the refreshing interval increases, the recalls
decrease. These results are explained further by the fact that the higher the number of OON
nodes, the higher the chance that the semlet will miss an advertised object. Similarly, the
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larger the refreshing interval, the greater the chance that the semlet could miss an advertised
object.
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5.6.2 Churn Environment: Precision and Recall
In the churn environment, the results show that the aggressive scheme and the crawler-based
scheme with small refreshing periods (200 and 400 seconds) outperform the minimum-rule-
cover scheme, especially when the percentage of churn nodes in the network is high. These
results are illustrated in Figure 35.
The results, illustrated in Figure 36, also exhibit that, in the churn environment, as the
refresh interval increases, the effectiveness of the crawler-based scheme is reduced consider-
ably. This phenomena can be explained by the fact that the churn of the OON causes the
loss of object metadata and semlet profiles previously advertised. The aggressive scheme
is the most effective since it provides some level of replication. The crawler-based scheme,
with small refresh intervals and without replication, outperforms the minimum-rule-cover
scheme due to the fact that its refreshing strategy provides some level of data recovery. As
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Figure 35: Recall vs. OON Size in a Churn Environment
the refresh interval increases, the effectiveness of the crawler-based scheme decreases. With
its high refreshing interval, the data recovery cannot catch up on the data that is lost.
5.6.3 Bandwidth and Storage Efficiency
The results from both the simulation-based and the emulation-based experiments confirm
that the crawler-based scheme consumes more bandwidth than the other two schemes. Figure
37 demonstrates the impact of this consumption in a stable environment.
The results also show that OON size does not impact the bandwidth consumption of
the aggressive and minimum-rule-cover schemes. However, in the crawler-based scheme, as
the OON size increases, the bandwidth consumption per node decreases. This trend can
be explained by the fact that, when the OON is small, most of the OON nodes handle the
refreshing traffic. On the other hand, when the OON increases in size, this traffic is spread
widely across the OON nodes. As a result, the average bandwidth consumption decreases.
The results illustrated in Figure 38 show that the crawler-based scheme deploys storage
the most efficiently of the three schemes. On the other hand, the aggressive scheme exhibits
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the worst performance with respect to storage. The results also show that the average storage
used per OON node decreases, as the OON size increases. These results occur because the
metadata and the profiles are spread among more OON nodes as the OON’s size increases.
5.7 RESULT ANALYSIS
The conclusions that can be made from the experimental results from both no-churn and
churn environments are three folds. First, the aggressive scheme provides high retrieval recall
in both churn and no-churn environment. However, using the aggressive scheme, semlets pay
high storage costs and moderate bandwidth utilization. Second, even though the crawler-
based scheme gives a low recall compared to other schemes in the no-churn environment,
it tends to give better recall in a high churn environment. In addition, the crawler-based
scheme could be used to save storage costs at a higher-usage communication bandwidth.
Lastly, while the MCR scheme gives the best performance among three schemes in the no-
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Figure 37: Bandwidth Efficiency.
churn environment, it exhibits that it could give a low recall in the churn environment. Table
3 summarizes the performance comparison of these three schemes.
To improve the performance of these schemes in terms of recall effectiveness, and band-
width and storage efficiency, the key parameters of each scheme need to be chosen and
implemented appropriately. For the aggressive scheme, the level of replication plays a cru-
cial role for increasing the storage and bandwidth efficiency. In a stable environment, the
number of replicated object metadata should be kept to a minimum since they are consis-
tently accessible from the ORON. On the other hand, in the high churn environment, the
level of replication should be high to allow semlets to access the object metadata even when
there is high churn of the members of the ORON.
The key performance parameter of the crawler-based scheme is the refreshing interval.
The crawler-based scheme could increase recall effectiveness, even in a high churn environ-
ment, by reducing its refreshing interval. In a stable environment, however, the refreshing
interval could remain high to increase the efficiency of bandwidth utilization.
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Figure 38: Storage Efficiency.
The key performance parameter of the MCR scheme is the level of replication. Similar
to that of the aggressive scheme, in a stable environment the replication level of the MCR
scheme should be kept at the minimum level for efficiency. On the other hand, in a high
churn environment, the replication level should be increased to maintain a high recall. An
alternative approach that could be used to improve the performance of the MCR scheme
uses refreshing advertising and retrieval. Using this approach, the replication level could be
kept at the minimum. Therefore, the MCR scheme with query refreshing could provide a
high recall with high efficiency simultanously.
Future research could further investigate the amount of impact of these parameters.
Appropriate values for the refreshing interval and the level of replication for the ORON in
various environments should be found. An adaptive advertising and retrieval scheme that
adjusts these key parameters over time in responding to the perceived environment should
also investigated.
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Table 3: Semlet Advertising and Retrieval Scheme Comparison
Scheme Effectiveness - Recall Efficiency
No Churn Churn BW
Utilization
Storage
Costs
Aggressive High Medium Medium Low
Crawler-
based
Low High Low High
MCR High Low High Medium
5.8 CONCLUSION
This chapter aims to achieve two objectives: demonstrate proof of concept of the Personalized
Web through prototype implementation and assess the performance of the different strategies
for object advertising and retrieval presented in the previous chapter. To achieve the first
objective, the prototype implementation based on the Bamboo-DHT was developed. The
Bamboo-DHT stages were integrated with the Personalized Web stages, namely the semlet
stage and the OON stage, to provide the foundation of the Personalized Web architecture.
To achieve the objective of assessment, a set of emulation-based experiments and a set
of simulation-based experiments were conducted. The results from the experiments show
that in the stable environment the MRC scheme is more effective and efficient than the
other two schemes. The MRC scheme exhibits 100 % precision and recall, while consuming
an acceptable amount of bandwidth and storage. In the churn environment, however, the
aggressive and crawler-based schemes outperform the MRC scheme. Due to the fact that the
aggressive scheme provides some level of replication and the crawler-based scheme performs
data recovery, they improve the availability of object metadata advertised in the OON. The
refreshing interval plays a crucial role in achieving high recall for the crawler-based scheme.
Compared to the aggressive scheme, the crawler-based scheme with a small refreshing interval
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can achieve a higher recall. However, the crawler-based scheme incurs higher costs because
it uses much more bandwidth.
In conclusion, selecting a scheme for semlets must consider the OON’s environment, the
recall objective, and the requirements for storage and communication. In a stable environ-
ment, the MCR scheme performs best. In a churn environment, the crawler-based scheme
becomes a better choice. With requirements for greater storage and communication, the
MCR may be better, even though a certain degree of recall degradation results.
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6.0 PERSONALIZED WEB APPLICATION: “PERSONALIZED WEB
SERVICE WORKFLOW”
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This chapter examines how to implement a PersonalizedWeb Service Architecture(PWSA),
describing each fact of the problem in one of five sections. These explorations begin with an
introduction to web services and web service workflow, followed by a discussion of the web
service model and the challenges to enabling such a model. The third section describes the
PWSA that addresses these challenges. The fourth section explains its main mechanisms,
protocols and data structures. The chapter concludes with a discussion of future research
directions.
6.1 WEB SERVICES AND WEB SERVICE WORKFLOW
Web services are expected to be the next generation of Internet-based applications that
will dramatically change the use of the Internet [70, 49]. It is commonly referred to as “a
self-contained, self-describing modular application that can be published, located, and invoked
across the Web” [94]. It creates an opportunity for Internet-based applications to realize the
automation of complex business tasks referred to as “workflows” [11, 32]. In the following
section, the current infrastructure of web services is described, followed by a discussion
regarding its ability to support workflow applications.
6.1.1 Web Service Technologies
Web services today evolve around four technology standards: eXtensible Markup Language
(XML),Web Service Description Language (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP),
and Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI). These standards were devel-
oped to address the problems faced when trying to invoke a service across the Internet [6].
The first problem deals with the syntax of a specification. Web service specifications
need a standard syntax that is flexible and extensible to define web service components,
functionality, as well as an interaction protocol. XML is developing to serve such a purpose.
It is commonly used as the syntax for web service specifications.
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The second problem is how to describe a service functionality, its offer and a way to
invoke it in an efficient manner. WSDL was developed to address this problem. It allows a
service provider to describe functionalities of a web service in the form of a service interface
and provides a way to invoke the service with a set of methods as well as the inputs and
outputs of these interfaces. Additionally, it defines the network location of the web service,
allowing consumers to remotely invoke the service over the Internet.
The third problem is how to achieve an efficient and flexible protocol to access, and how
to invoke a web service over the Internet. SOAP was designed to address this problem. It
defines a flexible message format and interaction patterns for web service invocation.
The fourth problem relates to how to discover a web service in an efficient manner.
As the number of web services is expected to be large and their offers tend to be updated
frequently, there is a strong need for a standard framework that allows users to discover the
locations of services in an efficient manner. UDDI is developing to serve this need. It is
developed as a standard framework for web service directory. It defines how to publish and
locate a web service using a web service directory.
To further describe how these standards are used for web services today, the common web
service model is illustrated in Figure 39. The Figure displays three main players involved in
a web service: a service provider who provides the service, a service consumer who requests
the service, and the UDDI directory that manages the service registry. To invoke a web
service using the web service technology above, three steps are commonly employed. First,
the service provider registers its service with a UDDI registry by sending the registry a
WSDL-compliant service description encapsulated in a business entity, service and binding
template. Second, the service consumer sends a discovery request for the service to the UDDI
directory. The UDDI directory then returns a service interface that matches the request.
Third, the consumer sends a service invocation request, which includes the service interface
and the data required by the service. Upon receiving the request, the service then executes
its task and returns the output to the consumer.
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Figure 39: Web Service Model.
This web service framework provides several benefits. It offers a simplified mechanism
to connect applications regardless of the technology, locations or devices they use. Second,
it is based on industrial standards with universal support. Next, it leverages the Internet for
the low cost communications. Last, it is self-describing, which then reduces the development
effort needed to support automated processes, and reduces the collaboration effort between
partners.
In addition to the web service framework, web services offer service consumers the poten-
tial to find and combine a set of web services to perform a complex task. Workflow theory
can be used to automate the process to complete such a task. In the following section, the
workflow theory is introduced, followed by a discussion on how it can be used to support
web services.
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6.1.2 Workflow
The automation of a “business process,” in whole or part during which documents are passed
from one participant to another for action, according to a set of defined rules is commonly
referred to as the workflow1. A participant in this context can be either a human resource
or a computer application. A business process is defined as a set of interrelated tasks linked
to an activity that spans functional boundaries [99]. A workflow, therefore, can be viewed
as the implementation of a business process.
The main component of a workflow is the “process logic.” It defines a sequence of
tasks and routing rules that must be followed, as well as deadlines and other business rules.
Elements of a process logic and their relationships are represented by a “process definition.”
Several workflow modeling tools are proposed to model and analyze a workflow process.
One popular tool is “petri-net” [65]. Its visual representation and ability to computationally
analyze a workflow process make it a viable tool for a complex web service workflow. In the
following section, the petri-net-based workflow modeling is introduced and further illustrated
with an example.
6.1.2.1 Petri-Net Workflow Modeling A petri-net is a directed graph with an initial
state called initial marking. Underlying it is a directed, weighted, and bipatite graph. A
petri-net has two types of nodes called places and transitions. Places and transitions can be
linked by a directed arc, which can either run from a place to a transition or a transition to
a place.
Each transition has a certain number of input places and output places. A place p is
considered an input place of a transition t when it has an arc running into that transition.
Similarly, it is considered an output place of a transition when it has an arc running from
that transition. A place with no incoming arc is considered as an entrance place. It is used
to place a token at the initial marking state. On the other hand, a place with no outgoing
arc is considered as an exit place. It is used to identify when the process finishes.
1Source: http://www.webasyst.net/glossary.htm
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Tokens are used to define the state of the process. At the initial marking state, tokens
are distributed to places in the graph defined by M0. The movements of the tokens result
in the state change of the process. Transitions are the active components that cause the
movements in a petri-net. They move the tokens according to the following firing rule:
• A transition node is considered to be enabled when each of its input places contains at
least one token.
• An enabled transition may fire, which results in removing one token from each input
place and adding one token to each output place.
In petri-net workflow modeling, the concepts of conditions are represented by places, and
tasks are represented by transitions [2]. A place containing a token is considered as holding
the truth of the associated condition. It may also signal that a data item or resource is
available for the connected task.
The formal definition of a Petri-net, taken from [65], is described as follows:
Definition 11. A petri-net is a 5-tuple, PN = (P, T, F,W,M0)
P = {p1, p2, · · · , pm } is a finite set of places,
T = {t1, t2, · · · , tn } is a finite set of transitions,
F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of arcs,
W : F → {1, 2, 3, · · · } is a weight function,
M0 : P → {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · } is the initial marking,
P ∩ T = ∅, P ∪ T 6= ∅
The basic graphical representation of a petri-net is shown in Figure 40. In the figure,
there are two conditions a and b, represented by circles. There is also one task, J , represented
by a rectangle. A token is denoted by a circle dot. It is marked in the place a, which indicates
that the pre-condition for task J is set to true. As a result, the task J is considered enabled,
or ready to execute. Once the task is completed, the token from place a is removed and a
token is added to place b.
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Figure 40: Basic Petri-Net Workflow Model.
Several workflow patterns are used to model how a token chooses routes in a workflow
graph. Five basic workflow patterns include Sequence, AND-Join, AND-Split, OR-Split, and
OR-Join. They are briefly discussed as follows:
• Sequence pattern defines the basic control flow, in which a workflow process is routed
from node to node sequentially.
• AND-Split identifies a “parallel” control flow, in which a workflow process is split into
multiple processes, one for each outgoing arc.
• AND-Join defines a “synchronized” control flow, in which a workflow process can only
execute a task when all the conditions from all incoming arcs to the task are set to true.
• OR-Split, on the other hand, represents a “choice” control flow, in which a workflow
process has choices in selecting the next task to execute.
• OR-Join defines the “any” control flow, in which a workflow process can start executing
a task after one of the processes from incoming arcs pass the control to it.
These workflow patterns are illustrated in Figure 41.
6.1.3 Petri-Net Workflow Example
To demonstrate the petri-net workflow modeling, consider the case of a workflow for finding
the best deal (i.e. lowest price) for a three-day trip for one person from Pittsburgh to San
Francisco from August 1st to 5th, with the following preferences, and constraints:
• The user needs a round-trip airplane ticket, a hotel room, and a rental car,
• The number of connections of air travel must be no more than two,
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Figure 41: Workflow Patterns.
• The hotel must be rated at least three stars from the AAA company,
• The size of the rental car must be at least full-size, and
• The total budget must be less than one thousand dollars.
Given the above requirements and preference, a simple workflow process may have a
process logic which executes the following steps:
1. Queries the travel agencies that provide reservation services for a round-trip airplane
ticket, a hotel room, and a car rental in San Francisco.
2. Queries the agencies returned from the first step for the prices of available airplane
tickets, hotel rooms, and car rental based on the above preferences and constraints. To
increase effectiveness in the query, the workflow process is split into three processes to
execute the following tasks in parallel:
a. Queries the airplane ticket agencies, the prices and the information of available
round-trip air plane tickets with the following constraints: departure: August 1st,
return: August 5th, and at most two connections for each trip.
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b. Queries the hotel agencies, the prices and the information of the hotel room with
the following constraints: check-in date August 1st, check-out date: August 5th, and
rated three stars from AAA.
c. Queries the car rental agencies, the prices and the information of the car rental with
the following constraints: pick-up date: August 1st, return date: August 5th, pickup
airport: SFO, and car-size: at least full-size.
3. Computes, after the agencies return all information from all tasks, the total prices of all
combinations of the airplane tickets, hotel rooms, and rental cars that satisfy the time
and price constraints. At this step, all split processes join together to progress to the
next step.
4. Displays “Not Available” and finishes the process, if there is no trip that costs less than
one thousand dollars. Otherwise, it follows the next steps.
5. Ranks these combinations based on the prices.
6. Selects the combination that gives the cheapest price.
7. Makes the reservations for the selected combination. At this step, the workflow process
is again split to three processes to execute the following tasks in parallel:
a. Queries the airplane ticket agency to buy the airplane ticket for the selected combi-
nation.
b. Queries the hotel agency to reserve the hotel for the selected trip.
c. Queries the car rental agency to reserve the car for the selected combination.
8. Finally, once all reservations are completed, prints the trip summary for the user.
Figure 42 shows the petri-net for this workflow. It starts with an entrance place with an
outgoing arc to a transition associated with the first task. This transition is then connected
to three output places with the And-Split pattern. As a result, three query tasks are spawned
to execute in parallel once the first task finishes. Next, all of these tasks join at the next task
with the And-Join pattern. The joining reflects a synchronized control flow, which forces
the next task to progress if and only if all three input places acquire at least one token. The
petri-net continues with a task sequentially connected. It then has an Or-Split to choose the
next task based on the condition. The condition of price > 1000 or price is not available
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leads to the display “Not Available” task. The other condition leads to an And-split to
spawn the reservation tasks and an And-join prior to printing the trip summary at the end.
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Figure 42: A Petri-net Workflow Model Showing the Planning Trip Process Logic.
6.2 PERSONALIZED WEB SERVICE WORKFLOW
The workflow theory provides a viable solution for web service automation on the next
generation Internet. It allows a web service process to automate a sequence of web service
tasks, that are defined by process logic to achieve a given objective. This automation is
referred to as a “web service workflow.”
The applications of web service workflow can be expected to be one of the most rewarding
applications of the web service. With the ability to automate tasks, web service workflows
allow organizations and individual users to achieve a set of tedious, repetitive, and time-
consuming web service tasks without human intervention. They enable a composite business
process which requires a pattern or series of interactions with web services.
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This thesis focuses on the web service workflow for individual users, referred to as “Per-
sonalized Web Service Workflow.”. It is defined as “the process that facilitates a service
consumer to complete a set of web service tasks to meet the consumer’s personal objectives,
and preferences.”
A personalized web service workflow is modeled as a two-phase process. In the first phase,
referred to as “workflow specification,” the process generates a workflow logic definition
from given workflow requirements and user preferences. In the second phase, referred to
as “workflow execution,” the process carries out the workflow logic obtained from the first
phase. First, the process logic is decomposed into a set of web service tasks. Based on the
process logic, the process then executes a sequence of the web service tasks. Finally, the
results collected from all tasks are composed and then returned to the consumer. The model
of this process is illustrated in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Personalized Web Service Workflow Model.
Various methods and frameworks for generating workflow definition from a set of re-
quirements have been recently proposed in workflow and artificial intelligent(AI) research.
In workflow research, several works proposed means to generate a specification of a process
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model for a workflow [15, 84]. In the AI research, the works related to AI planning propose
dynamic composition methods to generate a plan automatically [67, 58, 61, 104].
Only a few works related to workflow execution phase, however, have been proposed.
They mostly focus on inter-enterprise business applications under a controlled and closed
environment (i.e., within the same organization or under a single authority)[30, 105, 98].
Moreover, no work aims to support web service workflow for individual users.
To this end, the architecture including data structures, protocols, and mechanisms to
support workflow execution is the main focus of the rest of this chapter. Prior to a discus-
sion of this architecture, the challenges that need to be addressed by this architecture are
discussed.
6.2.1 The Challenges of Enabling Personalized Web Service Workflow Execu-
tion
Enabling a personalized web service workflow in the open web environment poses several
challenges. They stem from the autonomy and decentralization of the execution, as well as
the increasing number and the dynamism of web services. These challenges are listed below:
• The increasing number of web services: the number of services available over the web
has been increasing dramatically over the last couple years, and one can expect to have
a huge web service repository search. A workflow process needs to be able to locate the
service quickly and efficiently.
• Dynamism of web services: web services can be created and updated on the fly, thus the
composition system needs to detect the updating at runtime and the decision should be
made based on up-to-date information.
• Web service composition and orchestration: web services, once discovered, must be com-
posed and orchestrated to fulfill a workflow specification. A workflow process must be
able to handle the semantic and structural differences of service interfaces, and orches-
trate the service invocation based on a given workflow.
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• Workflow Monitoring and error handling: since no central authority to regulate and
monitor the control and data flow among web services exists, a workflow process must
be able to monitor its own activities running across the Internet, and it must be able to
handle any errors once they are detected.
• Heterogeneity of web service ontologies: different organizations use different concept
models to describe services. No unique language exists to define and evaluate web services
in an identical manner. A resolution of structural and semantic differences among service
providers and consumers must be supplied.
Note that the issues related to web service semantics, their interoperability, extensibility,
and reusability are well addressed by the recently proposed Semantic Web Services vision [60].
Its goal is to make web services semantically-expressive. As such, machines in the form of
agents can understand and interact with web services in an autonomous fashion. The key
mechanism is to associate web service components with an expressive concept model, referred
to as an ontology. With ontology, the semantics of input and output, and functionalities of
web services can be made easy to understood. As such, they enable the automation of data
and control flow among web services.
The proposed architecture, referred to as the “Personalized Web Service Archi-
tecture” is inspired by this vision. The main components and mechanisms to address the
challenges above are discussed in the next section.
6.3 PERSONALIZED WEB SERVICE ARCHITECTURE (PWSA)
The basic design goal of the PWSA is to provide service consumers with the ability to
adaptively execute web service workflow to meet their personal interests in an effective and
scalable manner. To achieve this goal, the proposed approach augments the functionalities
of a Personalized Web architecture with the capabilities of an agent-based technology to
provide a flexible and scalable architecture capable of addressing the challenges discussed
above.
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The main component of the architecture is the “Ontology-based Registry Overlay
Network” (ORON) and a semantically-aware workflow agent called a “flowlet.” ORON
acts as a rendezvous point between service consumers and providers. Its underlying infras-
tructure is a structured DHT-based P2P overlay network coupled with a service ontology
providing semantically-based search for web services. Note also that the ORON is a supple-
ment of the current web service infrastructure. It allows web services and UDDI directories
to be discovered and advertised in a highly scalable and robust manner within an open web
environment.
A flowlet, on the other hand, acts on a user’s behalf to execute a web service workflow by
performing web service orchestration through ORON. The overall workflow execution model
using ORON architecture is illustrated in Figure 44.
As shown in the Figure, the ORON formed by a group of nodes acts as the rendezvous
infrastructure between web service providers and web service consumers. On the one hand, it
manages web services information advertised by providers while distributing the web service
information among ORON nodes based on the ontotologies. On the other hand, it allows
flowlets acting on consumers’ behalf to find and orchestrate these web services to achieve
web service workflows.
Note that in PWSA, providers and consumers are assumed to use ontologies to describe
web services. In addition, providers and consumers, who share similar interests, agree on the
ontologies they use, and are considered members of the same community of similar interest
referred to as “CoSI.” Consequently, through ontologies, providers and consumers can choose
CoSI to advertise and discover web services.
To further discuss PWSA, the framework and models of the architecture are described
in the next section. The mechanisms and protocols to help both providers to advertise web
services and consumers to achieve personalized web service workflows are explained in the
next section.
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6.4 FRAMEWORK AND MODELS
In this section, the framework of the PWSA will be described. First, the descriptions of the
main components, their basic functionalities, and their data structures will be explained.
After that the discussion focuses on the mechanisms and data structures used to form the
ORON.
6.4.1 Service Ontology
In PWSA, semantics used to index, search, and discover services are represented by a set of
concepts defined in an ontology referred to as aCommunity Service Ontology (CSOnt).
A service ontology can be viewed as a dictionary of service categories and their relations,
formally defined and used within a community. It is used to ensure consistency in semantic
classification among services within the community.
In fact, various CSOnts can be expected to be created and distributed for users to reuse
in the near future. One can predict the use of existing service ontologies such as eTom for the
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telecommunications industry [35], OTA for travel industry[4], OFX for financial industry [29],
etc. A new CSOnt may be derived from a service and product classification, such as North
American Industrial Classification System (NAICS), and United Nations Standard Products
and Services Codes (UNSPSC) [45].
6.4.2 Service Profile
Each web service is associated with a service profile. A service profile is composed of three
main attributes: “location,” “textual description” and “service semantics.” The location
identifies where to access the service. It is represented by a URL composed of the host’s
IP address and port, and the name of the service. The textual description describes service
name, the description of the service and other text-based descriptions. The service semantics
identify the type, class, or category of a service, which is represented by a concept, or a set of
concepts defined in a CSOnt. It may be also represented by functional semantics represented
by the IOPE (Input, Output, Precondition, and Effects) model [57].
Definition 12. Let spA be the profile of service A, and S be a set of service categories defined
by CSOnt within the CoSI, then
spA = (urlA, VA, SA) where
urlA = its location
TA = its textual description
SA = its service semantic, and SA ⊂ S.
Note that ontology-based description languages such as OWL-S [57] and WSMO [27] can
be used to represent the service profile. They offer description languages for web services,
which allow both the functional and the non-functional properties of a service to be described
by semantics defined in the form of an ontology.
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6.4.3 Web Service Task
A web service task is referred to as a unit of work whose objective is to find the best web
service result with respect to the user’s constraints and goals. Generally, to achieve such a
task, the workflow process requires a service discovery and a service invocation. A workflow
process needs to identify the web service to execute, the input data to send in order to
execute, and the expected output data from executing the web service.
To support these functionalities, each web service task is characterized by a web service
category defined by the CSOnt, the service constraints used to identify the web service,
the input data used for service execution, and the output data expected from the service
execution.
The service semantics, together with constraints are used to discover the best matched
web service. The input data represented by a set of parameters and their value pairs is used
to invoke the chosen web service. The expected output data defines the expected output
values after invoking the chosen web service. The constraints are represented by a set of
rules. For instance, with the constraint, “a service must be certified by Verisign,” the web
services that are not certified by Verisign are filtered out from the search.
Definition 13. A web service task t is characterized by
t = {Sc, IV,O,R} where
Sc = a set of service semantics
IV = a set of inputs and their value pairs{s0I : v0I , ..., snI : vnI }
O = a set of expected output parameters{s0o, ..., sko} and
R = a set of constraints.
6.4.4 Web Service Workflow
The main component used to enable an automation of a series of web service tasks is the web
service workflow. It is used to control a sequence of web service invocations, and the data
flow among web service tasks. It is characterized by “a set of tasks,” “a set of control and
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data flow among these tasks,” and “a set of required data input and expected data output
for each task.”
Inspired by the petri-net-based workflow model introduced in Section 6.1.2.1, the web
service workflow is modeled as “a directed graph,” in which places represent conditions,
transitions represent web service tasks, and arcs represent the potential control and data
flow among them.
Definition 14. Let H be the workflow graph of workflow W , and Dat be a set of data
required for the workflow execution. Furthermore, let H be characterized by a set of web
service tasks T , let C be a set of conditions, and let E be a set of connecting arcs. Then,
W = (H,Dat), where
H = (T,C,E)
T = {t0, · · · , tn} where n > 0
C = {c0, · · · , cm} where m > 0
E = {(t, c) ∪ (c, t) | t ∈ T, c ∈ C}
Dat = {Iu ∪O(E)}
Iu = a set of user preferences and constraints
O(E) = a set of output obtained by executing task e ∈ E, and
∀ei ∈ E, IV i ⊂ Dat
6.4.5 Personalized Web Service Workflow Model
PWSA allows service consumers to express their interests in service execution and to auto-
mate web service workflow execution using Personalized Workflow Profiles (PWP).
Three components comprise a PWP: “a set of goals” expressed in term of objectives and
constraints, a “workflow specification” characterized by a workflow W defined above, and “a
set of optional discovery properties” to define discovery policy.
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Goals represent the overall objectives that the user wants to achieve from executing the
whole workflow. Examples of such goals include “lowest cost,” “quickest service,” and “best
rating service.” A goal is represented by a “multi-parameter” object function (Op()) such
as the maximize and minimize functions.
Discovery properties are used to specify the discovery policy. Two main discovery prop-
erties are scope and time. Scope is used to define the scope of the discovery. It can be
defined as a DNS domain, such .com or physical domain such as US2. Time, on the other
hand, defines the period of the discovery. It may be set as a one-time type of discovery, or
as a persistent type of discovery within a specified time period. In the latter case, the PWP
is stored on the ORON waiting for notification of a new service advertisement.
Definition 15. Let Pf be a personalized workflow characterized by a set of goals(G), a set
of discovery properties (D), and a workflow specification (W ). Then,
Pf = (G,W,D)where
G = {op0(), · · · , opn())}, n > 0
W = the workflow specification
D = (Sc, T ime)
where Sc = the discovery scope and
Time = the time period of the discovery
6.4.6 Workflow Agent: Flowlet
In PWSA, each personalized workflow profile is associated with a semantically-aware agent,
referred to as flowlet. It acts as the “surrogate” agent to execute a web service workflow
process for its user. Given a personalized workflow profile, it discovers from ORON the best
web services suitable for the tasks, and orchestrates these web services to achieve a given
goal. This process is illustrated in Figure 45. Note that the flowlet is represented by the
butterfly in the Figure.
2Applicable only to the web services whose location information is registered with ORON
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Figure 45: Service Acquisition Through A Personalized Workflow.
6.4.7 Ontology-based Registry Overlay Network(ORON)
The PWSA supports a user to discover, and orchestrate web services through the registry
metadata network, referred to as an Ontology-based Registry Overlay Network (ORON).
The ORON uses the service ontology coupled with the DHT to infer a semantic structure
that regulates location and access to a distributed set of service profiles and personalized
workflows. Consequently, the ORON provides an adaptive and scalable, distributed search,
and self-organization of data to support large scale, personalized workflow executions.
The ORON assumes the following:
• The Internet is organized into a set, D, of autonomous domains. Each domain, d ∈ D,
elects a node, nd, to act as a registry node in the registry farm.
• The set of registry nodes, referred to as N, forms the basis of the registry farm. Hence,
N = {nd|d ∈ D and nd is an registry node}. Each node, nd ∈ N, has a set of neighbors,
Nd, which it uses to route data using a DHT-based strategy.
• The nodes in a given domain, d, address the search and advertising to the registry node
nd ∈ N.
• Let S represent the set of conceptual services defined in CSOnt. Each registry node
nd ∈ N is assigned a set of service semantics Sn ⊂ S, and has the responsibility to
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store and index service profiles, advertise services, and retrieve services of interest for
the flowlet associated with any service semantic si ∈ Sn. For all si ∈ Sn, the node nd
responsible for si is the node whose id ≈ hash(si). A node that is responsible for si is
denoted as nsi .
Note that ORON is a special case of an OON, which is designed to manage service
profiles. The assumptions above are similar to those defined in section 3.2.3.
6.5 PWSA MAIN MECHANISMS
This section describes two main mechanisms that enable a user to achieve a personalized web
service workflow using the PWSA framework and model. The first mechanism relates to how
to facilitate service providers to advertise and register their web services with ORON, and
how to make these services available to the consumers in a CoSI in an efficient manner. This
mechanism is referred to as “Service Registration and Advertising.” The second mechanism
relates to how a flowlet discovers and orchestrates web services registered on ORON to
achieve a set of of constraints and goals. This mechanism is referred to as “Flowlet-based
Workflow Execution.” Both mechanisms are discussed in more detail in the sections that
follow.
6.5.1 Service Registration and Advertising
To make a web service available to service customers, a service provider needs to register the
web service with the ORON. To do so, first, the service provider submits the web service
profile to one of the ORON nodes. Upon receiving a service profile, the ORON node then
uses the DHT-based strategy to route the web service profile to the ORON node responsible
for its associated service semantics. The service semantic is used as the routing key on
ORON. The targeted ORON node, upon receiving the web service profile, then stores and
indexes the service profile with its associated semantic. Next, the ORON node notifies the
service provider to allow the service provider to monitor the registration process. The process
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continues until all of the ORON nodes responsible for all other service semantics complete
profile storing and indexing.
To handle the dynamic nature of web services, and the churn of the network, service
providers further refresh or update their service profiles on ORON periodically. Additionally,
each the ORON node implements timestamps to detect unavailable or out-of-date services.
The services without updates in a certain period of time can then be detected and removed to
provide a consistent and up-to-date view of the web service registry. The detailed procedure
that demonstrates service advertising and registration is described in the pseudo-code below
and illustrated in Figure 46.
Service Provider: Given a service profile PA = (urlA, TA, SA)
1: for all s ∈ SA do
2: Send PA and its policies through DHT to the ORON node responsible for
hash(s) to store and index with the service semantic s,
3: Monitor and control messages to make sure that PA reaches ORON node
responsible for hash(s)
4: end for
5: Setup timer to repeat the service registration.
ORON Node: node ni receives the PA associated with semantic s
1: if ni is not responsible for s then
2: routeDHT(s, PA)
3: else
4: if PA exists in the local registry then
5: update the timestamp associated with PA
6: else
7: store and index PA with semantic s and the current time as the timestamp
in the service registry,
8: end if
9: end if
6.5.2 Flowlet-Driven Workflow Execution
In PWSA, a flowlet is used to carry out a web service workflow. It controls the workflow
process causing it to execute a sequence of web service tasks in order to achieve a certain
set of goals. The flowlet interacts with the ORON to discover web services and to perform
web service executions.
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Figure 46: Service Registration and Advertising.
Based on how the ORON is used to support a web service workflow, two schemes are pro-
posed. The first scheme, referred to as the client-based workflow execution, uses the ORON
to discover web services to support a workflow execution. A flowlet performs a workflow
orchestration, including web service executions and state update, at the client node. On the
other hand, the second scheme, referred to as the proxy-based workflow execution, utilizes
the ORON to orchestrate workflow executions. ORON nodes act as proxies to perform web
service discovery, and web service executions on behalf of flowlets. These two schemes are
discussed in the following sections.
6.5.2.1 Client-based Workflow Execution A flowlet performs workflow orchestration
completely on the client node. It uses the ORON only to discover web services. The flowlet
invokes each web service, and performs workflow state update directly. A flowlet begins a
workflow process at the initial marking state. Starting from the start node defined in the
workflow graph, the flowlet follows the outgoing arc to the next task node. Upon arrival at
a task node, it executes the web service task defined on that node using the following steps:
• First, the flowlet discovers a collection of web services that match the service semantic
from ORON. It uses a DHT-based routing and lookup strategy. It obtains a key by
applying hash() to the web service semantics. Then it sends a discovery query associated
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with this key to an ORON node. Upon receiving the discovery query, the ORON node
uses the DHT-based routing strategy to route the query to the nodes responsible for
the web service semantics. The targeted ORON node then returns all web services
registered with its registry to the flowlet. Note that there are several recent ontology-
based matching methods for web services. They can be used to rank or filter out the
matched web services. The detail of these methods can be found elsewhere [14, 69, 68, 72].
• Second, the flowlet selects the best web service with respect to the given constraints and
goals. The flowlet applies the filter extracted from the given user preferences and the
workflow constraints to the returned web services. In some cases, however, the filter can
not be used directly on the returned web services. The flowlet may need to interact with
these web services to find more information. This open issue is discussed in Section 6.7.
• Third, the flowlet invokes the chosen web service. It sends a web service invocation
request encapsulated in a SOAP message to the web service.
• Forth, the flowlet collects the result returned from the web service to update the data
and the workflow state. It updates all the condition(s) associated with the output places.
• Finally, the flowlet moves to the next enabled task node(s) in the workflow graph. Note
that, by doing so, the flowlet may spawn or join processes based on the workflow patterns
previously described in Section 6.1.2.1.
• The process continues until it reaches the exit node.
To further describe these procedures, the pseudo-code of this scheme is given below and
illustrated in Figure 47.
Flowlet: Given a Personalized Workflow Profile PWP = (G,D,W ) where
W = (H,Dat),H = (T,C,E)
1: Starts at the initial marking state
2: Executes the web service task t, associated with the enabled transition
3: for all service semantic s used to describe web service defined in task t do
4: Sends PWP through DHT to discover web services associated with service
semantic s at node responsible for hash(s)
5: end for
6: Collects the matched web service profiles those are returned from these nodes
7: Selects the best web services w.r.t the given goals (G)
8: Sends a soap message to execute the selected service
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9: Collects the returned result
10: Updates Dat and all the conditions associated with the output places
11: Splits or joins the process to execute the next task(s)
12: Repeats step 2 until reaching the end node
ORON node: node ni responsible for the semantic s
1: Retrieves the service profile indexed with the service semantic s,
2: Returns the matched web service profiles to the requesting flowlet
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Figure 47: Client-based Workflow Execution Scheme.
The client-based scheme offers the flowlet full control of the workflow process. Each
flowlet can have its own workflow engine to control a workflow process. At the same time,
this scheme provides flexibility to a workflow implementation. Each flowlet can easily monitor
and control a workflow process.
Despite all of the positive features of this scheme, there are drawbacks as well. This
scheme incurs high communication overhead and forces the client to bear all the complexity
of workflow execution. A flowlet requires redundant communication to and from the ORON.
That is, for each web service task, a flowlet sends a web service discovery query to the ORON,
and the targeted ORON node sends back all of the web services registered in its registry. If
a large number of web services are registered in the ORON, the query causes a high volume
of traffic.
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In addition, each flowlet must implement a workflow engine to support its workflow
execution. A flowlet must keep the workflow state up-to-date, and compute the next enabled
tasks throughout the workflow process. It must also invoke the web service directly. On the
other hand, the proxy-based workflow execution assigns most of the work to ORON. It is
discussed in the section that follows.
6.5.2.2 Proxy-based Workflow Execution The proxy-based workflow execution is
inspired by the notion of routing slip that defines the routing schema[97]. A routing slip is
defined as “a simple sequence of roles or users who must review the documents in a certain
sequence.” A routing slip is normally sent with one or more documents to various workers
for their actions. During an action, a worker may add, modify, or remove the attached
documents. As a result, a sequence of workers to review these documents may be changed.
A distributed workflow process can be realized using the routing slip concept. A routing
slip expressed in terms of a workflow graph can be distributed among parties who are engaged
in a workflow. Upon receiving a workflow specification, each party then performs its task,
updates the data and the state of the workflow process, and forwards the workflow process to
the parties responsible for next tasks. The forwarding continues until the workflow process
reach the end state.
The proxy-based scheme applies the routing slip idea to support the workflow execution.
ORON nodes are considered as the workers for the workflow processes. A set of workers
are dynamically assigned to a workflow process based on the semantics of its required web
services.
Similar to the client-based scheme, the process starts at the initial marking state. The
flowlet first computes the routing key(s) by applying the hash() to the semantics of the first
enabled task(s). It then sends a personalized workflow profile associated with the routing
key to one of the ORON nodes. In turn, the ORON node routes the personalized workflow
profile to the ORON node responsible for the service semantic.
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Upon receiving a workflow specification, the ORON node then performs the web service
task, updates the workflow state, and forwards it to the next ORON node responsible for the
next tasks. In addition, to allow the flowlet to monitor the workflow process, the ORON node
sends the flowlet an update of data and workflow state expressed in terms of conditions. The
workflow process continues until an ORON node completes the end state of the workflow.
Then, the data produced by the last node is sent back to the flowlet. The of this scheme is
described below and illustrated in Figure 48.
Flowlet: Given a Personalized Workflow Profile PWP = (G,D,W ) where
W = (H,Dat),H = (T,C,E), and a set of condition(s) holding truth
P = {start}, whereP ∈ C.
1: Starts at the initial marking state
2: Sends PWP the ORON to perform workflow execution, starting at the enabled
task
3: Setups an alarm to time the workflow process
4: Waits for an alarm timeout or update event
5: if update event then
6: Resets the alarm
7: Updates DAT, and P
8: if end ∈ P then
9: Done
10: else
11: Repeats step 4
12: end if
13: end if
14: if alarm timeout event then
15: Repeats step 2
16: end if
ORON node: node ni responsible for the web service semantic s
1: Retrieves the service profile indexed with the service semantic s,
2: Selects the best web service w.r.t the given goals (G)
3: Sends a soap message to execute the selected service
4: Collects the returned result
5: Updates Dat and all the conditions associated with the output places define
in PWP
6: Adds all the conditions holding truth as a result of the update to a condition
set P
7: if condition at end place is true then
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8: Returns PWP to the flowlet
9: else
10: Returns DAT and P to the flowlet
11: for all the web service task t that is enabled do
12: Forwards PWP and P to the ORON node responsible for t’s service semantic
13: end for
14: end if
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Figure 48: Proxy-based Workflow Execution Scheme
Compared to the client-based workflow execution scheme, this scheme provides a more
efficient way to use resources in an ORON. The communication overhead is minimized by
reducing the number of communications between the flowlet and the ORON. The web service
discovery, and invocation costs are shared and distributed among ORON nodes.
Using this scheme, however, raises the issues related to robustness and security. These is-
sues stem from the distribution of a workflow process. Since a workflow process is distributed
among ORON nodes, it is more difficult for a flowlet to monitor and control the whole pro-
cess. Each flowlet must perform extra work in monitoring and recovering the workflow when
needed for each step of the process.
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6.6 PERSONALIZED WEB SERVICE ARCHITECTURE (PWSA)
COMPONENTS
This section describes the main components of a PWSA and how the components interact to
support a web service workflow. These components are classified into three main categories:
consumer components, service provider components, and ORON components. Two compo-
nent interaction models based on the underlying workflow execution scheme are presented
below.
6.6.1 Client-Based Component Interaction Model
The client-based component interaction model proposes a flowlet perform workflow execution
on the client. A flowlet has a full control in workflow execution, and uses the ORON only to
discover web services. The enabling components of the model include consumer components,
provider components, and ORON components.
The consumer components include a set of workflow logics and flowlets. Each workflow
logic is associated with a flowlet. In turn, the flowlet acts as workflow conductor to orches-
trate web service tasks for the workflow logic. The flowlet then uses the workflow logic to
guide interactions with the ORON and the service providers to achieve web service tasks.
The provider components include a web service and an advertising controller. The web
service component interacts with service consumers to provide the service. The advertising
controller interacts with ORON to advertise and register the web service in a CoSI.
The ORON components include a request dispatcher, a service discovery handler, a
service advertising handler, a service registry, and a routing controller. They are responsible
for web service discovery and advertising within a CoI.
The request dispatcher interacts with a consumer’s flowlet and a provider’s advertising
controller. It identifies the type of request that arrives, and forwards it to the responsible
handler. The consumer’s discovery request is forwarded to the service discovery handler,
and the provider’s advertising request is forwarded to the service advertising handler. The
service discovery handler is responsible for finding web services that match the request. It
searches the local service registry, and returns the result to the flowlet.
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At the same time, the service advertising handler is responsible for storing and indexing
the advertising request. Additionally, it notifies the advertising controller to facilitate the
service advertising process. The indexes and the data storage of a service registry are illus-
trated in Figure 49. The ontologies are used to index web service information. In the figure,
the ontologies OTA, eTom, and UNSPSC are used. Note that only the web services asso-
ciated with the ontological concepts that map to the ORON node are stored and indexed.
ORON Service Registry
OTA eTom UNSPSC
Service Category 
responsible by 
the node
Service Registry Datastore
Service Category 
NOT responsible 
by the node
Figure 49: ORON Registry.
In order to route the request to the responsible ORON node, which is the responsibility of
the routing controller, it interacts with a DHT component to find the neighbor that is closest
to the routing key associated with the request. These components and their interaction
partners are illustrated in Figure 50.
6.6.2 Proxy-based Component Interaction Model
Most of the components used to support the proxy-based scheme are similar to those used to
support the client-based scheme. However, the differences between the client-based interac-
tion model and the proxy-based interaction model include different ORON node components
and different interactions to support a workflow execution.
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The Workflow coordinator replaces the service discovery handler. Its main function is
not only to discover web services registered within the registry, but also to act on behalf
of a flowlet to perform a web service task. This task includes invoking the chosen service,
updating the workflow state, notifying the flowlet of the update, and interacting with the
routing component to transfer the workflow process to the ORON node(s) responsible for
the next enabled task(s).
The flowlet component at the client node reduces its role in workflow execution. The
main function of the flowlet component is to monitor the workflow process, and to resubmit
to ORON, in the case of an error, the workflow specifications and their up-to-date data and
state to continue the workflow process. The components and their interaction partners are
illustrated in Figure 51.
6.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter focused on the Personalized Web Service Architecture (PWSA) to support a
user-based workflow execution. The architecture extends the Personalized Web architecture
beyond dealing with static resources to dealing with dynamic resources provided by web
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Figure 51: Component-Based Interaction Model of the Proxy-Based Scheme.
services. The aim was to demonstrate the capability of a Personalized Web architecture
to support web service workflow applications. Scientists have predicted that web service
and workflow will play a major role in the next generation Internet[70, 49, 11, 32]. By
realizing the web service workflow applications, the PWSA demonstrates the full potential
of Personalized Web architecture to support the resource discovery, access and sharing on
the Internet.
PWSA employs two main components: a semantically-aware agent referred to as a
flowlet, and an overlay infrastructure referred to as an Ontology-based Registry Overlay
Network (ORON). A flowlet acts on behalf of a service consumer to perform workflow or-
chestration functions. The ORON acts as a rendezvous network between service consumers
and service providers. It allows service consumers to meet service providers, who are in
the same domain of interest, referred to as the community of similar interest(CoSI). Each
web service in ORON is associated with a shared ontology, referred to as a Community
Service Ontology(CSOnt). The uses of CSOnt allow the flowlet to efficiently and effectively
automate web service discovery to support the workflow process.
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This chapter has described the enabling framework and models, and discussed the main
mechanisms to support workflow execution. All of this discussion has been in service of ac-
tualizing the PWSA described above. The main mechanisms discussed include web service
advertising and registration, and web service workflow execution. The web service adver-
tising and registration mechanism allows a service provider to advertise and register web
services within their CoSI. By contrast, web service execution enables a flowlet to orches-
trate workflow processes through ORON.
Two schemes to support the web service execution have been presented. The first scheme,
referred to as the client-based scheme, proposes a flowlet perform workflow execution on the
client. A flowlet uses ORON only to discover web services. The second scheme, referred to
as the proxy-based scheme, proposes workflow execution be performed by OON nodes. This
scheme is based on the concept of a routing slip. A routing slip specifies the sequence of tasks
a set of workers need to perform on a set of documents. A workflow specification is viewed as
a routing slip, and the OON nodes are considered as workers. A flowlet dispatches a workflow
specification to the OON. A set of OON nodes then perform web service tasks, route the
documents among them and update the state of the workflow process for the flowlet.
Comparing the two schemes, it becomes apparent that the client-based scheme provides
the flowlet an easier way to control and monitor a workflow process. However, it incurs
higher communications costs and it requires a workflow engine on the client. On the other
hand, the proxy-based scheme offers better ways to minimize the communications costs and
to share workflow engines through the OON nodes. Yet, using this scheme incurs higher
costs in monitoring and controlling the workflow process, which is distributed among ORON
nodes.
One can decide which scheme to use depending on how an ORON is formed and managed.
If it is formed by the a highly collaborative network, whereby the security and robustness
can be guaranteed at a high level, it is better to use the proxy-based scheme. However, if
the OON is formed by several organizations that loosely coordinate, the client-based scheme
should be used. This issue remains open for future research and exploration.
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In conclusion, this chapter demonstrates that the concept of the Personalized Web can
be applied to support a user-based web service workflow. A PWSA can be implemented
over a network to support the existing web service infrastructure. This architecture allows
for the efficient discovery of web services, while enabling consumers to acquire web services
for a complex task in an automated manner. As a result, service consumers can realize the
potential benefits of web service workflow.
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7.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
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7.1 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
This dissertation addresses the Internet information overload problem which makes it dif-
ficult for users to locate resources of interests on the Internet. A novel approach based on
a user-driven profile framework referred to as the Personalized Web is proposed. The Per-
sonalized Web, inspired by the Semantic Web, deals with the information overload problem
by associating an explicit semantic ontology with resources to allow machines or agents to
understand and interpret these resources autonomously. Furthermore, the Personalized Web
approach uses personalized information to advertise, retrieve, access and share resources
among users who share a similar interest referred to as a Community of Interest (CoI). The
Personalized Web enables users to efficiently develop their own views of the Internet in the
information space that reflects their interests closely. In addition, the Personalized Web ap-
proach employs agent-driven advertising and retrieval mechanisms and profile indexing over
a P2P overlay architecture in order to allow a Personalized Web to evolve through time in a
scalable and user-transparent manner.
Based on the proposed framework, this thesis aims to answer four main research ques-
tions. The first question examines whether or not it is possible to combine the P2P overlay
network and agent-enabled Semantic Web technologies to enable a Personalized Web. If
the answer to the first question is positive, the question that follows is: what mechanisms,
protocols, and data structures must be in place to support personalized resource discovery,
advertising, and access on the Internet? The third question then targets the performance
objectives of the proposed mechanisms, protocols, and data structures. It explores how they
can be provided in a scalable and robust manner. Finally, the fourth question assesses the
future usefulness of the proposed framework and asks whether these mechanisms, proto-
cols, and data structures can be extended to support next-generation web service workflow
applications.
Chapter two answered the question of possibility of combining a P2P overlay network
with an agent-enabled Semantic Web technology through the literature review of the P2P
overlay architectures that support resource discovery, access, and sharing. A conclusion
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arrived in Chapter two is that the P2P overlay architecture could be used to support the
Personalized Web, yet the proposed architectures could not be used to support Personalized
Web functionalities since they either lacked the agent support or did not include idiosyn-
crasies in resource advertising and discovery.
Chapter three followed up the issues discussed in Chapter two and addressed the second
question regarding the mechanisms, protocols and data structures to support personalized
resource discovery, access, and sharing. Chapter two proposed a Personalized Web architec-
ture based on a DHT-based P2P overlay network. The proposed architecture is composed
of three layers: the agent layer on the top, the ontology overlay network (OON) layer in the
middle, and the internet resource layer on the bottom. The key components of this archi-
tecture are the semlet agent on the top layer and the OON on the middle layer. The semlets
act on behalf of users to automatically advertise and retrieve resources of interest, dynami-
cally form and manage CoIs, and persistently develop personal webs of resources that reflect
the user’s interest. Therefore, semlets facilitate users by continuously performing resource
discovery, access, and sharing, as well as making these operations transparent to the users.
Each semlet is associated with a set of resources semantically described by a set of
concepts defined by a community ontology referred to as Comm-Ont and a specific interest
expressed in terms of personalized semantic rules and similarity metrics. The semlet uses
the semantic concepts associated with the resources to advertise within its CoI, employs
personalized semantic rules to retrieve resources, and utilizes similarity metrics to further
filter out or sort resources based on their similarity to the user’s resources. In this way, each
semlet takes into consideration the individual user’s idiosyncrasies when performing resource
advertising and retrieval. Each developed Personalized Web contains only the resources that
interest the user according to the user’s resources. Note that the user’s resources can be a
single document describing topics of interest. The user’s Personalized Web contains resources
semantically described by these topics.
The OON behaves as the rendezvous point for semlets and as the proxy for resource
advertising and retrieval. Its underlying DHT-based P2P overlay substrate and the ontology-
based key mapping scheme provide efficient and robust mechanisms to index and locate data
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on a large scale. It helps semlets to find and share objects of interests in an efficient and
robust manner. At the same time, the OON enables semlets to discover other semlets who
share similar resources and to form CoIs which, in turn, allow semlets to efficiently advertise
and retrieve resources of interest among them. From this information, it can be seen that
the OON enables semlets to perform their operations in an efficient, scalable, and robust
manner.
Chapters four and five addressed the third question which examines whether or not the
mechanisms, protocols, and data structures can be supported in a scalable and robust man-
ner. Chapter four first discussed the mechanisms, protocols, and data structures necessary
for the OON to support semlets in order to perform resource advertising and retrieval. The
discussion focused on the OON due to the fact that the scalability and robustness of the
Personalized Web architecture depend on the way the OON performs resource advertis-
ing and retrieval. The chapter presented three schemes namely the aggressive scheme, the
crawler-based scheme, and the the minimum-cover-rule (MCR) scheme. These schemes were
designed with different performance objectives which have a great impact on the scalability
and robustness of Personalized Webs. The aggressive scheme stores and indexes multiple
copies of data on multiple OON nodes in order to provide the data replication. On the other
hand, the crawler-based scheme stores and indexes data only as necessary on the OON nodes
in order to minimize the storage space on the OON. It provides no redundancy. However,
in so doing it must refresh the advertising and retrieval query periodically to guarantee that
the resources are discovered and advertised. Therefore, compared to the aggressive scheme,
the crawler-based scheme uses more bandwidth. The MCR scheme leverages the benefits of
both the aggressive and the crawler-based schemes. It stores and indexes data on the OON
nodes at the minimum level where query refreshing is not required. Compared to the other
two schemes, the MCR scheme uses less storage space than the aggressive scheme, while it
consumes a similar amount or less bandwidth than the aggressive scheme does. Conceptu-
ally, the MCR is expected to perform best in a stable environment where data on the OON
nodes is persistently available. However, it remains in doubt which one performs better in
a churn environment where data on the OON nodes are inconsistently available since the
OON nodes frequently leave and join the OON.
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In order to evaluate the performances of the schemes presented in Chapter four, both
a prototype implementation and a performance analysis framework were developed. They
were described in Chapter five. This prototype integrated the Personalized Web components
including the semlet and OON with the Bamboo-DHT. It implemented only a subset of the
semlet and OON functions necessary to evaluate the proposed schemes. The experimental
framework was composed of both emulation-based and simulation-based experiments. The
experiments assessed the proposed schemes’ performances in both stable and churn environ-
ments. The assessment was aimed at measuring the effectiveness and the efficiency of the
schemes. The effectiveness metrics included the precision and the recall1 of object advertis-
ing and retrieval. The efficiency metrics included the storage space and the bandwidth used
for the schemes.
The results in a stable environment showed that the performances of the proposed
schemes were as expected. Among these three schemes, the aggressive scheme and the MCR
scheme were effective because they could obtain 100% precision and 100% recall, while the
crawler-based scheme was less effective with only 100% precision. The reason for the inef-
fectiveness of the crawler-based scheme was that this scheme stored data only on a subset
of the OON nodes responsible for the associated concepts and the refreshing of query could
not recover data completely. However, the efficiency results showed that, while the crawler-
based scheme was the most efficient in terms of storage space, the MCR scheme was the most
efficient in terms of bandwidth consumption. Additionally, compared to the crawler-based
scheme, the MCR scheme required a similar amount of storage space. As a result, the MCR
scheme provided the most efficient and effective mechanisms for resource advertising and
retrieval in a stable environment.
While the results in a stable environment demonstrate that the MCR scheme was the
most efficient and effective, the result in a churn environment suggested that either the
crawler-based scheme or the aggressive scheme might give a better performance. In this
environment, nodes randomly join and leave the OON causing data to be inconsistently
available to retrieve. Due to this inconsistency, the effectiveness of the MCR scheme, which
1The precision and recall concepts used to evaluate the performances of the proposed schemes are slightly
different from those used in Information Retrieval research. See Section 5.3.
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depended largely on the persistence of the data, was reduced considerably. By contrast,
the performance of the aggressive and the crawler-based scheme deteriorated inperceptibly.
The aggressive scheme coped with the churn of OON nodes by replicating data on multiple
OON nodes, while the crawler-based scheme handled the churn by refreshing to achieve
data recovery. Additionally, the refreshing interval played a crucial role in data recovery
of the crawler-based scheme. In a high churn environment, the crawler-based scheme with
a short refreshing interval provided the highest recall compared to those provided by the
crawler-based scheme with longer refreshing intervals and those provided by the other two
schemes.
The results in both stable and churn environments suggest that the OON that aims to
support the Personalized Web in a churn environment must implement either a replication
or a refreshing mechanism or both. The key parameters for replication and the refreshing
mechanism must be carefully selected based on the churn rate of the OON nodes and on the
required performance objectives. For example, in an environment where the churn rate is
high, the OON must implement either replication with a high redundancy level or a refresh-
ing mechanism with a small refreshing interval or both. Furthermore, if the performance
objective is to minimize the bandwidth, the OON must maintain a high value for its refresh-
ing interval. On the other hand, if the storage space is limited, the OON must maintain data
replication at a low level. One may consider creating a mechanism to detect the churn of
the OON nodes and adjust these key parameters to optimize the performance of the OON
dynamically. This topic is left for exploration in the future.
Chapter six addresses the fourth question which explores whether Personalized Web
architecture can be used to support the next generation of web service workflow applications.
The workflow applications were selected to demonstrate case studies of the Personalized Web,
because they were considered to be the next generation of Internet applications [70, 49].
Recently, many tools, standards, and frameworks have been developed to allow web services
to be dynamically invoked, and possibly discovered through directory services. However,
these web service applications suffer from the problem of information overload. On the
one hand, service providers do not know where to advertise their services to reach their
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target consumers. On the other hand, service consumers do not know where to discover web
services that match their interests, or how to orchestrate these web services to work together
to achieve their objectives. As a result, the service providers advertise their services to users
who are not interested, and service consumers have to manually locate web services, wasting
both time and energy. The dynamic nature of Web services makes it more of a challenge to
support such applications. Automation tools are needed in order to dynamically find, put
together, and orchestrate the available web services for consumers.
Chapter six describes how a Personalized Web framework could be extended to en-
able the automation of web service discovery, orchestration, and invocation for service cus-
tomers. This chapter presented the extended architecture referred to as Personalized Web
Service Architecture (PWSA), which was comprised of the Ontology Registry Overlay Net-
work (ORON) and a flowlet agent. ORON is a special case of an OON designed to support
web service indexing, advertising, and discovery. The flowlet, on the other hand, was de-
veloped from the semlet agent and its features were enhanced to support the automation of
web service discovery and the orchestration referred to as web service workflow.
In order to enable an automation of a web service workflow using PWSA, two schemes
designed with different constraints and performance objectives were presented. The first
scheme was a centralized scheme where the flowlet performs each step of the web service
workflow. The semlet employed the ORON to discover web services in each step. The sec-
ond scheme, referred to as the decentralized “routing slip” scheme, distributes each step of
the workflow to be performed at the ORON nodes. Using this scheme, the ORON nodes
were responsible for web service orchestration and invocation. Both schemes have advantages
and disadvantages. The centralized scheme is expected to provide a more robust and secure
mechanism to perform web service workflow because it can detect and deal with failure and
malicious behavior occurring in each step quickly. On the other hand, the decentralized
approach is supposed to use bandwidth more efficiently since ORON nodes do not commu-
nicate back to the flowlet. Further analysis and exploration of key performance parameters
of these schemes and experiments are needed.
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Having addressed four main research questions in order to enable Personalized Web,
several research directions could be suggested to explore the way to improve the performance
of the proposed Personalized Web architecture. Moreover, the research directions could be
advised to investigate the possible scenarios of using the Personalized Web architecture to
support next generation Internet applications. The next section summarizes these suggested
future research directions.
7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This thesis has developed a Personalized Web architecture which can contribute to many
research areas including the Semantic Web, Ontology, Personalization, P2P Overlay Net-
working, Group Communication and Multicasting, Information Retrieval, Web Services Dis-
covery, and Workflow. The following sections discuss future research directions involved with
these research areas.
7.2.1 Semantic Web
Semantic Web research aims to make the web semantically understandable not only to hu-
mans but also to machines or software agents, such that the web can facilitate effective
sharing of data between users on the Internet. This thesis has evolved in parallel to Seman-
tic Web research. It focuses on the use of Semantic Web technology in order to enable users
to advertise, discover, retrieve, and access Internet resources based on their interests within
communities of interests. In other words, the knowledge sought and discovered in this study
extends the possibilities of the Semantic Web, enabling it to enhance resource discovery and
knowledge sharing on the Internet. This work described a Personalized Web architecture
that allows users to associate resources with ontology-based profiles. These profiles make
resources not only understandable but also activatable. Being understandable but activat-
able, they seek users who have an interest to advertise and form resource clusters specific
to the users’ interests. The Semantic Web can be realized quickly when users deploy the
Personalized Web architecture.
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Having proposed the Personalized Web architecture to realize Semantic Web, three main
research questions should be addressed:
• How can web resources such as web pages with ontology-based profiles be associated to
become a part of Personalized Webs?
• How can a suitable community ontology be found or developed to associate resources
such that these resources are advertised and discovered among users who have similar
interests?
• How can it be assured that the development of Personalized Webs are protected from
the malicious behaviors such as denial of service (DoS) attacks?
To address the first question, there must be mechanisms and frameworks that facilitate
users to create semantic profiles for the resources and to activate semlets to perform resource
advertising and retrieval for them. Also, these mechanisms must be as user-transparent
as possible and customizable to fit users’ needs. A user could create an interest profile
which specifies which topics are of interest and associate it with his or her web pages. An
automated process then maps these topics with the ontologies that fit the profile and activates
a semlet process to perform resource advertising and retrieval for the user’s web pages based
on the chosen ontologies. Upon the arrival of advertising, the user could then select the
advertised resource to view if the user is interested, or delete it otherwise. Based on the
user’s interactions with the advertised resources, the semantic profiles for the resources could
then be adjusted to reflect the user’s interest. For example, the ontologies associated with
the resources that the user views are promoted to be the main ontologies used for resource
advertising and retrieval. On the other hand, the ontologies associated with resources that
have been deleted are dropped from the user interest profile. To improve the sensitivity in
automatic adjustment of ontologies, weights could be associated with these ontologies. These
weights would then be dynamically adjusted to reflect the user activities such as searching,
browsing, and viewing resources. Further exploration is needed in order to carefully design
the mechanisms and frameworks that support such functionalities.
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The second question examines how to find a suitable community ontology or develop one
to associate with resources such that these resources are advertised and discovered among
users who have similar interests. This work assumes that users who were in the same
community of interest had the same perception of semantics and could access the same
community ontologies. However, in the Internet environment this assumption cannot be
made since users come from different places and diverse environments. Additionally, users
do not know where to locate the ontologies. There must be mechanisms to allow users
to discover such ontologies and allow them to select the ones that match their interests.
Users also could define ontologies for their own communities. The system must allow users
to publish their defined ontologies for others to view and use. One solution could employ
directory services, which allow users to register, search, and retrieve ontologies. Further
exploration is needed to find alternative mechanisms suitable for the open web environment.
The last question investigates the way to assure that the development of Personalized
Webs is protected from the malicious behaviors such as denial of service (DoS) attacks. Due
to the fact that the user’s interests, expressed in terms of personalized semantic rules and
semlet’s addresses, are advertised and stored in the OON, users are vulnerable to semantically
based DoS attacks. A malicious user may acquire these rules and semlets’ addresses and
attempt to continuously flood the semlets with bogus advertisements that match the semantic
interest rules. In turn, the bandwidth of the hosts of these semlets are throttled and their
processing resources are fully utilized to compute resource similarity. As a result, these
semlet hosts are denied access to the OON or even any sites on the Internet. In order
for this model to succeed, the Personalized Web architecture must provide mechanisms to
prevent such attacks, and protect users’ information within the OON. One solution could
employ OON nodes to aggregate advertisements and periodically, instead of instantly, deliver
these to the semlets. These OON nodes could also screen out advertisements which may be
associated with unavailable resources or may come from suspicious hosts. Moreover, these
OONs could encrypt or encode the personalized semantic rules and the semlets’ addresses.
It would then be difficult for malicious users to seek for the semantics to attack specific
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semlet hosts. However, using such encryption or encoding requires processing resources on
the OON nodes. Additional exploration is needed find the suitable levels of implementations
of these operations.
7.2.2 Information Retrieval (IR)
Information Retrieval (IR) deals with the issues of representation, storage, organization of,
and access to information items. IR provides techniques that can improve the OON indexing
schemes and the agent’s ability to find resources that match the user’s interests. For instance,
the stemming, stop-word elimination, and word sense disambiguation2 techniques can be
used to automatically analyze and produce accurate resource semantics associated with the
resource profiles. The OON indexing scheme can apply the inverse document frequency (IDF)
concept to index and store resources’ and interest profiles on the OON nodes responsible only
for the rarely used concepts. Using this application of the IDF, the OON can quickly filter out
irrelevant profiles for queries associated with these concepts. As a result, the storage space
required to store these profiles and query loads for the resources are effectively distributed
among OON nodes. Future research in this area could explore how these techniques can help
the development of Personalized Webs.
7.2.3 Web Personalization
Web personalization is a strategy that utilizes implicit or explicit user’s information to lever-
age knowledge in a content delivery framework. As such, the information that specifically
matches the users’ interests can be presented to the users. A web personalization system
works by first collecting information from users, then predicting interest from this informa-
tion, and finally presenting matching items to the users. The simplest and most common
approach used to acquire user information is the explicit rating, where users tell the sys-
tem what they think about a piece of information. It is fairly well-understood and precise.
However, having to stop to enter explicit ratings can alter normal patterns of browsing and
reading. A less intrusive method is to use implicit ratings, where a rating is obtained by a
2The IR technique involves the association of a given word in a text with a definition or meaning (sense).
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method other than obtaining it directly from the user. Web personalization normally uses
both explicit and implicit ratings to acquire user information.
Various techniques have been proposed for the interest prediction from the user informa-
tion. One of the well-known techniques is collaborative filtering, where automatic predictions
(filtering) about the interests of a user are made by collecting taste information from many
users (collaborating)3. The underlying assumption of this technique is that: Those who
agreed in the past tend to agree again in the future. Using this assumption, a user who likes
the same set of items as another user in the past will likely be interested in another item in
which another user has an interest.
The techniques used for web personalization could be employed to improve the effective-
ness of the Personalized Web. For instance, the combination of explicit and implicit ratings
can be used to help derive precise personalized semantic rules that reflect users’ interests.
The OON can also employ collaborative filtering that suggests the objects of interest based
not only on their explicit semantics but also on their history of selecting objects of interest
within CoIs. Future research could explore how web personalization techniques can improve
the effectiveness of the Personalized Web architecture and investigate the related imple-
mentation issues when these techniques are integrated with an OON. The issues to resolve
include how to protect user information such as user preferences and ratings, and how to
implement the distributed collaborative filtering normally employed in a centralized system
where all user information is available.
7.2.4 P2P Overlay Networking
Recently, many P2P overlay networking research projects attempt to address the fundamen-
tal questions of deploying P2P overlay networking including how to provide fault-tolerance,
security, and a bootstrap for P2P-based applications. To name a few, replication and coding
mechanisms were proposed to deal with faults in the network. Secure routing including secure
node ID assignment, secure routing table management, and secure message forwarding were
3The definition can be found in Wikipedia.com.
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employed to improve the security of a structured-based P2P overlay network[16]. A public,
structured-based P2P service, namely OpenHash, was created to provide a DHT-based P2P
overlay infrastructure for applications[77].
Future research could investigate the mechanisms proposed in the P2P overlay network-
ing research in order to improve the fault-tolerance and the security of the Personalized Web
architecture. The underlying foundation of the Personalized Web architecture is a DHT-
based P2P overlay which can implement such mechanisms. However, implementing these
mechanisms will increase the complexity and redundancy of functions. For example, imple-
menting a replication or coding scheme may be redundant due to the replication provided by
the aggressive scheme. One could consider optimizing the benefits of using these mechanisms
in the Personalized Web architecture.
Future research could also examine the deployment of an overlay network for the OON.
This thesis presents an architecture that assumes the domains that participate in the OON
have at least one node performing OON functions. Additionally, there exists a group of
bootstrap nodes that allow nodes to join the OON. Realistically, client nodes may not want
to perform OON functions, and a dedicated OON may be needed. A solution may use the
public Open Hash service or a group of nodes provided by a private organization. Further
experiments are needed to explore such a solution suitable for OONs.
7.2.5 Group or Multicast Communication
This thesis addresses the information overload problem of an architecture that allows users’
semlets to discover other users’ semlets who have a similar interest, such that they can
form communities of interests (CoIs) which allow them to efficiently advertise and retrieve
resources. In a small CoI, a semlet may advertise the user’s resources directly to other
semlets who are in the CoI. However, in a large CoI, direct, separate communication for each
semlet may be prohibitively expensive and a group or multicast communication that allows
one sender to send to multiple receivers in an efficient manner is needed.
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During the last several decades, many algorithms have been proposed to improve ef-
ficiency in group or multicast communication. One common algorithm forms an overlay
network that links all the receivers to the branching tree rooted from the sender [10, 48, 36].
In this way, a sender can send only a small number of messages to its subset of receivers
and these receivers can continue on forwarding messages to other receivers and so on to
the rest of its receivers. Some techniques use a structured-based P2P overlay network as
the infrastructure to dynamically build a multicast-tree based on the overlay path that the
request propagates [17, 74, 107]. Future research could explore and experiment with these
algorithms to find schemes that semlets can use to communicate effectively and efficiently
within their CoIs.
7.2.6 Web Service Workflow
The last future research direction suggested is to address the challenges of actualization of
the work presented in Chapter seven in order to support web service workflow. Based on the
proposed Personalized Web Service Architecture (PWSA) and two web service orchestration
schemes, future research could explore the solutions to address the following issues:
• How can PWSA be used to automate workflows which involve sensitive information in a
secure manner?
• How can reliability of flowlets be improved in performing workflow execution?
• How can the interoperability be provided especially in semantics among providers and
consumers such that they can automate their workflows without human intervention?
In all three issues above, the issue of security in using PWSA to automate workflows is
the most challenging to address. Using PWSA, flowlet agents need to carry user information
and interact with web services to execute web service tasks. This information is exposed
to the providers or any malicious users who falsely proclaim to be legitimate providers. In
executing a web service task which requires user sensitive information, such as telephone
numbers or credit card numbers, the architecture must provide a high level of protection or
else refuse to deliver such information. At the same time, it must be flexible enough to allow
flowlet agents to automate their given workflows. Flowlets could establish trust with service
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providers through an electronic certificate authority. Encryption and encoding techniques
also could be used to provide secure channels between flowlets and providers. However, in
performing these operations extra processing resources are required which can be costly and
can decrease the flowlets’ ability to automate the workflows. Future research could provide
mechanisms that make use of the security techniques while allowing flowlets to achieve their
given workflows effectively.
Having addressed the first question, the second question involves finding a solution for
reliability of flowlets in performing workflow execution. Since flowlets employ a group of
nodes, virtually connected over the Internet, to perform web service discovery and orches-
tration for their workflows, they must be able to monitor and control their processes. Such
processes may be distributed to execute on these nodes. In the case of failures, the flowlets
can either retry alternative tasks or alternative web services, or roll back to their previous
states if they choose to do so. If the flowlets roll back, they must be able to cancel previously
executing processes. One could treat a given workflow which requires coordinated executions
among the defined tasks as a transactional workflow[86]. The transactioinal properties, in-
cluding atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability for individual tasks or the entire
workflow could then be used to enforce transactional executions among the tasks. Flowlets
could log their activities interacting with the OON regarding their web service tasks, such
that when a failure occurs, they can resume or cancel their workflow processes based on
transaction properties of the tasks. OON nodes could also provide logging and trace services
or even hold data or the state of selectively transactional workflows. Flowlets could then use
these services to efficiently recover web service tasks and continue their executions. Future
research could explore mechanisms and schemes that provide flowlets for these capabilities.
The last issue to solve pertaining of web service workflow relates to the question of
how the PWSA provides interoperability especially in semantics among providers and con-
sumers so that they can automate their workflows without human intervention. The PWSA
must provide mechanisms that allow service providers to define service ontologies, publish
them to the communities, and finally resolve conflicts in semantics between ontologies. The
mechanisms may include using the ontology-based languages, automatically mapping mech-
anisms in service directories, and using P2P overlay infrastructure to exchange ontologies
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[27, 57, 88, 81]. Exploration of how these mechanisms can help the PWSA to support flowlets
and of the experiments to analyze their performances is needed.
7.2.7 Future Research Conclusion
In conclusion, future research is suggested to explore and examine the theories and prac-
tices of relevant research areas, including Semantic Web, Ontology, Information Retrieval,
Web Personalization, Multicase Communication, P2P overlay networking, and web service
workflow. These areas could improve the scalability and reliability of Personalized Web
architecture and allow Personalized Webs to develop in a way that closely reflects users’
interests. Technologies from the Semantic Web and ontologies could be directly used to
describe resources and users’ interests such that resources are well understood and users’ in-
terests can be precisely interpreted by semlet agents. Information retrieval techniques could
increase the effectiveness of semlet advertising and retrieval. Web personalization mech-
anisms could allow semlets to interpret and predict users’ interests in a user transparent
manner. Multicast communication techniques could increase the efficiency and scalability of
communications among members of CoIs. Finally, mechanisms and protocols of P2P overlay
networking could improve the scalability and reliability of an OON.
In addition to the suggestions to improve the performance of Personalized Web architec-
ture, future research could explore how the Personalized Web architecture can be expanded
to realize next generation Semantic Web and workflow applications. Personalized Web ar-
chitecture could be integrated into the core of the Internet to allow users to access an OON
anytime and anywhere. The ubiquitous technologies expedited by increasingly improved
wireless communications and sensor abilities could make resources or services provided by
mobile, pervasive devices available to users. Through an OON, these resources could then be
advertised to users who have interests and who are in the vicinity at the time these devices
are providing services. These users can then use these resources in an ad-hoc and timely
fashion. The Personalized Web could then be employed as a ubiquitous advertising and
discovering point that allows users to find what they are looking for not only based on their
interests but also based on times and places.
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